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Zusammenfassung

Ein umfassendes Verständnis von oberflächenunterstützten molekularen Schalter-
einheiten ist zur Förderung der Realisierung aktiver molekularer Einheiten in zu-
künftigen Datenverarbeitungs- oder Speichergeräten im Bereich der molekularen
Elektronik von großer Bedeutung. Ungeachtet dessen, ob deren Anregung durch
Licht, Strom oder mechanische Kräfte erfolgt, wird das Schaltverhalten durch die
Form des Adsorptionspotenzials bestimmt. Dieses kann durch die Anwesenheit einer
Spitze eines Rastertunnelmikroskops, durch Molekül-Substrat und Molekül-Molekül
Wechselwirkungen im Falle einer Einbettung in ein zweidimensionales (2D) Netz-
werk beeinflusst werden. Oberstes Ziel ist es daher, die Reaktion auf die induzierten
Änderungen der Form des Adsorptionspotenzials der molekularen Schaltereinheit
vollumfassend zu begreifen, um das System schließlich spezifisch und bestenfalls
vollständig kontrolliert zu addressieren und zu manipulieren.
Einzelne auf einer Ag(111) Oberfläche adsorbierte Triazatruxen (TAT) Moleküle
stellen ein perfektes Modellsystem für molekulare Schaltereinheiten dar, die in mo-
lekularen 2D Netzwerken als logische Bauteile oder Speicherzellen integriert wer-
den können. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden TAT Moleküle mittels Elektrospray
Deposition auf eine Ag(111) Oberfläche aufgebracht und unter Verwendung eines
Tieftemperatur-Rastertunnelmikroskops (STM) analysiert. Hochauflösende STM-
Aufnahmen einzelner TAT Moleküle zeigen, verursacht durch die Bildung zweier
Oberflächen-Enantiomere (S, R) mit jeweils zwei unterschiedlichen Ausrichtungen
des Moleküls in Bezug auf das Ag(111) Gitter (atop-fcc und atop-hcp), vier mögli-
che Adsorptionskonfigurationen. Darüber hinaus existieren drei molekulare Typen,
die durch Unterschiede in der Molekül-Substrat Wechselwirkung aufgrund dreier
möglicher Ethylkonfigurationen charakterisiert sind. Die Konfiguration mit drei ab-
stehenden Ethyleinheiten wird als Typ 1 bezeichnet. Die Konfiguration, die sich
durch zwei/eine abstehende und eine/zwei zur Oberfläche gebundene Ethyleinhei-
ten auszeichnet wird als TAT Typ 2 / TAT Typ 3 bezeichnet. Typ 1 Moleküle sind
am häufigsten vertreten (∼60%), gefolgt von Typ 2 (∼37%) und Typ 3 Molekülen
(∼3%).
Zeitabhänge Strom-/z-Messungen an einzelnen TAT Typ 1 Molekülen zeigen ein
durch den Tunnelstrom angeregtes Schaltverhalten zwischen drei Leitfähigkeitszu-
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vi Zusammenfassung

ständen, die drei energetisch entarteten Bindungskonfigurationen zugeordnet wer-
den können. Das molekulare Schalten kann gerichtet angeregt werden mit erreichten
Direktionalitätswerten bis zu 100%, wobei die Richtung bei gleichen Tunnelparame-
tern für die beiden Oberflächen-Enantiomere entgegengesetzt ist. Die enantiomer-
abhängige Direktionalität bedeutet, dass die Chiralität der Potenziallandschaft des
Adsorptionspotenzials eine entscheidende Komponente für gerichtetes Schalten ist.
Eine Variation der Tunnelparameter ermöglicht die Manipulation und Kontrolle der
Symmetrie des Adsorptionspotenzials, um die Schaltdirektionalität zu unterdrücken
oder umzukehren.
Eine geänderte Molekül-Substrat Wechselwirkung bezüglich der Anzahl der zur
Oberfläche gebundenen Ethyleinheiten führt zu einer schrittweisen Unterdrückung
des molekularen Schaltens. Das Schaltverhalten freistehender TAT Typ 2 Moleküle
ist durch Übergänge zwischen zwei nicht entarteten Leitfähigkeitszuständen charak-
terisiert, von denen einer eindeutig präferiert wird. Das Pinning einer Ethyleinheit
zum Substrat hinterlässt zwei freie Enden, die zum Schalten beitragen. Ein doppel-
tes Pinning des Moleküls, das in Typ 3 realisiert wird, unterdrückt das molekulare
Schalten vollständig. Die Energie, die benötigt wird, um Änderungen der Molekül-
Substrat Wechselwirkung auszulösen und damit die Form des Adsorptionspoten-
zials zu verändern, wird entweder durch die Beschleunigung ionisierter Tröpfchen
während des Elektrospray Depositionsprozesses oder durch spitzeninduzierte Span-
nungsramps bereitgestellt. Letztere Methode erlaubt das kontrollierte und gezielte
Schalten zwischen den molekularen Typen und ermöglicht dadurch das reversible
Programmieren von Schaltereinheiten mittels Änderung der Molekül-Substrat Wech-
selwirkung.
Ein weiterer Schritt hin zur Implementierung in komplexe elektronische Schaltkrei-
se wurde durch die Einbettung von TAT Molekülen in 2D Bienenwabenstrukturen
gezeigt. Die Schaltcharakteristik von TAT Typ 1 Molekülen im Bienenwabengitter
wird durch die intermolekulare Kopplung erheblich beeinflusst. Ein zu untersuchen-
des aktives TAT (Typ 1) Molekül ist innerhalb der Bienenwabenstruktur von drei
nächsten Nachbarmolekülen umgeben, wodurch sich vier mögliche Konfigurationen
bezüglich deren molekularem Typ ergeben. Die Kopplung eines aktiven zu ansonsten
ausschließlich inaktiven (Typ 2 ist innerhalb der Bienenwabenstruktur als inaktive
Schaltereinheit definiert, Typ 3) TAT Molekülen belässt die Anzahl der Zustände
bei drei, beeinflusst aber die Schaltcharakteristik in Abhängigkeit der Anzahl der
nächsten Nachbarmoleküle. Die Kopplung mindestens zweier aktiver TAT Moleküle
führt zu erheblichen Änderungen des Schaltverhaltens, einschließlich der Bildung von
modifizierten Strom-/z-Zuständen. Die Anzahl modifizierter Leitfähigkeitszustände
gemessen an einer aktiven TAT Schaltereinheit beträgt 3n, wobei n die Anzahl der
involvierten aktiven TAT Schaltereinheiten angibt. Sieben davon wurden bei der
Kopplung zweier aktiver TAT Moleküle identifiziert. Die Anordnung der Moleküle
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in der Bienenwabenstruktur bringt eine zusätzliche Adsorptionskonfiguration je En-
antiomer mit sich, welche die Wahrscheinlichkeit des spitzeninduzierten Schaltens
zwischen den molekularen Typen noch erhöht. Die generelle Fähigkeit des spitzen-
induzierten Schaltens zwischen den Typen ermöglicht die gezielte Präparation von
2D Konfigurationen, wodurch die Realisierung molekularer logischer Operationen
und die Kontrolle der Anzahl der Zustände und der Eigenschaften der modifizierten
Leitfähigkeitszustände greifbar wird. Vorbereitende Experimente an weiteren Struk-
turen dichter Lagen und an TAT Derivaten (Tris-Triarylamin-TAT, Tris-Ferrocen-
TAT) bestätigen das große Potenzial von Manipulation und Kontrolle molekularer
Schaltereinheiten, das durch auf Ag(111) adsorbierte TAT basierte Moleküle gegeben
ist.
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Abstract

A precise understanding of surface-supported molecular switching units is of great
importance to further the realization of molecular active units in future informa-
tion processing and storage devices in the field of molecular electronics. Regardless
of whether they are excited by light, current or mechanical forces, their switching
characteristics are determined by the shape of the adsorption potential, which may
be influenced by the presence of the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope, by
molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interactions if they are embedded in two-
dimensional (2D) networks. Thus, the ultimate ambition is to fully understand the
response of the molecular switching unit to the induced changes of the shape of its
adsorption potential to after all specifically adress and manipulate the system with
having at best uprecendeted control.
Individually adsorbed triazatruxene (TAT) molecules on a Ag(111) surface depict
a perfect model system for molecular switching units, which may be incorporated
in 2D molecular networks as molecular logic devices or storage cells. In this thesis
TAT moleucles were electrospray deposited on a Ag(111) surface and investigated
in detail by means of low-temperatur scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). High-
resolution STM imaging of individually adsorbed TAT molecules yields four possible
adsorption configurations caused by the formation of two surface enantiomers (S, R)
and by the presence of two different orientations with respect to the Ag(111) lat-
tice per surface enantiomer (atop-fcc and atop-hcp). Furthermore, three molecular
types exist on the Ag(111) surface, which are characterized by differences in their
molecule-substrate interactions being due to three possible ethyl configurations. The
configuration with three upstanding ethyl moieties is labeled as TAT type 1. The con-
figuration characterized by two/one upstanding and one/two surface coupled ethyl
moieties are labeled as TAT type 2 and TAT type 3, respectively. The TAT type 1
molecules are most frequently represented (∼60%), followed by type 2 (∼37%) and
type 3 molecules (∼3%).
Time-dependent current-/z-traces of single TAT type 1 molecules show a tunnel-
ing current excited switching behavior between three conductance states, which are
attributed to three energetically degenerate bonding configurations. The molecular
switching may be driven in a particular direction, which is opposing for the two
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surface enantiomers at similar tunneling parameters, reaching values close to 100%
directionality. The enantiomer dependent directionality implies that the chirality of
the energy landscape of the adsorption potential is a vital component for directional
switching. Tuning the tunneling parameters enables the manipulation and control
of the adsorption potential’s symmetry to suppress or inverse the switching direc-
tionality.
Modifications of the molecule-substrate interaction concerning the number of surface
coupled ethyl moieties led to a stepwise suppression of the molecular switching. The
switching behavior of free-standing TAT type 2 molecules is characterized by transi-
tions between two non-degenerate conductance states, with one of both being clearly
preferred. The pinning of one of the ethyl moieties to the substrate just leaves two
free tails of the molecule to perform molecular switching. A two-fold pinning of the
molecule, which is realized for type 3, completely suppresses the molecular switching.
The required energy to induce the modifications of the molecule-substrate interac-
tion and thus to strongly manipulate the shape of the adsorption potential may be
either provided by the acceleration of ionized droplets during the electrospray depo-
sition process or by tip-induced bias voltage ramps. The latter method allows for the
controlled and targeted transition between the molecular types, and therefore en-
ables to reversibly program the switching units by changing their molecule-substrate
interaction.
A further step towards the integration into complex electronic circuits was shown
by the incorporation of TAT molecules in 2D honeycomb networks on Ag(111).
The switching characteristics of TAT type 1 molecules in the honeycomb lattice
are strongly affected by the intermolecular coupling. Regarding a probed active
TAT (type 1) molecule surrounded by three nearest neighboring molecules in the
honeycomb-structure four possible configurations concerning the type of the adjacent
molecules are possible. The coupling of an active to solely inactive TAT molecules
(type 2 is defined as an inactive switching unit if incorporated in the honeycomb-
structure, type 3) leaves the number of states as three but affects the switching
characteristics depending on the number of adjacent molecules. The coupling of at
least two active TAT molecules leads to significant changes of the switching behav-
ior, including the formation of modified current/z-states. The number of modified
conductance states measured at an active TAT is proposed to be 3n with n being
the number of involved active TAT switching units. Seven of them were identified
for the coupling of two active TAT molecules. The arrangement of molecules in the
honeycomb-structure reveals a further adsorption geometry per enantiomer which
even enhances the probability of tip induced transitions between the molecular types.
With the general ability of tip induced type transitions the targeted preparation of
2D configurations is possible, thus approaching the realization of molecular logic op-
erations and the control of the number and characteristics of modified conductance
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states. Preliminary experiments on further dense layer structures and on derivatives
of the TAT molecule (tris-triarylamine-TAT, tris-ferrocene-TAT) confirms the great
potential of manipulation and control of molecular switching units provided by the
TAT based molecules adsorbed on Ag(111).
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1 | Molecular switches

1.1 From Feynmans’s vision to molecular switches

Already in 1960 Richard P. Feynman talked about "the problem of manipulating and
controlling things on a small scale" in his famous lecture "There is Plenty of Room
at the Bottom" [1]. He visioned among others the miniaturization of encyclopedias
(Encyclopedia Brittanica, 24 volumes) by writing it on a frame as small as 80Å or of
machines acting as mechanical surgeons which might be inserted into blood vessels
to operate intrinsically. Therefore, the former requires not only the miniaturization
of writing but also a read out tool. The latter furthermore requires a driving force
to perform action and some kind of visualization as well.
60 years later parts of his vision finally have been realized or are at least under
ongoing research. Concerning the application of nanomachines in medicine there are
efforts in the field of spatially and time controlled drug delivery within a person’s
body via intravenously injected drug carrying nanoparticles [2, 3].
Regarding his vision about storing large amounts of data, the size of computers and
data storage devices have tremendously shrinked down compared to house-filling
setups used back then. The latest cellphones can store 256GB of data [4]. The tech-
nology used today for savely storing large amounts of data in the Cloud still is the
tape together with NAND and HDD (hard disk drive) flash memory techniques [4–6].
The latter ones reach areal densities larger than 1TB/in2 1 (Figure 1.1a) [5]. IBM
and Fujifilm just recently published their breaking of the world record for mag-
netic data storage on a prototype strontium ferrite (SrFe) particulate magnetic tape
(317GB/in2) in areal density. By assuming 1MB of text data per book 580 million
books can be stored on this tape and thus multiples of encyclopedias (Figure 1.1b).
With the miniaturization of devices and the demand of enhanced performance not
only the areal density needs to be increased but the size of transistors needs to be
scaled down as well. Today’s high-end smartphones implement a processor technol-
ogy which is based on the so called 7-nm node (100 million transistors per mm2 of
silicon) [7]. Further shrinking towards the 5-nm node is already in production and
reaching of the 1-nm node is expected within the next deacde. Indeed, those nodes
1 The areal density (byte/in2) measures the quantity of information that can be stored within a

computer.
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4 Chapter 1 Molecular switches

a b

Figure 1.1 | Data storage technologies today. a Chronology of the areal density
for different storage media: HDD (hard drive disk, red), NAND (green) and LTO
(linear tape open) tape media (blue). Figure taken from [5] b History of data storage
capacities within magnetic tapes developed by IBM. Figure taken from [4].

introduced within the frame of Moore’s law describing the development of the size
decrease of semiconductor based transistors are a bit puzzling since a 5-nm chip still
has a contact gate pich of 48 nm [7]. Nonetheless, lithography which is used for chip
production will inevitably reach its limits at some point. Consequently, molecular
based transistors, switches and storage media need to be developed and researched
for future electronic applications.
In 1974, Aviram and Ratner presented the first theoretical discussion of charge trans-
port through single molecules and proposed a molecular rectifier which consists of
an electron-donating and an electron-withrdrawing group [8]. Indeed, they suggested
that a single molecule which is contacted by two gate electrodes can act as an elec-
tronic device pointing towards the contact problem of molecular based functional de-
vices. However, the invention of scanning probe methods like the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM, 1982, [9, 10], chapter 2) and the atomic force microscope (AFM,
1986, [11]) enabled the visualization of atoms and molecules in real space represent-
ing a breakthrough in the desired miniaturization of things. Especially, the STM
turned out to be capable of solving the contact problem with a conducting tip and
substrate being the contacting electrodes [12]. Furthermore, the STM revealed the
possibility of manipulating matter on the atomic scale by moving individual atoms
and molecules. Only 10 years after its invention Stroscio and Eigler already published
a review article on the so far performed experiments [13]. They differentiate between
parallel and perpendicular manipulation processes due to their adsorbate-substrate
interaction during the manipulation process. In the parallel manipulation process,
the adsorbate is moved along the substrate surface while constantly staying within
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its adsorption well, i.e. without breaking the bond between the substrate and the
adsorbate. In contrast, adsorbates are transferred from the substrate to the STM
tip and back during perpendicular manipulation processes. Both aim to controllably
rearrange matter on the atomic scale.
One early and famous example of perpendicular manipulation of adsorbates was
published by Eigler and Schweizer in 1990. They picked up xenon (Xe) atoms which
are adsorbed on Ni(110) by the tip of an STM and purposefully rearranged them to
the IBM lettering on the surface [14]. In a follow-up publication Eigler et al. pro-
posed that a repeated tip induced vertical manipulation of Xe atoms adsorbed on the
same surface may be seen as an atomic switch representing a very small electronic
device [15]. Due to the exponential dependence of the tunneling current of an STM
on the vertical tip sample distance even little changes of the arrangement of the
atoms in the tunnel junction can be detected. Measuring the time dependence of the
conductance enables to identify the state of the atomic switch. Since then the field
of STM tip induced manipulation and switching of atoms [13, 16–18] and lateron
small molecules like CO, O2, NH3 or CH3S [17, 19–22] rapidly grew aiming to get
a better understanding of adsorbate substrate interactions. Beyond that, targeted
manipulation of adsorbates with an STM tip was used to create model physical sys-
tems like quantum confined structures [23–25] or to build artificial molecules [26].
Such systems of individual adsorbants on metal substrates representing electronic
switches are defined by their interaction with the substrate surface and the STM
tip and can be therefore controlled by changing the tunneling parameters (tunnel-
ing current and bias voltage) or by influencing the adsorbate substrate interaction
(Figure 1.2). Another crucial factor defining the system’s features is the molecule
molecule interaction which comes into play in two-dimensional (2D) networks of
switching units [27–33]. Since the mentioned molecular adsorbants only act as molec-
ular switches due to their particular molecule substrate interaction they can be
summarized as surface supported molecular switches. Regarding their implemen-
tation in the tunneling junction they can be either thermally activated [34, 35] or
purposefully excited by the electric field effect [36, 37], by inelastic electron tunnel-
ing [28,34,38–41], mechanically [42,43] or by photoelectrons [44–48].

However, the synthesis of molecules can be purposefully peformed to design molec-
ular switches which do not necessarily need the support of a solid substrate but
can be solved in liquids [49]. Ben L. Feringa pushed forward their evolution among
others what resulted in the first light-driven monodirectional molecular rotor [50].
Their molecular rotor was able to subsequently perform four steps which were either
photochemically or thermally activated resulting in a 360◦ rotation. The thermally
activated steps inducing a helix inversion prevent the rotor from a back rotation and
ensures a mono-directional rotation. The directionality of (rotational) switching of
molecules on surfaces can be further controlled by spatially selective excitation [51]
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Figure 1.2 | Interactions defining surface supported molecular switch-
ing units within an STM junction. The switching characteristics of surface
supported molecular switching units studied by STM are determined by a the tip-
molecule and the molecule-substrate interaction as well as b the molecule-molecule
interaction. c The conductance fluctuations occuring upon molecular switching are
detected by a time-dependent spectroscopic measurement of the tunneling current
I or the tip-sample distance z revealing telegraph noise like signal.

or by the presence of a chiral adsorption potential [34, 38, 52]. In 2016 Feringa re-
ceived the Nobel prize together with Fraser Stoddard and Jean-Piere Sauvage for
his contribution to the development of molecular machines [53,54]. A wealth of suc-
cessfully synthesised and arbitrarily complex molecular rotors, motors and machines
have been published since then [2, 55–59]. The Center for Materials Development
and Structure Studies (CEMES-CNRS) in Toulouse even organized a nanocar race
in 2017. Within a permitted time a certain distance has to be covered by the before
synthesised molecular machines using either the tip induced electric field gradient
or the scattering of inelastic electrons as a propulsion method [60].
Switching mechanisms based on isomerization [47, 48, 61–64] or tautomerization
[24, 28, 33, 39, 40, 65–76] reactions are as well realized due to the chemical design
of the molecule. Especially, molecules which exhibit tautomerization based switch-
ing aroused great interest due to their behavior upon chemical changes of the
molecule [39, 74, 76] and of their very close surrounding either by adatoms or by
neighboring molecules within a 2D network [28, 33, 40, 76]. A more detailed discus-
sion of some relevant publications of (tautomerization bassed) molecular switches,
their implementation in 2D networks and possibilities to chemically modify their ad-
sorption potential is provided in section 1.2. Those as well as the presented results
gained within the scope of this thesis are discussed regarding the following demands
for the implementation of molecular switches into electronic devices: i) High con-
trol and tunability of molecular switching properties such as the switching rate or
the switching directionality for instance by an STM tip. ii) Retention of the ad-
sorption configuration, the molecular switching is not correlated to position changes
like rotational or lateral movement of the molecule or major conformational changes
rendering their implementation in 2D molecular switching networks impossible. iii)
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Programmability of the molecular switch, e.g. influencing the number of accessible
states by chemical modifications of the molecule, the molecule-substrate interaction
or its vicinity. iv) Reversibility of the induced reactions. Prior to that, a brief outline
of the present work shall be given in the next section.

This thesis purports the surface supported molecular switching unit triazatruxene
(TAT) on Ag(111) and examines all three crucial interactions, the tip-molecule, the
molecule-substrate and the molecule-molecule interaction by means of low temper-
ature STM regarding the previously mentioned demands (Figure 1.2). Besides the
topographic imaging, the spectroscopic measurement of the time dependent con-
ductance represents the main method of characterization. Chapter 1 reviews some
molecular switching based systems regarding both, the switching of individually ad-
sorbed molecules as well as switching in 2D networks.
Part II of this thesis is divided in a rather universal introduction to the theoret-
ical background of the STM (chapter 2) and an application-oriented presentation
of the methods and set-ups used for the sample preparation and characterization
(chapter 3). Chapter 2 therefore provides a condensed version of the fundamen-
tal concept of electron tunneling theory including Bardeen’s tunneling theory, the
Tersoff-Hamann model and further aspects of scanning tunneling spectroscopy. It
closes with the single level resonant tunneling mechanism which describes the charge
transport through molecular junctions in the strong coupling regime holding for the
presented system due to the strong hybridization of molecular orbitals with those
of the metal substrate. Thereafter, the used cryogenic STM setup as well as the
used setup for the electrospray deposition (ESD) method are described in chapter
3. In the course of the ESD setup description the fundamental basics of electrospray
ionization (ESI) are briefly summarized and some preliminary results of the electro-
spray ionization mass-spectrometry characterization of the TAT molecule are pre-
sented. Furthermore, the chemical structure of the triazatruxene core molecule and
its derivatives tris-triarylamine-TAT and tris-ferrocene-TAT are introduced. Termi-
nating, the cleaning procedure and crucial features of the used substrate Ag(111) as
well as a rough insight into the computational method of density functional theory
are provided.
Part III exclusively deals with the experimental results of the TAT molecules and its
derivatives which are adsorbed on the Ag(111) surface gained by low temperature
STM in view of molecular switching subdivided in four chapters. In chapter 4 the
general adsorption configuration of individual TAT molecules on Ag(111) and their
ability to switch within their adsorption potential between three conductance states
are discussed. Therefore, the analysis routine of the switching dynamics needed
for the time dependent conductance measurements is introduced. Furthermore, the
switching directionality due to the molecule’s chiral adsorption potential is parsed.
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Summarizing, this chapter deals with the tip molecule interaction and its effects
on molecular switching. The impacts of a change in molecule substrate interaction
of single TAT molecules are discussed in the following chapter 5. Slight changes
of its specific binding geometry within its adsorption potential and their effects on
molecular switching rates are discussed. Conformational changes of the orientations
of the ethyl moieties significantly enhances the molecule substrate interaction re-
vealing two additional intact molecular types on the Ag(111) surface which induces
strongly modified switching characteristics. Furthermore, the possibility of chemi-
cally programming the TAT/Ag(111) switching unit, i.e. the tip induced transition
between the molecular types is presented. Chapter 6 provides a detailed discussion
of the honeycomb structure of TAT/Ag(111) which emerges for increased surface
coverages. Thus, the molecule-molecule interaction and its consequences on pos-
sible adsorption configurations, on the molecular switching characteristics and on
the chemical programming of TAT molecules implemented in the honeycomb struc-
ture are discussed. In the last chapter 7 some first results on further dense layer
structures of TAT/Ag(111) as well as on the derivatives tris-triarylamine-TAT and
tris-ferrocene-TAT adsorbed on Ag(111) are presented. Finally, the essential results
of this thesis are summarized and some further prospects concerning supplemental
experiments and ideas are provided.

1.2 Surface supported molecular switches - chemical
programming, multi-state switches and 2D networks

The present section reviews some interesting publications in the field of surface sup-
ported molecular switches in view of the demands i) to iv) of the previous section.
Chemical programming shall therefore refer to all chemical modifications in the vicin-
ity of the adsorbent of interest affecting its conformational or electronic properties.
Those include the formation and breaking of bonds between adsorbants [77–79], be-
tween the adsorbate and the substrate [80] within the molecular structure [39,74,76]
and unbound or loosely connected chemical modifications of the vicinity [40,81,82].

Chemical programming of tautomerization based molecular switches

Related compounds of phtalocyanine (Pc) and porphyrine molecules exhibit a bista-
bility of the two H atoms of the inner cavity which induces a switching of the H atom
positions representing a two-level conductance switch. The molecular switching is
triggered by inelastic electron tunneling, thus the switching rate can be controlled by
tuning the tunneling parameters [24, 39, 65]. The switching due to tautomerization
leaves the molecule’s adsorption configuration as it is. Consequenly, i) and ii) are
accomplished. Auwaerter et al. reported of a four-level conductance switch based on
tautomerization reaction [39]. They started with a tetraphenyl-porpyrin (2H-TPP)
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d

Figure 1.3 | Chemical programming of 2H-TPP/Ag(111) - effects of de-
protonation. STM images of a 2H-TPP b singly deprotonated 1H-TPP and c
fully deprotonated 0-TPP molecule on Ag(111). d I(t)-trace recorded at the cen-
ter of 2H-TPP. The bistable molecular switch changes to a four-level switch after
deprotonation. Reprinted (adapted) by permission from Nature Publishing Group:
Nature [39]. Copyright © 2011.

molecule adsorbed on Ag(111) representing a two-level conductance switch due to
the bistability of the inner H atoms (Figure 1.3a, d (t<4 s)). Recording the time
dependent tunneling current dependency (I(t)) visualizes the switching character-
istics. At t=4 s a voltage pulse applied to the tunneling junction induced a single
deprotonation reaction yielding a four-level conductance switch (1H-TPP Figure
1.3b, d (t>4 s)). A second deprotonation process (0H-TPP Figure 1.3c) completely
suppresses the molecular switching due to the absence of H atoms being essential
for the tautomerization reaction. The tip induced deprotonation represents a way
of chemically programming the molecular switch (two-level→ four-level→ suppres-
sion) in a rather controlled fashion. However, the process of deprotonation is an
irreversible process.

Another possibility of chemical programming was reported by Kumagai et al. [40].
They studied the influence of close-by Cu adatom(s) on the tautomerization reac-
tion of porphycene molecules (two-level switch) adsorbed on Cu(110). The current
histogram of the I(t)-time trace measured at the position marked by the star of
an undistorted porphycene molecule is displayed in blue in Figure 1.4g. It repre-
sents a reference point concerning the fractional occupations PL and PH of the low
and high current state, respectively. The STM images of Figure 1.4b to d show the
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Figure 1.4 | Chemical programming of porphycene on Cu(110) - effects of
close-by Cu adatom(s). a-f and h-j STM images and schematics of porphycene
Cu-adatom configurations and g, k their effects on the corresponding current his-
tograms. lMap of the fractional occupation of the high current state PH dependency
on the lateral molecule-adatom distance. Reprinted by permission from Nature Pub-
lishing Group: Nature [40]. Copyright © 2013.

successive tip induced approach of a Cu adatom. The ratio of the fractional occupa-
tions therefore changes until it is inverted (Figure 1.4e, g red histogram). In a final
step, the Cu adatom is positioned at the closest position yielding the suppression of
the molecular switching (Figure 1.4f, g black histogram). Positioning a second Cu
adatom at the opposing site of the porphycene molecule restores the initial ratio of
PL and PH of the undistorted molecule. The distortion of the adsorption potential
due to the adatom molecule interaction strongly influences the ratio of fractional
occupations and can suppress the tautomerization reaction. All induced changes are
fully reversible.

Chemical programming by changing the molecule substrate interaction

The last two systems presented are representatives concerning the effects on molecu-
lar switching due to intramolecular chemical modifications or due to distance depen-
dent adsorbate adsorbate interactions. Effects on molecular switching that occur due
to modifying the molecule substrate interaction were studied by Zhong et al. [83].
In a combined AFM/STM study they analyzed 4,4"-diamino-p-terphenyl molecules
adsorbed on Cu(111). They observed two different types of adsorption structures.
One configuration (type I) having an asymmetry occurred much more frequently
than the other symmetric configuration (type II). This asymmetry is caused by a
lattice mismatch between molecule and substrate combined with ineteractions with
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Figure 1.5 | Chemical programming of DATP/Cu(111) - effects of chang-
ing the molecule substrate interaction. a AFM image and b schematics of
DATP type I on Cu(111) and overlayed structure of type IA and IB. c, d DFT
simulated adsorption position of type IA and IB on Cu(111). e AFM image showing
the transition from type II to type I. Reprinted (adapted) from [83]. Copyright ©
2018.

the subsurface atomic layer (Figure 1.5a-e). Consequently, the bonding configuration
of one of the amine groups is bistable leading to a two-level molecular conductance
(type IA↔ type IB) switch located at the corresponding tail of the molecule. Due to
just minor changes of the bonding geometry the switching itself proceeds within the
adsorption potential of type I. The adsorption configuration of type II is symmetric
and stable showing no molecular switching. A reversible transition between the in-
stable type I and the stable type II can be induced upon scanning or derliberately
by the tip (Figure 1.5e). However, the chemical programming in this case involves
the rotation of the molecule by 21◦. Thus, the system accomplishes request ii), the
retention of the adsorption configuration concerning the molecular switching of type
I but the chemical programming does not.

Multi-state switches

The previously mentioned publications on the field of molecular switching units show
that there is a vast amount of molecular two-level conductance switches. However,
an increased number of states would for example increase the storage density and is
thus worth striving for. The deprotonation of molecules exhibiting tautomerization
reactions already increased the number of conductance states to four. Furthermore,
molecular rotors are predestinated to perform multi-step rotations depending on
their chemical design. A three-step and a five-step molecular rotor have been re-
ported by Zhang et al. [52] and by Perera et al. [51], respectively. Tierney et al.
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Figure 1.6 | Li@C60/Au(111) - multi-state switch. a-e STM images of the
levels 1 to 6 of Li@C60/Au(111) f dI/dU -spectra for each of the levels displayed in
a-e. g Ball and stick model of Li@C60 and deconstructed diagram to illustrate the
levels 1 to 6. Reprinted from [84]. Copyright © 2019.

accounted a molecular rotor having six different conductance states [34]. Another
six-level conductance switch has been published by Homberg et al. [59]. All four sys-
tems were realized by the platform approach, where a rotor is mounted to a stator
which adsorbs on the substrate surface enabling well controlled performances.
A different approach was published by Chandler et al. [84]. They studied the per-
formance of a Li atom encapsulated in a C60 cage. Different positions of the Li
atom within the fullerene cage called Li-cage configurations revealed 14 conduc-
tance states which are separated in six levels (Figure 1.6). They suggest level 3 and
4 to combine to a single level 3/4 due to intermolecular interactions. Regarding their
topographic appearance, the kidney bean shape of level 3/4 can adopt six rotational
states and level 2 and 5 have a 120◦ rotational symmetry. Thus, each level (1, 2, 3/4,
5, 6) exhibit 1, 3, 6, 3 and 1 state(s), respectively yielding 14 conductance states
in total which so far is proposed to be the record concerning multi-state molecular
conductance switches.

Obvously, the measurements show that an implementation into a 2D network is
possible. However, the switching directionality which becomes more important for
multi-state switches cannot be controlled for the Li@C60 switch. Perequisites for
directional switching are an asymmetric adsorption potential which can be realized
by the chirality of the molecule, the surface, the stator or even by the tip [34,52,85]
or by site-selective excitation [51].
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Figure 1.7 | Logic AND gate of CO/Cu(111). a Model of the AND gate
(blue dots: CO molecules that hop during device operation) b STM image of the
initial configuration. c Result after triggering input X (green dots: CO positions
after hopping). d Result after subsequently triggering input Y. e After a reset of
all CO molecules to the initial configuration of b input Y is triggered. Subsequent
triggering of X yields the configuration of d. From [27], reprinted with permission
from AAAS.

Molecular switching in 2D networks - effects from molecule-molecule
interactions

With the arrangement of 2D networds the molecule-molecule interaction comes into
play which can either activate correlated switching events [30,32,61,86] or transport
information [27,28,31] with the latter being suitable for the realization of molecular
logic devices.
Heinrich et al. arranged CO molecules on Cu(111) in an atomically precise fashion,
called "cascade" with which they managed to realize several logic devices [27]. The
cascade is activated by the initial motion of a triggering molecule subsequently induc-
ing the motion of another molecule releasing a domino effect. The crucial geometry
of CO molecules is called chevron consisting of three molecules. A model of their
constructed AND gate is displayed in Figure 1.7a. Big blue dots indicate the CO
molecules which hop during device operation. Big red dots represent CO molecules
as well which are spatially fixed to form the required chevron trimers inducing the
ongoing sequential motion of CO molecules (blue). Starting with the CO molecule
at the top of input X a chevron trimer is formed and the centered CO molecule is
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Figure 1.8 | Alternating H2Pc and HPc molecules on Ag(111) - molecular
chains forming logic gates. a Input configurations of HPc/Ag(111) and output
configurations of H2Pc/Ag(111) marked by the yellow and white arrows, respectively.
b STM images of a pentamer chain with alternating HPc and P2PC molecules
representing a molecular logic gate (A, B, C: input; X, Y: output). c Truth table
comprising the states of all configurations (yellow: OR gate, red: NOT gate, blue:
NAND gate). Reprinted with permission from [33]. Copyright © 2021 American
Chemical Society.

excited to move to form the next chevron trimer. The CO molecule which is located
in the center between the three tails representing input X, Y and output can only be
excited, if both inputs are triggered, thus yielding a positive output signal (Figure
1.7). Even though, the cascade based 2D networks may offer a great potential for the
realization of logic devices, their reactions are not reversible. After each execution
the molecules need to be rearranged manually preventing multiple use of one and
the same cascade. Li et al. reported as well of the realization of a molecular AND
gate using SnCl2Pc molecules adsorbed on Cu(100) [31]. During the performance of
the device the SnCl2Pc molecules retain their lateral positions. However, two con-
formational states represent the inputs 0 and 1 which differ by a rotational angle of
56◦.
The publications of Liljeroth et al. [28] and Kumagai et al. [40] already reported
about the intermolecular interactions of tautomers and their effects on the tautomer-
ization reaction. Just recently, Leisegang and coworkers pulished their studies about
molecular chains of alternating H2Pc and HPc prepared on Ag(111) [33] (Figure 1.8).
Depending on the tautomerization state of an input HPc molecule an adjacent H2Pc
molecule is slightly tilted to the left or the right. The possible input/output config-
urations of a pentamer chain are displayed in the corresponding truth table. Such
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kind of signal transfer by manipulating just one of the terminating HPc molecules
of a molecular chain rather is of long range only vanishing after 10 H2Pc molecules.
The reviewed molecular switching systems showed the complexity of accomplishing
all four proposed demands i) to iv). In the present work triazatruxene based mole-
cules were used whose structures and chemical properties are briefly introduced in
section 3.3. In the course of this thesis it turned out that the TAT core molecule
adsorbed on Ag(111) and studied by low temperature STM represents a perfect
molecular model switch meeting the requirements of a potential integration into
molecular circuits.
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2 | Scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy

With the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope by Gerd Binnig and Hein-
rich Rohrer in 1982 for which they were forwarded the nobel prize [9, 10, 87] the
gap between the macroscopic world and the imaging and manipulation of atoms
has been bridged. The scanning tunneling microscope is based on the quantum me-
chanical tunneling effect with the tunneling current being the measured variable.
Therefore, structure sizes down to 10 pm can be resolved since it operates in the so-
called "near-field" regime releasing the resolution from diffraction limits [88]. Unlike
diffraction experiments which have been traditionally used to analyse surface struc-
tures revealing periodic structures in reciprocal space, scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) enables the local probing of the real space allowing for the invesitgation of
non-periodic features (defects, adsorbates, grain boundaries). Furthermore, it is not
restricted to the ultrahigh vacuum environment, which is the focus of the present
work, but can be as well applied at atmospheric pressure as well as in liquids. The
first breakthrough was the resolution of the 7×7 surface reconstruction of Si(111)
closing a long lasting discussion about its structural details [89]. Besides the real-
space imaging of atomic structures and the investigation of electronic properties
STM is a powerful tool of manipulation on the atomic scale [14].
The principle setup of STM is displayed in Figure 2.1a containing the tunneling
contact between a fine metallic tip usually made of W or PtIr which is mounted
to a piezo scanner and a conductive sample. The piezo tube guides the tip while
scanning the sample surface. Lateral control is achieved by bending the tube in x

and y direction due to an applied piezo voltage. However, the performance of the
z-piezo depends on the measurement mode. Tip sample distances d in the range
of 0.5-1 nm lead to an overlap of the wavefunctions of both electrodes [92]. This
non-zero overlap allows for electron tunneling through the vacuum barrier. If a bias
voltage is applied between tip and sample a net tunneling current can be detected.
The crucial feature of the tunneling current is its high sensitivity towards the tip
sample distance d providing the basis for atomic resolution

I ∝ e−2κd. (2.1)

19
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Figure 2.1 | Basic STM setup and measurement modes. a Principle STM
setup containing the tunneling contact between a metallic tip and conductive sample
and the STM electronics with the implemented feedback loop for adjusting the
piezo scanner. b Schematic illustration of the constant current mode. Therefore,
a constant tip sample distance d is required which is continously adjusted by the
regulatory feedback loop revealing the apparent height x(y, z). Corresponding height
profiles for different settings of the feedback loop sensitivity are displayed (blue: high
sensitivity, light blue: low sensitivity). c Schematic illustration of the constant height
mode. The tip sample distance d varies while scanning across the surface inducing
a change of the measured tunneling current I(x, y). Images adapted from [90,91].

It roughly decreases by one order of magnitude if d is increased by 1Å due to typical
values of the decay constant of around κ ∼11 nm−1 [93]. Typical values of applied
bias voltages are in the range of a few mV to several V. Values of the tunneling
current range from pA to several nA.
The correlation between tip sample distance and the tunneling current allows for
two measurement modes, the constant current mode (Figure 2.1b) and the constant
height mode (Figure 2.1c). For the latter the tip is scanned along a parallel plane at
constant height above the sample surface. The resulting lateral dependent variations
of the tip sample distance induce changes in the tunneling current revealing an image
of the surface based on a data set of (x, y, I(x, y)). There is no regulating feedback
loop which performs time-consuming adjustments of the vertical tip position, thus
enbabling fast scanning speeds. The tip is not retracted at protrusions of the sample
surface strongly increasing the risk of bringing the tip and sample into mechanical
contact. The constant height mode requires atomically flat sample surfaces and is
therefore less frequently used and of no significance for the present work.
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The constant current mode which is commonly used is based on the permanent ad-
justment of the tip sample distance by the feedback loop in order to hold a preset
current value while laterally scanning the sample surface. Thus, a topographic image
is formed of a (x, y, z(x, y, )) data set.
Besides the topography mode, spectroscopic methods are used to investigate the elec-
tronic properties of a sample. Therefore, the tip is fixed at a lateral position (x, y) and
the tunneling current is measured versus the bias voltage (I(U)-spectroscopy) or the
tip-sample distance (I(z)-spectroscopy). The latter is used for investigating trans-
port properties through molecular adsorbents [12, 94–96]. The I(U)-spectroscopy is
a commonly used method in molecular electronics to investigate the onset of band
edges corresponding to molecular orbitals and thus probing the HOMO-LUMO gap
(highest occupied molecular orbital, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) [97, 98].
For the sake of completeness the inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS)
shall be mentioned which is used to resolve inelastic excitations such as vibrational
modes or spin flip excitations [99,100]. However, the main method aside of the topo-
graphy mode which was used within this thesis is the time dependent current mea-
surement I(t) at a fixed lateral tip position (x, y). For the I(t) method the feedback
loop is switched off. As previously described, the tip position is not readjusted by the
regulating feedback electronics increasing the risk of unwanted tip movements due
to drift or arbupt changes of the tunneling conductance. Thus, the time dependence
of the tip-sample distance z(t) may be measured analogously. This method is used
to investigate dynamic properties of the sample such as the conductance changes
in molecular switching units [32, 83, 84, 101] or less commonly the conductance of
molecular bridges being in contact with two electrodes [102]. Section 4.3.1 provides
a detailed description of the method and the analysing procedure used within this
thesis.
Independent of the specific measurement mode the tunneling current between the
tip and the sample is the crucial factor of the scanning tunneling microscope. Thus,
the following sections provide a brief introduction to the basic theory starting from
the tunneling between plain electrodes towards the specific tip sample configura-
tion of an STM. Finally, section 2.3 deals with tunneling effects through individual
molecules being coupled to the electrodes.

2.1 Theory of electron tunnelling

The theoretical basics which describe the electron tunneling within the STM is
the topic of many books at this time. Comprehensive and detailed descriptions are
provided for example by C. J. Chen [93] and R. Wiesendanger [88] to mention just
two of them. The following section shall give a brief overview of the fundamentals
of the theory of electron tunneling to gain a basic understanding. Thus, the reader
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Figure 2.2 | Bardeen’s theory of tunneling. a The wavefunctions ψµ and χν
of electrode A and B decay into vacuum due to the large distance between the
electrodes (U=0 in the center). b Decreasing the distance between the electrodes
enables tunneling of electrons. A net tunneling current can be measured if a potential
difference is applied. c Derivation for Bardeens three-dimensional tunenling matrix
element. A vacuum barrier lies between the tip and sample. The separation surface
Σ separates the tip and sample subspaces. Images are adapted from [93].

is referred to the cited literature for a more detailed approach.

2.1.1 Bardeen’s theory of tunnelling

The theoretical concept to describe electron tunneling between two electrodes is
traced back to Bardeen’s perturbation theory of tunneling [103]. With this he aimed
to describe an experiment on the superconducting gap in metal-insulator-metal junc-
tions which was performed by Giaever et al. already in 1960 [104]. As for the orig-
inal approach which sufficiently accounted for the planar junction geometry, the
one-dimensional case is provided here for the sake of simplicity. For describing a tip
sample tunneling contact an extension to three dimensions is required which can be
readily implemented.
Bardeen’s perturbation approach differes from the standard perturbation theory of
quantum mechanics by the assumption of two orthogonal sets of wavefunctions (ψµ
and χν) describing an electrode each which are far apart from each other at t=0
(Figure 2.2a). They originate from different Hamiltonians and are thus no eigenfunc-
tions of the Hamiltonian of the combined system. The electrodes are labeled as A
and B for the moment and represent electron reservoirs. Following assignments of tip
and sample electrode may then be arbitrarily set. The corresponding spatial wave-
functions of electrode A and B satisfies the Schrödinger equation of the individual
subsystems(

− ~2

2m
∂2

∂z2 + UA

)
ψµ = Eµψµ(

− ~2

2m
∂2

∂z2 + UB

)
χν = Eνχν .

(2.2)

ψµ and χν exponentially decay into the vacuum of the zone seperating electrode A
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and B. Bringing both electrodes together (t>0) but still being seperated by a small
vauum barrier results in a Schrödinger equation describing the combined system by
considering the assumed orthogonality of the two sets of wavefunctions (Figure 2.2b)

i~
Ψ
∂t

=
(
− ~2

2m
∂2

∂z2 + UA + UB

)
Ψ . (2.3)

There is a certain probability that an electron of an occupied state of electrode A
tunnels in an empty state of electrode B which is expressed by coefficients cν(t)
yielding an approximate solution of the combined system

Ψ = ψµe
−iEµt/~ +

∞∑
ν=1

cν(t)χνe−iEνt/~ . (2.4)

Assuming the state ψµ of electrode A to be occupied at a time t then state χν of
electrode B is simultaneously occupied with a probability of

pµν(t) ≡ |cν |2 = |Mµν |2
sin2 ((Eµ − Eν)t/2~)

(Eµ − Eν)2 . (2.5)

Eµ = Eν yields the largest probability and is called elastic tunneling being effec-
tively dissipationless. The coefficients cν(t) are derived by inserting equation 2.4 into
equation 2.3. In the limiting case of t→∞ and by introducing the density of states
of electrode B %B(Eµ) the probability of equation 2.5 is

pµν(t) = 2π
~
|Mµν |2ρB(Eµ)t . (2.6)

The tunneling matrix element Mµν represents the amplitude of the electron transfer
and describes the wavefunction overlap close to electrode B

Mµν =
∫

z>z0

ψµUBχ
∗
νd

3~r . (2.7)

Using equations 2.2 the tunneling matrix element is converted into a surface integral
and after some rearrangement yielding Bardeen’s tunneling matrix element in one-
dimensional form

Mµν = ~2

2m

∫
z=z0

(
ψµ
∂χ∗ν
∂z
− χ∗ν

∂ψµ
∂z

)
dxdy (2.8)

which is evaluated at the planar separation surface at z0. The total tunneling cur-
rent is the sum over all relevant states and thus considers the density of states of
both electrodes (ρA, ρB) and the temperature dependent Fermi distribution function
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f(E) = 1
1+e(E−EF)/kBT

I =4πe
~

∞∫
−∞

(f(EF − eU + ε)− f(EF + ε))

× ρA(EF − eU + ε)ρB(EF + ε)|M(ε)|2dε .

(2.9)

For experiments which are performed at low temperatures (kBT � eV ) being actu-
ally the case for the experiments performed in this thesis, f(E) is approximated by
a step function, thus the tunneling current may be expressed by

I = 4πe
~

eU∫
0

ρA(EF − eU + ε)ρB(EF + ε)|M(ε)|2dε . (2.10)

Consequently, measuring the tunneling current provides access to the density of
states of tip and sample.
By reference to equation 2.8 the derivation can be expanded to three dimensions.
Therefore the separation surface Σ between tip and sample is not planar anymore
but bent and located in the middle of the gap (Figure 2.2c). With the help of Green’s
theorem the tunneling matrix element is described by

Mµν = ~2

2m

∫
Σ

(ψµ∇χ∗ν − χ∗ν∇ψµ) d~S . (2.11)

2.1.2 The Tersoff-Hamann model

So far, the imaging mechanism which is based on measuring the tunneling current is
a convolution of the electronic states of the tip and the sample. The issue of accessing
solely the sample electronic states was solved by a particular model of the tip which
was proposed by Tersoff and Hamann [105,106]. Generally, the tip wavefunctions are
represented by a spherical-harmonic expansion with components Yl,m(Θ, φ) in the
vacuum gap [93]. Tersoff and Hamann proposed the s-wave approach (l=0), thus
modelling the tip as a geometrical point with radius r0 what effectively removes
the tip properties from the initial problem providing access to the sample electronic
states. The detailed derivation can be found in [93]. Finally, the tunneling matrix
element results in the proportionality

Mµν ∝ ψµ(~r0) . (2.12)

The formula of the tunneling current is again obtained by summing up all sample
states around EF which reveals the tunneling conductance with the density of sample
states ρS

G ≡ I

U
∝ |ψµ(~r0)|2ρS(EF) . (2.13)
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Image adapted from [93].

This effectively represents the local density of states (LDOS) of the sample at EF

at the center of the curvature of the tip r0 [93]

I

U
∝ ρS(EF, ~r0) . (2.14)

Thus, the central result of the Tersoff-Hamann model is that STM measures an
intrinsic property of the unperturbed surface rather than a property of the joint tip-
surface system. Even though, the specific electronic states of the tip are not known
in many cases the s-wave approach matches perfectly well for sample feature sizes
of ≥1 nm [93]. Otherwise non-spherical tip wavefunctions (l 6=0) have to be taken
into account for the description of arbitrary states. They are as well traced in the
framework of the spherical-harmonic expansion resulting in the so-called derivative
rule [93].

2.2 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy

The assumption of small bias voltages in the vicinty of EF which resulted in an energy
indepent tunneling matrix element shall now be extended to larger bias voltages.
High bias voltages are experimentally used to probe particular electronic sample
states and they are now implemented into the tunneling current by reference to
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Thus, the Bardeen formula of tunneling
current (equation 2.10) reads [93]

I = 4πe
~

1
2 eU∫

− 1
2 eU

ρA(EF −
1
2eU + ε)ρB(EF + 1

2eU + ε)|M(ε)|2dε . (2.15)

By introducing an average work function Φ̄ representing the energy difference be-
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tween the vacuum level and the middle of the two Fermi levels (Figure 2.3) the decay
constant of an electronic state of electrode A with energy eigenvalue E is [93]

κ =
√

2mE
~

=

√
2m(Φ̄− ε)

~
. (2.16)

After some rearrangements, the average work function Φ̄ and the corresponding
decay constant κ0 =

√
2mΦ̄
~ determine the energy dependence of the tunneling matrix

element

M(ε) = M(0) exp
(
κ0εd

2Φ̄

)
(2.17)

with the tip sample distance d. The expression for the energy dependent tunneling
matrix can now be inserted into equation 2.15

I =4πe
~

1
2 eU∫

− 1
2 eU

ρA(EF −
1
2eU + ε)ρB(EF + 1

2eU + ε)

× |M(0)|2 exp
(
κ0εd

Φ̄

)
dε .

(2.18)

The exponent of the tunneling matrix gives the upper half more weight than the
lower half of the bias interval by approximately one order of magnitude [93]. For large
tip sample distances contributions of the small energy interval ε ≈ eU/2 dominate
the evaluation of the integral. Spectroscopic information about the occupied sample
states (ρB = ρS) may then be received from(

dI

dU

)
U=V

≈ ρS(EF + eU)ρT(EF) (2.19)

for positive bias voltages with the tip density of states ρT. Thus, electrons occupying
tip states around EF tunnel into empty states of the sample for positive bias voltages
and vice versa.
During the measurement of tunneling spectrums usually a large bias voltage range
is covered. Due to the exponential dependency of the tunneling current on the tip
sample distance and on the tunneling matrix element it varies about orders of mag-
nitudes during a single measurement. Furthermore, this large variation of tunneling
current associates that band edges appear to be relatively unsharp in the spectrum.
Feenstra et. al proposed the normalization of the differential conductance dI/dU to
the total conductance I/U which yields the normalized dynamic conductance [107]

gN(V ) ≡ (dI/dU)m
Im/U

. (2.20)

The subscript m refers to the measured quantities. The normalized dynamic con-
ductance appeared to highlight the band edges and was proven to be a measure of
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the surface-state density of metals and small band-gap semiconductors [108].

Lock-in detection

Numerically derivating the tunneling current to get the conductance dI/dU usually
reveals a poor signal to noise ratio. Therefore, a lock-in amplifier is used to directly
measure the conductance simultaneously to the recording of the I(U)-trace. High
performance instruments enable the measurement of signal amplitudes which are
superimposed by noise whose amplitude is up to a million times larger than that
of the signal [109]. Even though, the recording of dI/dU -spectra was not the focus
of the present work and only few conductance spectra are presented the lock-in
detection technique shall be briefly mentioned due to its general relevance. Further
details are provided by [110,111].
The principle behind the technique is a signal modulation of the applied bias voltage
U by a small ac-voltage U(t) = Umod cos(ωt) (∼mV) [112]. The modulation frequency
is defined by f = ω/2π. This leads to a modulation of the tunneling current with
the same frequency which can be expressed by a Taylor expansion

I(U + Ûmod cos(ωt)) = I(U) + dI

dU
(U)Ûmod cos(ωt) +O

(
(Ûmod cos(ωt))2

)
.

Here, the peak amplitude Ûmod is used for the modulation voltage which is defined by
the root mean square commonly used for alternating voltages Umod,eff = Ûmod/

√
2.

The regulation speed of the feedback loop as well as the bandwidth of the STM
preamplifier has to be considered by setting the modulation frequency. It has to
be higher than the first and lower than the latter to enable the measurement of
the modulation of the tunneling current. Additionally, noise (N(t)) and a capacitive
current (Ic(t)) due to the wiring which is phase-shifted by 90◦ with respect to I(U +
Ûmod cos(ωt)) contributes to the total tunneling current [90]

Itot(t) = I(U + Ûmod cos(ωt)) + Ic +N(t) . (2.21)

By applying a low-pass filter the signal at the frequency of interest is isolated from
the remaining frequency components [109]. Therefore, the transmission of the low-
pass filter needs to be restricted to frequencies within a narrow bandwidth around
the modulation frequency and the phase corresponding to the modulated tunneling
current revealing the first harmonic of the tunneling current ∼ dI

dU [90].

Energy resolution

According to the detailed derivation of the lock-in limiting the energy resolution
its contribution to the broadening of energy levels is ∆mod=

√
3Ûmod [110] 1. Con-

1 ∆mod may vary depending on the device-specific lock-in processing.
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sequently, the resolution of narrow spectroscopic features requires the modulation
voltage to be as small as possible. However, it should still be large enough to enable a
sufficient signal strength. Additionally, the finite temperature determines the energy
resolution of STS measurements. The thermal contribution ∆T=3.3kBT is defined
as the smallest energy distance of two δ-peaks in the LDOS that can still be resolved
as two individual peaks in dI/dU -spectra [113]. The combination of both yields the
energy resolution of STS by assuming a Gaussian like sum rule

∆E ≈
√

∆2
mod + ∆2

T ≈
√

(2.4Umod)2 + (3.3kBT )2 . (2.22)

dI/dU-mapping

Recording dI/dU -spectra as described in the previous section reveals the LDOS of
the sample at a particular sample position (x, y) but spatially dependent informa-
tions are missing. The method of dI/dU -mapping which effectively represents the
measurement of a dI/dU -spectrum at each imaging point (x, y) reveals the spatially
resolved LDOS

dI

dU
(x, y, U) ∝ ρS(x, y, EF + eU) . (2.23)

However, the measurement of dI/dU -spectra covering large bias voltage ranges
would be rather time consuming. Therefore, selected bias voltages are used for imag-
ing the sample surface in the constant current mode which are modulated by a small
modulation voltage Umod (see previous section). Regarding molecular adsorbents, the
laterally resolved molecular orbitals may be imaged [98].

2.3 Charge transport through molecular junctions

Molecular junctions may be realized experimentally in different ways by scanning
tunneling/mechanically controlled molecular break junctions (STMBJ/MCBJ) in
liquids or in UHV atmosphere [12]. They have in common a molecule representing a
quantum object which needs to be bond to metal electrodes to bridge the gap to the
macroscopic world and to perform conductance measurements. Besides the intrinsic
features of the molecule like its size or the energetic position and spatial localization
of the molecular orbitals the strength of the coupling Γ between the molecule and
the electrodes is a significant factor in transport measurements. The coupling effec-
tively is a measure for the hybridization of the molecular orbitals with the metallic
contacts and is represented by a broadening of the resonant energy levels (Γ = ~/τ).
In the weak coupling regime the electrons tunnel sequentially from the first electrode
to an empty state of the molecule and from the molecule to the second electrode [114].
It is described by the Coulomb blockade mechanism and accounts for systems con-
taining a decoupling layer like h-BN [110]. Phenomena related to electron-eclectron
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correlation effects (Kondo effet, co-tunneling) occur in in the intermediate coupling
regime [114]. Within the strong coupling regime, which implies molecular adsorbents
on metal electrodes, electrons tunnel in a phase-coherent molecular orbital supported
one-step process from one electrode to the other [114]. It is described by the single
level resonant tunneling (SLRT) mechanism which will be briefly introduced in the
following. Generally, the total coupling Γ = ΓA + ΓB which consists of the coupling
strengths of electrode A and B has the dimension of energy and determines the
lifetime. Consequently, energy levels of strong coupling systems are more broadened
than the ones of weakly coupling systems [115]. Further insights into the different
coupling regimes are provided by [12,110,115].
According to the previously introduced convention of electrode A being the tip and
electrode B representing the sample, a bias voltage U is applied to the tip and the
sample is set to ground. The tunneling current of the SLRT mechanism is described
by the Landauer approach [12]

I(V ) = 2e
h

∞∫
−∞

τ(E,U) (f(E)− f(E + eU)) dE . (2.24)

The factor 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy and f(E) denotes the Fermi function.
The molecular energy levels (ε) promoting the tunneling are restricted to the energy
range which is defined by f(E). Their contributions are modulated by τ(E,U) which
is the energy- and voltage-dependent transmission coefficient given by the Breit-
Wigner formula [12]

τ(E,U) = 4ΓTΓS
(E − ε(U))2 + (ΓT + ΓS)2 . (2.25)

The energetic level position ε of the molecule depends on the applied bias voltage
U . Thus, a change of the bias voltage induces a shift of the molecular orbitals
with respect to the Fermi levels of the tip and the substrate. This solely holds true
for the case of symmetric coupling (ΓS ≈ ΓT ) which can be realized for an STM
junction by the previously mentioned decoupling layers between the metal substrate
and the molecule. Consequently, the electronic transport can be mediated by the
LUMO orbital for positive and negative bias voltages (Figure 2.4a). If a molecule
is adsorbed on a metal substrate the resulting hybridization is large as well as the
distance to the tip representing the case of asymmetric coupling with ΓS � ΓT . The
hybridization pins the energetic level positions of the molecular orbitals with respect
to the Fermi energy of the substrate. Thus, the STS probes the molecular DOS with
the resonances occuring at negative and positive bias voltages being assigned to
HOMO and LUMO, respectively (Figure 2.4b). The spectra presented within this
thesis are interpreted by reference to the asymmetric coupling.
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Figure 2.4 | Charge transport through molecular junctions for different
coupling regimes. a In the symmetric coupling regime the coupling strengths of
the molecule to the tip and to the sample are similar ΓS = ΓT. b In the asymmetric
regime the coupling strenghts differ ΓS � ΓT. A tunneling current can be measured
if the Fermi level of one of the electrodes and a molecular orbital are aligned. For the
symmetric coupling a single orbital (here the LUMO) may support the transport for
positive as well as for negative voltages. For asymmetric coupling the level positions
of molecular orbitals are pinned to the Fermi level of the substrate thus leading
to HOMO mediated transport for U<0 and LUMO mediated transport for U>0.
Consequently, direct access to the HOMO and LUMO energies are only provided in
the asymmetric coupling regime. Adapted from [90].



3 | Sample preparation and
characterization: Experimental setups,
methods and procedures

This chapter implies the tasks performed for sample preparation and characteri-
zation including the substrate cleaning procedure, the preliminary characterization
concerning the chemical purity and stability of the TAT molecules by electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and their in-situ deposition by the ESD
method. Therefore, the used UHV setup is introduced which contains the appre-
ciable components for the performed experiments, including the ESD setup and the
cryogenic STM (Cryo-STM). Additionally, some basics of the electrospray ionization
are provided as well as a brief glimpse of the computational methods.

3.1 Ultrahigh vacuum and cryogenic STM setup

The ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) setup used within this thesis and displayed in Figure
3.1 provides a base pressure ≤10−10 mbar which is achieved by the combinations
of rotary vane, turbo, ion getter and temporary connectable titanium sublimation
pumps. It contains connected chambers, one for the preparation of the samples
(Figure 3.1a (2)) and one for the Cryo-STM from Omicron Nanotechnology (Figure
3.1a (1)). They are divided by a gate valve (Figure 3.1a (3)) enabling the in-situ
preparation without contaminating the analysis chamber. The construction of the
preparation chamber provides the possibility to attach several components like elec-
tron beam evaporators and a Knudsen cell for the deposition of adatoms and thin
films as well as the ESD setup (Figure 3.1b (8)) for a gentle deposition of mole-
cules. Furthermore, an ion gun (Figure 3.1b (6)) for Ar+ sputtering and low energy
electron diffraction (LEED) optics are implemented. The latter one was used to
check for the surface quality of the crystal after the substrate cleaning procedure
and before the deposition of the molecules. However, this thesis will not elaborate
on the basiscs of LEED but further information may be received from [116]. The
samples can be annealed to moderate temperatures (∼700◦C) by resistive or direct
heating as well as to high temperatures (∼1500◦C) by electron bombardement in

31
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Figure 3.1 | UHV-setup with Cryo-STM a Photograph of the UHV setup
showing (1) analysis chamber with STM, (2) preparation chamber, (3) gate valve
separating both chambers and (4) 4He cryostat. The box labeled (5) marks the posi-
tion of the STM suspension in the 4He cryostat during the measurements. b Sideview
of the UHV preparation chamber with (6) the ion gun used for Ar+ sputtering of
the crystal and (7) the z-manipulator to move the sample to the required positions.
(8) labels the position where the setup for the elecrospray ionization is provided.
c Photograph of the STM insert showing the 4He pot (9), the spring suspension
for mechanical decoupling (10), the copper braid for thermal coupling (11) and a
close-up image of the STM head with mounted tip and crystal. Image from [110],
modified.

a flashing station. The Cryo-STM setup was used to perform high-resolution and
low-noise measurements. During the measurements the insert containing the STM
head (Figure 3.1c) is located in the UHV interior of a bath cryostat of liquid 4He at
4.2K (Figure 3.1a (4) and (5)), which is isolated by a 77K radiation flap towards the
room-temperature bottom part of the analysis chamber where the tip and sample
may be exchanged. The 4He bath is vacuum insulated and further shielded by a
bath of liquid nitrogen from the ambience. The insert contains a 4He pot (Figure
3.1c (9)) which is connected to the 4He bath by a small capilary enabling to dispense
the amount of liquid 4He in the pot. A copper braid (Figure 3.1c (11)) connects the
pot with the STM for thermal coupling. Further methods to stabilize or achieve a
desired temperature are the pumping on the pot and the heating of either the STM
head or the pot. By pumping the pot with a rotary vane pump the vapor pressure
and thus the 4He boiling point is decreased enabling temperatures down to 1.5K at
the pot and 1.8K at the STM head [117]. To mechnically decouple the STM and
thus preserve the measurements from vibrations it is mounted via a spring suspen-
sion to the pot. The scaffold carrying the setup was initially damped by pneumatic
damping legs which were then replaced by an active damping system (AVI.600/LP
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from HWL Scientific Instruments). Furthermore, the whole UHV setup is placed on
a 35 t cement block, which is decoupled from the rest of the building. A 3D vector
field superconducting magnet mounted in the cryostat provides field intensities up
to 1T parallel and 6T perpendicular to the sample surface [110].
All STM measurements presented in this thesis were performed using grinded and
polished PtIr tips (Nanoscore GmbH). The chosen bias voltage convention implies
the probing of occupied states of the sample for negative bias voltages.

3.2 Electrospray ionization

The concept of electrospray ionization (ESI) is most commonly known in the con-
text of the detection of macromolecules by ESI based mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).
Its used method of soft ionization paved the way for mass spectrometric analysis of
biological macromolecules for which John B. Fenn received the Nobel Prize in Chem-
istry in 2002 [118]. However, the work of Fenn and coworkers [119,120] was built on
the early ideas of creating charged droplets out of electrically conductive liquids by
high electric fields [121, 122] and some first experiments on ESI-MS performed by
Dole et. al [123, 124]. The possibility of detecting large particle masses enabled to
study viruses having a molecular weight in the range of 106 Da [125] and large non-
covalent complexes which form the basis of supramolecular chemistry [126] as well
as the application in drug discovery [127]. The soft ionization of particles was pio-
nieering for the deposition of nonvolatile materials on surfaces initially as thick films
under ambient conditions [128, 129]. Lateron, its application was extended to the
in-situ thin film deposition of molecular materials in vacuum which cannot be subli-
mated due to low vapor pressures and thermal instability making them available for
UHV surface-sensitive methods such as scanning probe microscopy [130–134]. The
implementation of a mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) filter and ion optics to guide the
molecular beam affords a selective deposition and high degree of control [130, 135].
However, this is a factor of costs and is not implicitely necessary depending on
the type of molecules to be deposited and the capabilities to unambigously identify
them by the available analysis methods. In the following sections the fundamental
basics of ESI and the used setup are discussed. More details on the electrospray
deposition (ESD) technique and especially on the used setup are provided by the
thesis of Philipp Erler [90]. Last but not least, preliminary results of the ESI-MS
characterization of the TAT molecules are presented in section 3.3.1.

3.2.1 Fundamental basics of ESI

The fundamental process of ESI implies the desolvation of charged droplets until
individual gas phase ions remain. It is schematically depicted in Figure 3.2. The liq-
uid containing the dissolved analyte is pushed through an emitter (hollow metallic
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Figure 3.2 | Fundamental basics of ESI. a Schematic ESI setup with an emitter
containing the analyte in solution (positive ionization mode). A high bias voltage
applied between the emitter and the counter electrode induces the charging of the
liquid and formation of a meniscus at its apex having the shape of a Taylor cone.
A jet emerges which breaks up into charged droplets due to instabilities caused
by the interaction of surface tension and viscosity. A mixture of charged droplets,
ions and solvent residues reaches the counter electrode with an orifice towards a
vacuum chamber. b Process of desolvation and formation of gas phase ions. Due to
solvent evaporation the Coulomb repulsion of the surface charges exceeds the surface
tension of the liquid. The droplet becomes instable creating smaller satellite droplets
(Coulomb fission). The further size reduction of the droplets can be either described
by the CRM or IEM model.

needle) at a constant volume flow rate. A high electric field is induced at the emitter
tip by applying a bias voltage of several kV between the emitter and a counter elec-
trode which charges the surface of the emerging liquid. Depending on the polarity
negatively as well as positively charged ions can be created. However, the discussion
here will focus on the more commonly used positive ionization mode. The emerging
liquid forms a meniscus when a critical field is reached which is called Taylor cone.
Its opening angle in equilibrium is supposed to be 98.6◦ [136]. A jet is formed at
the apex of the meniscus having a wave-like surface structure due to the interaction
of surface tension and viscosity [118]. The amplitudes rise until the jet breaks by
creating a series of charged droplets. Their further expansion follows a conical shape
due to the Coulomb repulsion between the charged droplets preventing an aggre-
gation of the droplets and future ions. Typical initial sizes of charged droplets are
in the range of 1-2µm and depend on the volume flow rate and the conductivity
of the liquid [137]. Their size needs to be reduced to around 20-40 nm for the final
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creation of gas phase ions [138]. Consequently, smaller initial droplet sizes are sup-
posed to increase the ionization efficiency by increasing the ratio of transmitted ions
reaching the counter electrode to the initial charged droplets. A reduction of the vol-
ume flow rate decreases the initial droplet size which is realized in nanoelectrospray
sources [137]. However, low volume flow rates (20-40 nl/min) can only be achieved
by small inner diameters of the emitter needle (∼1µm) whose realization is chal-
lenging from a technical point of view [137]. Furthermore, the volume flow rate and
the conductivity of the liquid are no independents since they define the conditions
for the so called cone-jet mode, which is the emergence of a single jet from a stable
Taylor cone [137]. Typical flow rates of conventional electrospray sources are in the
range of several µl/min with inner diameters of the emitter of around 100µm.
The decrease of the droplet size during the ESI process is achieved by the evapora-
tion of the solvent which simultaneously increases the charge density at the droplet
surface. Consequently, there is a lower limit of the spherical shaped droplet size due
to the repulsive Coulomb interaction between the surface charges which is called
Rayleigh-limit. It is reached if the Coulomb repulsion between the surface charges
exceeds the surface tension of the droplet [139]. The critical droplet diameter is given
by [140]

dlimit =
(

q2

8πεγ

)3
(3.1)

with the diameter of the droplet dlimit, the surface tension γ and the permittivity ε
of the liquid. The solvent evaporation is accompanied by a decrease of the droplet
temperature explaining the need of atmospheric conditions providing the required
enthalpy [118]. Thus, the solvent evaporation may be supported by a counter flow of
hot nitrogen gas. By reaching the Rayleigh-limit the droplet becomes instable and
satellite droplets evolve (Coulomb fission) representing a springboard for a cascade
of Coulomb fission and desolvation producing progressively smaller droplets.
The further process of size reduction until the final formation of gas phase ions
is explained by two different models which are still subject of ongoing discussions
(Figure 3.2b). The charge residue model (CRM) proposes the cascade to last until
no further evaporation of solvent can occur and only charged residues remain. The
rapid multiplication of satellite droplets is supposed to result in a gas phase mixture
with single ions dominating over clustered configurations in the case of moderate
initial analyte concentrations (<103 M) [141]. In the ion evaporation model (IEM)
the droplets are supposed to directly emit ions to the gas phase when the droplet size
decreased to around 20-40 nm [141]. In that case, the charge on the droplet which is
required to induce the emission of individual ions is smaller than the required charge
for Coulomb fission which is thus replaced. The ion evaporation continues until
charged solid residues remain, individual ions as well as charged clusters. However,
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IEM is supposed to be the main mechanism for creating individual molecular ions
[141]. Summarizing, the surface tension (γ), the flow rate (F ) and the conductivity
(K) of the liquid, the latter depending on the molecular concentration, affect the
current of the ion beam [141]

Ispray ≈ (γFK)1/2 . (3.2)

However, Kebarle and coworkers found an upper limit for the molecular concentra-
tion of around 10−5-10−4 mol/l caused by decreasing ionization efficiencies [141].
Various possibilities exist to charge neutral analytes which depend on their chemical
properties, the used solvent and the parameters used for the ESI process. They shall
be just shortly introduced for the positive ionization mode. Further informations
are provided by Cech and coworkers [142]. First, there is the ionization through
electrochemical reaction due to the high electric field at the emitter apex, which is
the oxidation of the analyte for the positive ionization mode. Another way to ion-
ize the analyte is adduct formation with various ions which may be either present
as contaminations in the solvent, i.e. Na+ or added purposely. The inverse reac-
tion, the fragmentation of molecules, yield charged particles as well. Although, the
ESI method is a soft ionization method preventing from unwanted fragmentation
in most cases, it cannot be completely excluded especially for molecules containing
non-covalent bonds. The heterolytic cleavage of a chemical bond results in an anion
and a cation. The latter will remain in the electrospray in the positive ionization
mode. Finally, protonation in a chemical acid base reaction can induce the ionization
on analytes which contain basic groups such as amino groups.
Depending on whether the ESI process is used to analyze molecules by ESI-MS or
whether it is used for the deposition of molecules on surfaces the transition of the
ion beam into vacuum needs to be realized excluding the case of ESD in ambient
pressure. Even though, the spray reaching the counter electrode ideally contains just
individual ions the spray produced by the used setup further contains clustered ions
and solvent residues [90]. However, the beam containing the various components will
be labeled as ion beam in the following. Technically speaking, the deposition process
of setups whose spray predominantly contains individual ions which are guided by ion
optics towards the sample surface and additionally having mass filters implemented
is called electrospray ion beam deposition (ESIBD) [131]. Indeed, such implemen-
tations are a question of costs and benefits and are not always necessary. In setups
like the used one the spray reaching the counter electrode is a mixture of various
components as described above. Thus, the deposition process is referred to as ESD
(electrospray deposition) instead of ESIBD. The entrance to the vacuum chamber is
represented by the orifice of the counter electrode which is most commonly realized
by a capillary. The remaining way of the ion beam through differential pumping
steps before it finally hits a sample surface is discussed in the following section with
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Figure 3.3 | Used ESD setup. a Photograph of the used ESD setup mounted
to the UHV preparation chamber. T: tube to syringe pump, E: emitter, P1-P4:
differential pumping stages, GV: gate valve connection to the UHV chamber. Its
position is labeled (8) in Figure 3.1b. b Close-up of the blue box marked in a. The
position of the emitter (E) can be adjusted by an XYZ-manipulator. The region
between the emitter and the entrance capillary which is illuminated by a flash light
(not shown here) can be imaged by a HD USB microscope camera. Photograph of
a single jet containing TAT molecules dissolved in DCM/MeOH emerging from the
emitter tip at the left. c Sketch of the used setup presented in a. The atmospheric
pressure electrode (APE) focusses the spray on the entrance capillary (C). After
passing the capillary the ion beam enters the first differential pumping step (P1).
The distance between the capillary and the Mach disk is marked (xM)). A skimmer
(S) is placed extending in the zone of silence to keep the directed gas flow. The
further differential pumping steps (P2-P3) are separated by an additional skimmer
and apertures (A) to guide the beam before it enters the UHV chamber and hits
the sample surface. A movable current detector (CD) is implemented in front of the
gate valve which enables to close the entrance to the UHV chamber.

respect to the ESD setup used for the deposition of molecules within this thesis.

3.2.2 ESD setup for the deposition of TAT based molecules on Ag(111)

ESD setup

A photograph and a schematic illustration of the used ESD setup is presented in
Figure 3.3. It is based on the UHV4 system from Molecularspray Ltd. which is ex-
tended to four differential pumping stages supporting a base pressure of 1·10−9 mbar
in the UHV chamber if the connecting gate valve (GV) is opened. The first differen-
tial pumping stage is pumped by a rotary vane pump (RV12, Edwards, p ≈1mbar)
which additionally serves as a prepump for three turbo pumps, one HiPace 10 (Pfeif-
fer, p ≈10−2 mbar) which evacuates the second stage followed by two HiPace 80
(Pfeiffer) for the third and fourth pumping stage. A syringe pump (Legato 180, KD
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Scientific Inc.) continuously pushes the solution through the emitter which can be
adjusted by an XYZ-manipulator with respect to the entrance capillary (C). The
distance between emitter and entrance capillary is around 2-3mm. To reduce ion
beam intensity losses as effectively as possible a cylindric shaped atmospheric pres-
sure electrode (APE) which surrounds the beam is implemented to support focussing
the ion beam towards the entrance capillary. High voltages of 1-3 kV with respect to
the capillary which are applied to the emitter induce the spray formation. This is
realized by a metal pin which projects in the solution. The spray formation can be
visualized by a HD USB microscope camera. The required illumination is provided
by a flash light. The ion beam is sucked into the vacuum through the entrance cap-
illary. Thus, the inner diameter of the capillary is crucial concerning the pressure in
the first pumping stage and the feed-through of the ion beam intensity. The latter
prefers large diameters which however would diminish the pressure. The diameter
of the capillary in the used setup is 250µm. The major losses of ion beam intensity
occur at this crossover from atmospheric pressure to vacuum which results in just
1% transmission of the initial beam intensity [90]. A more detailed discussion on the
reasons for ion beam intensity losses and the performance of the APE is provided
in [90].
At the crossover from atmospheric (high) pressure to the first pumping stage (low
pressure) the ion beam is initially accelerated to sonic speed in the entrance capil-
lary due to the reduced flow cross-section. During the early stages of the following
expansion in the first differential pumping stage the enthalpy of the gas particles
is converted into kinetic energy of directed mass flow, i.e. the particles are further
accelerated to supersonic speed [143]. The maximum velocity of the ion beam during
the free jet expansion can be estimated by [144]

v∞ =
√

2kB
m

(
γ

γ − 1

)
T0. (3.3)

which only depends on the parameters of the carrier gas (m: mass of a carrier gas
molecule, γ = Cp/CV: heat capacity ratio of the carrier gas). The increase of the
kinetic energy of the directed mass flow is accompanied by a freezing of the rotational
and vibrational quantum state populations and of the radial velocity distribution
which effectively cools down the jet [143]. However, the free expansion is limited
by collisions between jet particles and particles of the warm background gas. This
induces shock waves which effectively are back transformations from directed to
random motion of the particles. These shock waves surround the inner core of the
jet where the expansion is still supersonic and collision-free ("zone of silence"). The
region of shock waves extending outward from the capillary is referred to as the
Barrel shock and the circular shaped region perpendicular to the flow direction as
the Mach disk [144,145]. The horizontal distance xM (Figure 3.3c) between the Mach
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disk and the end of the capillary is determined by the inner diameter of the capillary
(di) and the pressures before (p0) and after the capillary (p1) [144]

xM = 0.67di
√
p0
p1
. (3.4)

A further exploitation of the supersonic jet towards lower pressures is achieved by
a skimmer (diameter 0.4mm) which pierces the Mach disk entering the "zone of
silence". The crucial technical request on the skimmer is the prevention of further
shock waves at its tip which is realized by a skimmer angle of around 50◦ [143,146].
The ion beam is further guided by a second skimmer (diameter 0.6mm) and two ap-
pertures (diameters of 1.5mm and 2.5mm) through the differential pumping stages
P2 to P4 towards the UHV chamber where positively charged particles hit the sam-
ple surface. They are adsorbed and neutralized due to the grounded sample holder.
An implemented current measurement together with a LabView program enables to
control the deposition rate. At each of the skimmers and apertures and at an addi-
tional movable current detector in front of the GV the current of the ion beam can be
measured for adjusting the spray quality. Additional parameters affecting the spray
quality are the flow rate which was found to have its optimum at 1.5µl/min [147]
and the conductivity and surface tension of the liquid. The latter are influenced by
the choice of solvent and the concentration of molecules.

Deposition of TAT based molecules: used solvents and parameters

TAT-based molecules were in-situ deposited by the electrospray ionization method
on the clean Ag(111) surface (substrate cleaning procedure see section 3.4). Usually,
concentrations of around 10−5-10−4 mol/l according to Kebarle et al. [141] were
dissolved in a mixture of methanol (MeOH) and dichloromethane (DCM) with a
volume ratio of 1:4 being immediately ready for deposition. Additionally, a single
sample was prepared using solely DCM as solvent for TAT molecules to check for
the potential ionization mechanisms and whether those would have an effect on the
molecules adsorbed on the Ag(111) surface (section 3.3.1 and Figure 4.2). Typical
parameters for the ESI deposition process were a bias voltage of 2-3 kV which was
applied to the emitter and a pressure of pprep ≈2·10−8 mbar in the preparation
chamber. A rough estimation of the deposited coverage is given by the total charge
Qint=Q · t. Thus, the combination of the total time of the deposition together with
the measured sample current set the surface coverage. However, various coverages
can be found on different areas of the sample by STM analysis due to the ionized
droplets instead of ions hitting the sample and a slight misalignment of the spot of
the beam and the sample [90,129].
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Figure 3.4 | Chemical structure of the studied TAT based molecules.
Chemical structure of a triazatruxene (TAT), b tris-triarylamine-TAT (tris-TAA-
TAT) and c tris-ferrocene-TAT (tris-Fc-TAT), which have been intensively studied
by low temperature STM after deposition by the ESD method on a Ag(111) surface.
The synthesis has been performed by Markus Maier (Universität Konstanz, group
of Prof. Dr. Rainer Winter).

3.3 Triazatruxene molecules and derivatives

The TAT based molecules studied within this thesis have been synthesized by Markus
Maier (Universität Konstanz, group of Prof. Dr. Rainer Winter) following the pro-
cedure reported in [148]. The analysis of the chemical purity was subsequently per-
formed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Markus Maier, not shown here)
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and mass spectrometry (section 3.3.1). The chemical structures of the used mole-
cules triazatruxene (TAT, C30H27N3), tris-triarylamine-TAT (tris-TAA-TAT) and
tris-ferrocene-TAT (tris-Fc-TAT) are displayed in Figure 3.4. The TAT molecule
consists of a central benzene to which three indole rings are attached and forms the
core of the two further structures. An ethyl moiety is connected to the N atom of
each pyrrole unit. In solution the TAT based molecules show π-stacking which was
proposed to be beneficial for their transfer to solid surfaces [149]. Consequently, its
extended π-system and its planar form perfectly suits for the adsorption on solid sur-
faces and the analysis by STM. Substituting functional groups to the outer phenyl
units yield the TAT derivatives shown in Figure 3.4b and c. The triarylamine units
are attached via ethenylene and the ferrocene units via ethynylene linkers, respec-
tively.
The mass of the TAT core molecule is deduced to be 429.22 u (Markus Meier).
Preliminary ESI-MS measurements have been performed to check for effects of elec-
trospray ionization on the deposited molecules. The obtained spectra are discussed
in the following section.

3.3.1 ESI-MS characterization of TAT

The ESD method was chosen due to its high reliability of depositing intact molecules
without or at least with just a minor content of fragmentation due to its method
of soft ionization. However, fragmentation cannot be excluded in general, especially
for molecules containing non-covalent bonds such as single molecule magnets [90].
Therefore, ESI-MS spectra (mass spectrometer from Bruker, measurements were per-
formed by Martin Mex (Universität Konstanz, group of Prof. Dr. Marx) and Adrian
Donner (Universität Konstanz, group of Prof. Dr. Polarz)) were taken for different
solvents containing dissolved TAT molecules. The spectrum recorded for TAT dis-
olved in DCM/MeOH (4:1) is exemplarily presented in Figure 3.5a. The dominant
peak is observed at 430.2Th and is therefore assigned to [TAT]+. Further peaks are
observed at 401.2Th which is proposed to correspond to [TAT-C2H5]+ (TAT mole-
cules lacking a single ethyl moiety), at 860.4Th which is proposed to correspond to
[TAT+TAT]+ and at 895.5Th which is assigned to [TAT+TAT+Cl]+. The intensity
ratio of TAT molecules lacking a single ethyl moiety and intact TAT molecules is
low, around 1:24. Furthermore, ESI-MS is performed at elevated temperatures of
around 180-200◦C what is supposed to facilitate fragmentation. The ESD process
is performed without heating and the sample is kept at room-temperature what is
presumed to be more gentle. Thus, mainly intact TAT molecules are expected to
adsorb on the Ag(111) surface. This is confirmed by STM measurements in which
fragmented TAT molecules on as-prepared samples were hardly ever observed. Com-
plexes with attached Cl-atoms were never observed. The additional peaks cannot be
unambiguously assigned and are supposed to be due to contaminants of the device
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Figure 3.5 | a ESI-MS spectrum of TAT dissolved in DCM/MeOH (4:1). The
most prominent peak can be assigned to [TAT]+. b Zoom in on the isotope pat-
tern of [TAT]+ (dark grey) displayed in a and simulated isotope pattern (black).
The measurement and simulation were performed by Martin Mex (Universität Kon-
stanz, group of Prof. Dr. Marx). c Cutout of the isotope pattern of [TAT]+ which
was dissolved in dry DCM (whole spectrum not shown). The measurement and sim-
ulation were performed by Adrian Donner (Universität Konstanz, group of Prof. Dr.
Polarz). A comparison of the spectra presented in b and c indicate two ways of
ionization which are the oxidization and protonation.

caused by former measurements of unknown analytes and solvents.
Figure 3.5b shows a zoom-in of the measured isotope pattern of [TAT]+ of the spec-
trum presented in Figure 3.5a. Additionally, the simulation of [TAT]+ is displayed in
black for the solvent mixture DCM/MeOH. The simulation show three peaks with
decreasing intensity with the main peak at 430.2Th. However, the measured spec-
trum shows four peaks, the most prominent one is as well at 430.2Th but there is
a fourth peak with lower intensity at 429.2Th. The spectrum and its corresponding
simulation of TAT dissolved in dry DCM (Figure 3.5c) perfectly match with the
main peak at 429.2Th in accordance with the molecular mass (section3.3). Thus,
there are different ways of charging the TAT molecules during the ESI process. In
the case of TAT dissolved in DCM, the molecules are ionized by oxidation most
probably at the N atom due to the high electric field at the emitter tip, leaving the
molecular mass as it is. In the case of TAT dissolved in DCM/MeOH, the attachment
of a single proton is an additional way to ionize the TAT molecules during the ESI
process. Thus, the isotope patterns of both ionization methods are superimposed
revealing the measured pattern of Figure 3.5b. However, the STM analysed samples
of the TAT molecules dissolved in those solutions revealed no differences (Figure
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4.2) indicating a neutralization of the TAT molecules due to their adsorption on
Ag(111).

3.4 Substrate cleaning procedure and properties of Ag(111)

All presented measurements were performed on a Ag(111) substrate with the crystal
mounted on a molybdenum sample holder. The crystal (Surface Preparation Labora-
tory) was cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ sputtering at 1 kV and pAr=4.5·10−5 mbar
for 30 to 45 minutes and subsequent annealing to temperatures of around 620◦C.
The surface quality was thereafter checked by LEED before the TAT-based mole-
cules were electrospray deposited.
The structural and electronic properties of surfaces highly influence the growth, reac-
tivity and interaction of adsorbates. At metal surfaces electronic states occurr which
are not present in the bulk of the crystal. The presence of such surface states which
are also called Shockley states can be explained by the approach of the nearly-free
electron gas [150]. The periodic electron potential of the bulk is disturbed at the
crystal termination. Thus, the Bloch like bulk states exponentially decrease into the
vacuum strongly confining the density of states at the interface to a two dimensional
electron gas. Impurities, step edges or adsorbates induce a screening effect which is
the rearrangement of the electron sea in order to minimize the disturbances [151].
The screening of a point-like defect in a bulk crystal leads to a long range oscillatory
behavior (Friedel oscillation) of the charge density [152]. Accordingly, the screening
of adsorbates, impurities or step edges at metal surfaces induces an oscillation of
the charge density perpendicular to the surface. Those Friedel oscillations can be
imaged in real space by using an STM at low temperatures due to its probing of
the LDOS [23, 151, 153–155]. A subsequent Fourier transformation of the recorded
dI/dU -mapping reveals the 2D power spectrum which is characterized by a single
magnitude wave vector (2kF ) being azimuthally symmetric around the center [153].
The onset of the surface state may then either be determined by the therout ac-
cessible dispersion relation [156] or by performing a spectroscopy measurement at
fixed lateral tip position (Figure 4.15) which is at around -65mV for Ag(111) [155].
Surface states thus constitute the long range interaction on surfaces such as the
assembly [157–161] or switching of molecules [25,63,74,86,162].

3.5 Computational methods

Experimentally received data and their interpretation concerning details of the struc-
tural and electronic properties are limited to some extend. Thus, theoretical calcula-
tions are required to support their validity [163]. DFT calculations were performed
for TAT/Ag(111), more precisely for type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (section 4.1) and for type 2
TAT/Ag(111) (section 5.2) by Werner Schosser and Prof. Dr. Fabian Pauly (Univer-
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sität Augsburg) using the quantum chemistry code TURBOMOLE (version 7.1) [164]
including def-SV(P) Gaussian basis set [165] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof(PBE)
exchange-correlation functional [166]. Van der Waals interaction were considered
by a dispersion correction to the PBE functional [167]. Three layers of Ag atoms
were used as a substrate with the bottom layer held fixed to bulk lattice values.
The positions of the Ag atoms of the overlying two layers below the TAT molecule
were allowed to relax. Total energies were converged to a precission of better than
10−6 a.u. and the optimization of the geometry was performed until the change of
the maximum norm of the Cartesian gradient was below 10−5 a.u. [38]. The lateral
dimensions of the lattice (4×4 nm2) were chosen as large as possible in order to
minimize edge effects by simultaneously trying to keep the system small in order to
achieve appropriate computation times.
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Surface supported molecular
switching units on Ag(111)
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4 | TAT/Ag(111) - functional
molecular three-state switching unit

The vision of realizing electronic devices by implementing molecular switching units
as key building blocks to perform basic functions at the molecular scale requires a
detailed understanding of the molecular switching characteristics and avenues of ma-
nipulation and control. Therefore, surface-supported molecular switches have been
intensively studied by scanning probe techniques [20, 28, 34, 36, 37, 40, 51, 52, 62, 63,
67, 83, 101, 168–171]. Several mechanisms to trigger the molecular switching have
been identified in the past years, like thermal activation [34,35], the energy transfer
of inelastically scattered electrons [28, 34, 39–41] or photons [47, 48] and by apply-
ing mechanical forces [42, 43, 69]. The switching characteristics highly depend on
the shape of the adsorption potential, irrespective of how the switching is activated.
Consequently, its controlled and precise manipulation affords the tuning of switching
rates and the number of accessible states, which might be either realized by tuning
the parameters of a scanning probe tip or by modifiactions of the molecule-substrate
or the molecule-molecule interactions. Generally, molecular switching units may be
separated in two fields which are molecules whose chemical structure was puposefully
designed to realize a molecular switch [2,28,47,50,55–59] and those which only per-
form molecular switching due to the interaction with a supporting surface [27,38,83].
The TAT/Ag(111) system studied within this thesis belongs to the second field since
its mere chemical design does not create it to a molecular switch. In the following,
the three mentioned interactions, the tip-molecule, the molecule-substrate and the
molecule-molecule interaction, which are crucial for the switching dynamics are con-
secutively discussed starting with modifications of the tip-molecule interaction and
the effects on molecular switching in the present chapter. The ultimate goal is to
combine them all to approach their implementation in future electronic devices.

The TAT molecules were deposited on a Ag(111) surface using the ESD-method (sec-
tion 3.2) and investigated by low-temperature STM. Surface coverages below ∼ 50%
result in individually adsorbed TAT molecules on the Ag(111) surface with approx-
imately equidistant spacings between them forming quasi-periodic arrays (Figure
4.1a). Three different molecular shape appearances are obvious on the Ag(111) sur-
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Figure 4.1 | TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption of single molecules. a Large-scale
STM image of individually adsorbed TAT molecules on Ag(111) at a coverage of
∼11%. b Zoom into the area of the black box of a for intra-molecular resolution.
On the Ag(111) surface three different molecular adsorption types are visible, signed
as type 1, type 2 and type 3. c Four different adsorption geometries of the TAT
molecule (Color coding: 1R=red, 1S=blue, 2R=orange, 2S=light blue). Two enan-
tiomers occur due to surface induced chirality (R, S). Two molecular orientations
with respect to the Ag(111) lattice are observed for individual TAT molecules (1, 2).
Pictographs are added to highlight the molecular orientation which is defined by an
imaginary triangle formed by the ethyl moieties. The pictographs do not consider
the chirality or potential asymmetries. All images: The color scale ranges from 0 to
110 pm. Imaging parameters: U=10mV, I=100 pA, size: a 35×35 nm2, b 11×11 nm2,
c 3×3 nm2.

face which are labeled as type 1, type 2 and type 3 in the zoom-in of Figure 4.1b. They
do all represent intact TAT molecules but differ regarding their molecule-substrate
interaction. A more detailed discussion on the differences between the molecular
types and on experiments which prove their intactness by being able to reversibly
switch between them is provided in chapter 5. The three molecular types occur with
diverging probabilities as shown in Figure 4.2a, 61.3(0.5)% type 1 , 36.6(0.3)% type
2 and 2.1(0.1)% type 3, indicating differences of their bonding energies leading to
the energetically preferred configuration of type 1.
As indicated in Figure 4.1c four different adsorption configurations of TAT mole-
cules exist on the Ag(111) surface. They are exemplarily presented for type 1 but
they hold for all three molecular types. TAT type 1 molecules are characterized by
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Figure 4.2 | TAT/Ag(111) - type statistics of single molecules. a Molecular
type statistics depicted as the probability P to find type 1, type 2 and type 3 TAT
molecules on the Ag(111) surface for coverages up to 40%. The ESD method requires
dissolving the molecules. Independent of the used solvents, the probability distribu-
tion of the molecular types is similar. Varying image sizes and surface coverages
are incorporated by normalizing the number of molecules, thus yielding the number
of TAT molecules per nm2. Dark grey: TAT solved in DCM/MeOH (4:1, counted
molecules: 5986), Ptype 1=61.3(0.5)%, Ptype 2=36.6(0.3)%, Ptype 3=2.1(0.1)%; light
grey: TAT solved in dry DCM (counted molecules: 883), Ptype 1=59.8(0.6)%,
Ptype 2=37.5(0.5)%, Ptype 3=2.7(0.1)%. b Molecular type statistics of type 1
(TAT/DCM/MeOH) subdivided into the four different adsorption configurations
1R, 1S, 2R, 2S. Counted molecules: 1370, P1R=44.3(0.6)%, P1S=48.1(0.6)%,
P2R=3.3(0.1)%, P2S=4.3(0.1)%. The molecular orientation of the four configura-
tions resulting upon adsorption on a Ag(111) surface with the [11̄0] direction dis-
played at the top right is schematically given by pictographs. Color coding: 1R=red,
1S=blue, 2R=orange, 2S=light blue.

three protrusions forming an imaginary triangle (pictographs in Figure 4.1c) which
is used to determine the relative orientations between them. The three protrusions
are non-equivalent and two of them are surrounded by depressions on the Ag(111)
surface. Furthermore, the intensity distribution of the molecular backbone is inho-
mogeneous with a boomerang shaped feature of higher intensity. With the focus
on the orientation of the boomerang-shaped intensity of the molecular backbone
with respect to the depressions, the configurations highlighted in red (1R) and blue
(1S) represent two non-superimposable adsorption configurations for the TAT type
1 molecule. This can be explained by the adsorption of a prochiral TAT molecule
via its Re or Si face and will be denoted as R and S in the following, resulting in
a racemic mixture of enantiomers on the Ag(111) surface [34,74,172–174]. Compar-
ing the molecules 1R (1S) and 2R (2S) highlighted by the red (blue) and orange
(light blue) boxes, they differ by a rotational angle of approximately 60◦. Later on
their adsorption configurations will be attributed to different lattice positions of the
Ag(111) surface (section 4.1).
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The present chapter deals with the discussion of the experimental results of TAT
type 1 molecules on Ag(111) from which some of them have been already published
in [38].

4.1 Adsorption configuration of type 1 TAT/Ag(111)

By means of the high resolution STM image presented in Figure 4.3a the adsorption
configuration of TAT type 1 (1S) will now be discussed in detail. The DFT calcu-
lations resulting in the presented optimized adsorption geometries of TAT type 1
(chapter 4) and type 2 (chapter 5) on Ag(111) were performed by Werner Schosser
and Prof. Dr. Fabian Pauly (Universität Augsburg). Three non-equivalent protru-
sions define the trigonal symmetry of type 1 TAT/Ag(111), two of which are sur-
rounded by half-circle shaped depressions (red triangles in Figure 4.3a-c) and the
third one being slightly higher than the others (Figure 4.3h). Inbetween them a
boomerang-shaped feature together with a less pronounced round protrusion form
the molecular backbone. Comparing the topographic features imaged by STM with
the DFT calculated optimized adsorption geometry (Figure 4.3d, e), the protru-
sions can be attributed to the three ethyl moieties, each of them attached to a N
atom. They point away from the substrate whereas the molecular backbone lies
flat on the surface. The central benzene ring as well as the N atoms of its neigh-
bouring pyrrole units are located above Ag atoms. Based on the position of the
central benzene ring, the described adsorption configuration is assigned to as the
atop-site. The corresponding binding energy for the optimized geometry is given by
EB = −ETAT/Ag + ETAT + EAg = 1.05 eV/molecule [38].
The pyrrole units of the 1S configuration adsorb above hollow sites which can be fur-
ther specified into face-centered-cubic (fcc) hollow sites. The configurations labeled
as 2R and 2S are rotated by 60◦ with respect to the configurations 1R and 1S. This
yields the pyrrole units to adsorb above hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) hollow sites
while the central benzene ring is still located above an atop position. The notations
fcc and hcp are based on the different alignments of the Ag atoms within the second
and third topmost layers referred to the top layer of the Ag atoms. fcc-hollow site
therefore means that there is a third-layer Ag atom below the pyrrole units whereas
a second-layer Ag atom is located below the pyrrole units for the hcp-hollow site,
each. Taken together the two surface enantiomers and the distinction of atop-fcc
and atop-hcp, the four adsorption configurations of the TAT molecules are given by
the abbreviations 1R, 1S, 2R and 2S. The occurence of the four adsorption con-
figurations is not equally distributed for the configurations 1 and 2 independent of
the chirality (P1R=44.3(0.6)%, P1S=48.1(0.6)%, P2R=3.3(0.1)%, P2S=4.3(0.1)%.).
Obviously, configuration 2 is less favored.
Regarding the charge density difference (∆ρ(r) = ρTAT/Ag(r) − ρAg(r) − ρTAT(r),
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Figure 4.3 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (1S) - adsorption configuration. a-c
STM images of a single TAT type 1 molecule (1S) adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface
(3×3 nm2, U=10mV, I=100 pA). The adsorption configuration can be unambigously
identified by the following characteristics: the highest ethyl moiety, marked as HE,
the depressions surrounding the residual ethyl moiety and the boomerang-shaped
feature, indicated by red triangles and a red dashed semicircle, respectively. d Top-
and e side-view along the view direction marked by the blue arrow in d of the
optimized adsorption geometry of the configuration displayed in a. The DFT studies
suggest the central benzene ring of the type 1 molecule to adsorb above a Ag atom.
However, the neighbouring pyrrole rings can occupy two possible configurations upon
adsorption, either above an fcc- or an hcp-hollow site. Taken together this yields the
atop-fcc and the atop-hcp configurations, which are referred to as 1 and 2. f, g
Charge-density difference for geometry d and e, respectively, calculated as ∆ρ(r) =
ρTAT/Ag(r) − ρAg(r) − ρTAT(r) and plotted in units of e/nm3. Positive charge or
missing electrons is dedicated to a positive sign with the color scale ranging from
-4 e/nm3 (blue) to 4 e/nm3 (red), where e=|e| is the elementary charge. The cut
plane positions are denoted by brown dotted lines in e and f. b Height profiles along
the gray and brown lines presented in a. The DFT calculations were performed by
Werner Schosser and Prof. Dr. Fabian Pauly (Universität Augsburg).

Figure 4.3f, g) obtained from theory as well, particular attention should be payed to
the charge transfer at the molecule-metal interface, which is commonly known for
interfaces between organic molecules and metal substrates [175–177]. The theoretical
calculations predict the binding not to be purely van der Waals like but to exhibit
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further electrostatic contribution due to a strong charge redistribution upon adsorp-
tion. The electrostatic interaction thus explains the less favored configurations 2R
and 2S. The distance between the second-layer Ag-atom and the pyrrole units at the
hcp-sites is shorter, thus leading to an increased charge transfer, which is supposed
to raise the adsorption energy compared to the pyrrole units being located above
the fcc-site.
The charge density difference is positive for areas where N atoms are located above
Ag atoms [178, 179] and for the linked methylene moiety of the ethyl moieties as
well. This forces the C atom of the methylene to come very close to the Ag(111)
surface, constraining the C-N bond in an almost parallel configuration with respect
to the suface plane. The TAT molecule is therefore effectively pinned at three N-
related anchoring sites. However, these bonds are not equivalent, but their vertical
distance z to the surface plane (obtained from DFT calculations) is slightly different:
zN1(type 1)=3.64Å, zN2(type 1)=3.62Å and zN3(type 1)=3.61Å [38]. A similar behavior
can be observed for the above described C-N bond, for which the C atoms are located
even closer to the surface plane. Due to the non-equivalent z-distances a stronger
interaction for the two lower lying anchoring points (zN2 and zN3) is proposed. As a
consequence, a larger charge redistribution is observed with positive charge accumu-
lation in the surface plane in close proximity to the methylene groups. This matches
the two electron depletion areas in the substrate, represented by the depressions in
the STM image of type 1 (1S) in Figure 4.3a [75,78,79,180]. There is no depression
surrounding the ethyl moiety attached to N1 regarding the slightly longer vertical
distance zN1 compared to zN2 and zN3. The weaker interaction leads to less charge
redistribution and thus there is no depletion area around the involved methylene
moiety. The molecule is therefore slightly tilted, what pushes the ethyl of N1 further
away from the surface plane than the others (denoted as highest ethyl (HE) in Fig-
ure 4.3) resulting in the broken rotational symmetry observed by STM. The charge
redistribution at the interface and the accumulation of positive and negative charge
density along the z-axis cause the formation of a dipole oriented perpendicular to
the surface plane. Thus, a repulsive interaction is induced between neighbouring
molecules. The dipolar repulsion is enhanced by the presence of the surface state
on the Ag(111) surface explaining the observed quasi-periodic arays with maximized
inter-molelcular distances presented in Figure 4.1 [157,158,161,177,179,181]. A more
detailed discussion on the self-assembly of TAT molecules on the Ag(111) surface
including the development towards higher coverages is provided in section 6.1.
Considering the three-fold symmetry of the molecule, the longest vertical distance
zN1 can in principal be formed at each one of the three anchoring sites targeting the
vertical distances of the remaining N-Ag bonds. Thus, three energetically degener-
ate bonding configurations within the same adsorption geometry can be expected.
This is exactly what can be observed in the STM images shown in Figure 4.3a-c,
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Figure 4.4 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - switching between equivalent bond-
ing configurations. a Switching of the two enantiomers 1S and 1R of TAT type 1
between their equivalent bonding configurations, respectively. The presented STM
images were recorded in sequence. The characteristic molecular features are exem-
plarily highlighted in red for the 1R type 1 molecule. Imaging parameters: all images
U=10mV, I=100 pA, size: 7×5 nm2. The color scale ranges from 0 to 130 pm.

where the three states are unambiguously defined by the position of the depressions
marked by the red triangles and the boomerang shaped feature. Finally, the three
possible configurations for each of the four adsorption geometries yield 12 different
states in total which can be unquestionably identified in STM images.

4.2 Three-level switching

The three adsorption states due to different vertical N-Ag distances of each of the
four adsorption configurations of TAT type 1 cannot only be imaged individually but
subsequently recorded STM images reveal that switching between them is possible
(Figure 4.4). This is evident by the change of the depletion areas and the boomerang
shaped feature with respect to the crystallographic axes for the two enantiomers 1R
and 1S, which define each configuration. The switching process is supposed to oc-
cur by a simultaneous interchange of the three different z-distances of the N-atoms
to the Ag plane, which is accompanied by a redistribution of the electron density,
finally leading to changes in the local tunneling conductance. Thus, the jiggling be-
tween three degenerate surface bonding configurations within the same adsorption
configuration constitutes the basis of the novel on-surface molecular switch repre-
sented by the TAT/Ag(111) system. Since the proposed switching mechanism is not
very common, further alternative explanations shall be shortly discussed. These are
the rotation of the molecule and the conformational switching of the ethyl moieties.
The missing rotational axes of the TAT/Ag(111) system and the fact that switching
occurs even in dense layers (see chapter 6) contradict the idea of molecular rota-
tion. The second possible explanation involving the conformational switching of the
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Figure 4.5 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - switching upon scanning. STM image of
type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2S) recorded at a U=10mV, b U=50mV and c U=100mV.
d Tunneling-current image recorded simoultaneously to the topography shown in
c. The scanning direction is from left to right, explaining the vertical stripe in a,
which represents a molecular switching event. All images: 3×3 nm2, I=150 pA. The
color scale ranges from a-c 0 to 110 pm and f -5 to 5 pA. e Schematic illustration of
image processing, which results in the representation of d showing the conductance
fluctuations upon switching. The tip scans the surface along lines in the x-direction
point by point and line by line. The measured tunneling current signal (gray) is
superimposed by conductance fluctuations (orange), which are due to molecular
switching. By processing the tunneling current image with a high-pass filter, the
conductance fluctuations are subtracted from the original image resulting in two
separate signal images. Thus, the topographic information is effectively removed,
revealing a map of the spatial distribution of the switching amplitude.

ethyl units is unlikely due to the above discussed strong bonding of the C-atom
of the methylene group to the Ag surface, leading to an effective confinement of
the ethyls. Thinking of the conformational switch of single ethyls, one would ex-
pect more than three distinct molecular states or rather undefined switching more
comparable with random noise, which was not observed within the experiments.
However, it is incontestable that the specific configuration of the ethyl units due to
the particular molecule-substrate interaction is highly important for the description
of the molecule’s adsorption geometry.

The parameters, namely the tunneling current and the bias voltage, used for the pre-
sented STM images so far (I=100 pA, U=10mV) usually enable to spatially resolve
the three configurations of each adsorption type. Increasing at least one of them
leads to an increase of the switching rate as well. STM topographies and a simul-
taneously recorded tunneling current image are exemplarily presented in Figure 4.5
(I=150 pA) for the TAT 2S type 1 molecule and varying bias voltage settings. In-
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deed, a single switching event is observed for a bias voltage of even U=10mV, which
is represented by the vertical line in Figure 4.5a. However, the configurations before
and after the switching process can still be imaged. Going further to U=50mV, the
molecule is overlayed by stripes indicating an already faster switching process (Fig-
ure 4.5b). A further increase of the bias voltage (Figure 4.5c, d, U=100mV) then
only allows to image the superposition of the three configurations which result in a
symmetrical topographic appearance of the type 1 molecule. Moreover, three noise
clouds representing the fast conductance fluctuations are localized close to the ethyl
moieties. The propeller-like shape of the noise clouds is most prominently displayed
at the parameters presented in Figure 4.6 (U=200mV, I=500 pA) and reflect the
molecule’s chirality. It is worth mentioning that the noise clouds spread far into the
Ag(111) surface (Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7), reflecting the fact of a changing LDOS of
the surface state upon molecular switching. The involvement of the surface state’s
charge density suggests that the switching can be triggered aside of the molecule
as well. This was also suggested from test experiments, which were performed with
the point of injection positioned above the Ag(111) surface. Regarding lateral tip
molecule distances beyond the molecular dimensions, the excitation of surface plas-
mons [156, 182] or hot electrons [25, 66, 74, 86, 162] may facilitate the triggering.
The tunneling current images presented in this thesis are processed to highlight the
conductance fluctuations due to molecular switching (Figure 4.5e). Therefore, the
superimposed conductance fluctuations are separated from the tunneling current
signal by applying a high-pass filter to the original tunneling current image. The re-
sulting representation basically is a map of the spatial distribution of the switching
amplitudes [183] (Figure 4.5d). The lack of conductance fluctuations in the center of
the molecule does not indicate a zero switching but all three molecular states result
in the same current for symmetry reasons.
Interestingly, there is a difference in the intensity and expansion of the current
fluctuations for the adsorption configurations 1 and 2 (Figure 4.6b). Enantiomers
adsorbed in configuration 2 show more pronounced conductance fluctuations with a
larger spreading than the ones adsorbed in configuration 1. Based on the probability
distribution of the molecular type statistics (Figure 4.2b), adsorption configuration
2 with the pyrrole units located above hcp-sites is more unfavorable due to the sup-
posed increased electrostatic interaction. Thus, the jiggling motion is suggested to
cause larger changes of the charge density at the interface, explaining the observed
differences of the conductance fluctuations between the fcc- and hcp-atop adsorption
configurations.
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Figure 4.6 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - molecular switching. a STM images
of the four adsorption configurations 1R, 1S, 2S, 2R and b simultaneously recorded
tunneling current images (pictographs are superimposed for clarity). The red circle
marks the specific point 1, which has been analyzed in detail in terms of time-
dependent measurements of the tunneling current and the tip-sample distance and
thus will be referred to when needed. All images: 3×3 nm2, U=200mV, I=500 pA.
The color scale ranges from a 0 to 90 pm and b -50 to 50 pA.

4.3 Switching dynamics

For a detailed investigation of the switching behavior the tip was positioned at a
fixed point above a TAT type 1 molecule to measure the time evolution of either
the vertical tip position z or the tunneling current I. The measured quantity can be
chosen by switching the feedback-loop off or by keeping the feedback-loop switched
on, respectively. The tip regulation time for the latter case was chosen in a way to
minimize the effect on the measurements. A proper analysis of the measured time
traces requires a background correction, which is implemented by subtracting the
slow z-variations of the tip due to temperature drift, yielding the relative quantities
∆z and ∆I. Therefore, the state with the largest retention time is chosen for cor-
recting the temperature drift. However, especially measurements of the tunneling
current are quite sensitive due to the deactivated feedback mechanism. Thus, the
correction of only one state is not sufficient, since there might be even temperature
drift induced amplitude variations. A second background correction is required to
perform a reliable data analysis. The temperature drift correction usually normalizes
the middle state or the half of the switching amplitude to zero.
In general, large deviations of the switching characteristics are observed depending
on the exact lateral tip position above the molecule, which is exemplarily shown in
Figure 4.7 and in Figure 4.8 for a TAT 2R type 1 molecule. Such lateral variations
of the switching rate and of the normalized retention times (NRT), which represent
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Figure 4.7 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - laterally resolved switching
dynamics I. a STM image and d simultaneously recorded tunneling-current image
of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule with the measurement grid superimposed above one
of the noise clouds. The single tip positions are located at each intersection point,
yielding a map of 9×11 points (1×1.2 nm2). Point 1 and 2, which are discussed in
detail, are marked by red and orange crosses, respectively. b, c The same STM
images with the overlayed grid showing b the number of observed states and c
the switching rate. These results are highly dependent on the lateral tip position.
The tip positions are indicated by black points, point 1 and 2 are marked by black
crosses. The analysis of the gray-colored areas was not possible due to insufficient
statistics/no transitions within ttotal. e, f Corresponding tunneling-current images.
Imaging parameters: 3×3 nm2, I=500 pA, U=200mV. The color scale ranges from
a 0 to 90 pm, d -50 to 50 pA. Parameters of the analyzed time traces: Iset=100 pA,
Uset=60mV, ttotal=60 s.

the population of a specific molecular state, can be explained by an anisotropic
molecule-substrate interaction and the specific local charge distribution within the
molecule [36].
To ensure comparable lateral tip positions the similar noise cloud of each analyzed
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Figure 4.8 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - laterally resolved switching
dynamics II. Proceeding of Figure 4.7. STM images with the overlayed grid of
Figure 4.7 showing a the NRT of the state LZ, b the state MZ and c the state
HZ. The abbreviations LZ, MZ and HZ labeling the potential molecular z-states
are introduced by reference to Figure 4.9. These results are highly dependent on the
lateral tip position. The tip positions are indicated by black points, point 1 and 2 are
marked by black crosses. The analysis of the gray-colored areas was not possible due
to insufficient statistics/no transitions within ttotal. d-f Corresponding tunneling-
current images. Imaging parameters: 3×3 nm2, I=500 pA, U=200mV. Parameters
of the analyzed time traces: Iset=100 pA, Uset=60mV, ttotal=60 s.

molecule was overlayed by the same grid. Starting with this grid by measuring time
traces with constant tunneling parameters (Iset=100 pA, Uset=60mV, ttotal=60 s) at
each intersection point, gives important informations about the position dependent
switching characteristics and helps to figure out characteristic tip positions like point
1 and 2, which will be discussed in more detail in the following and are marked by the
red and orange crosses, respectively (Figure 4.7a, d). The number of observed states
vary with the lateral tip position (Figure 4.7b, e). Three states can be observed
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Figure 4.9 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - switching dynamics. Time dependencies
of the relative height ∆z (feedback-loop switched on, tip drift corrected) for the
TAT 2R type 1 molecule with the tip positioned above a point 1 and c point 2
marked in Figure 4.7 a and b with the corresponding distribution histograms. b,
d Time dependencies of the relative tunneling current ∆I (feedback-loop switched
off, tip drift corrected) at comparable tip positions 1 and 2, respectively, with the
corresponding distribution histograms. For point 1 a switching between three distinct
states (HZ, MZ, LZ / HI, MI, LI) is clearly visible. For point 2 the MZ- (MI-) state is
shifted towards the LZ- (LI-) state, leading to a change of the transition rates. The
switching between HZ↔MZ/LZ (HI↔MI/LI) is slow, whereas it is fast between LZ
(LI) and MZ (MI). Independent of the measurement mode the states are similarly
distributed, indicating the equivalence of the states HZ and HI, MZ and MI and LZ
and LI, thus, the relative height ∆z and the relative tunneling current ∆I states
can be treated similarly. (All time traces: U=60mV, Iset=500 pA.)

on the molecule between the alkyl and its neighboring outer benzene opposite to
the N-atom and on the left side of the noise cloud in close proximity to the outer
benzene as well close to the N-atom. Only two states are mainly observed with the
tip positioned above the Ag(111) surface in the region of the depletion areas and
on a ribbon located close to the center of the noise cloud. Within the white colored
regions only one state was observed within the measured time duration, indicating
either a very slow switching which would have required longer measurement times
or no switching at all. The gray colored areas (Figure 4.7c, f, Figure 4.7a-f) could
not have been analyzed due to insufficient statistics within the measured time.

Let’s start the discussion exemplarily for the TAT 2R type 1 molecule by focussing on
two characteristic points. Point 1, which is marked in red (Figure 4.7a), is located on
top of the molecule and shows a three state switching characteristic. The measured
time traces yield a telegraph noise signal with well separated high-z (HZ) (high-I
(HI)), middle-z (MZ) (middle-I (MI)) and low-z (LZ) (low-I (LI)) states (Figure
4.9a, b). The separation between the states is equally distributed and the switching
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rates for all transitions are similar. Since the comparison of the time traces recorded
with the different modes (Figure 4.9) reveals no difference in the switching behavior
and the distribution histograms show the same characteristics with LZ alternatively
LI being the preferred state for the presented parameters at the specific position 1,
the results of both measurement modes can be directly compared.
Point 2 on the other hand is located aside of the molecule on the Ag(111) substrate
and is marked in orange in Figure 4.7a. The grid analysis of the time traces yielded
only two states (Figure 4.7b, e). Here, the MZ state is strongly shifted towards
the LZ state, revealing an almost perfect two-state (LZ/MZ↔HZ) telegraph noise
characteristic (Figure 4.9c, d). Moreover, the switching rates for the transitions are
obviously different now with very fast switching rates between LZ and MZ and rather
slow switching rates between LZ/MZ and HZ. The latter process is attributed to
the conductance fluctuations between the areas with (LZ/MZ) and without (HZ) an
electrostatic depletion.

4.3.1 Analysis routine of the switching dynamics

Within this section the analysis procedure for the switching statistics shall be ex-
plained. An important value will be the switching rate, giving information about
the excitation barrier of the system. From the peak positions in the histograms the
∆z values of the states LZ, MZ and HZ were defined as the integers A=0,1,2. In
the following, a rectangle function was mapped on the tip-drift corrected data. The
amplitude difference ∆A = Ai+1 − Ai between neighboured measurement points i
and i+1 reveals a transition between states for ∆A 6= 0 and no transition for ∆A=0.
Consequently, the switching rate is given either by dividing the number of events n
by the measurement time ttotal (rn = n/ttotal) or by the inverse of the mean retention
time τ̄ (rτ̄ = 1/τ̄). The latter depends on the time steps between the single transi-
tions, leading to a slight deviation compared to rn. This deviation ∆r = |rn − rτ̄ |
is insignificant for large statistics and in any case does hardly exceed ∆r=0.2 s−1

(Figure 4.10a). Nevertheless, rn yields the more accurate value, especially for small
statistics or very slow switching processes and thus will be used within this thesis.
The error of the switching rate δrn contains the standard error σn = σ/

√
n with the

standard deviation of the switching rate σ and the number of transition events n
as well as the limited time resolution of the scanner. For very small switching rates,
the standard error is the dominating factor, since every single transition can be
completely resolved, which can be as well seen at the well separated peaks for each
state in the histograms (Figure 4.9), meaning there is a decay to zero inbetween the
peaks. At higher rates, the time resolution of the scanner is the dominating factor
for the error of the switching rate, which is 0.5ms in this case. If the retention times
are shorter than this, they are either not resolved at all or they can be resolved just
partially, which is displayed in the histograms by the missing decay to zero inbetween
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Figure 4.10 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - error analysis of the switching rate.
a Deviation of the switching rate ∆r = |rn − rτ̄ | calculated by the events per mea-
surement time rn = n/t and by the inverse of the mean retention time rτ̄ = 1/τ̄ .
The deviation generally lies below ∆r=0.2 s−1, which usually is insignificant. Nev-
ertheless, rn is used within this thesis, since it is the more accurate value, especially
for small statistics or very low switching rates. b Comparison of the two components
constituting the error bar for the switching rate rn. For small switching rates the
standard error dominates whereas the time resolution of the scanner dominates for
large switching rates. The presented switching rates rn (a, b) are evaluated from
r(I) measurements at position 2 of a TAT 2S type 1 molecule at a bias voltage of
Uset =60mV (I=100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 pA) which is shown in
Figure 4.18d and are exemplified, since the behavior is similar for all four adsorption
types.

the peaks (Figure 4.11). The amplitude of a transition has to be higher than the
half of the relative height difference between two states i and i + 1 to be detected
by the analysis routine, e.g. Adetected > |∆zi+1−∆zi|/2. Some transitions that have
not been detected are marked by black arrows within the time traces presented in
Figure 4.11. The deviation |rreal − rn| can be quantitatively estimated by analyzing
the histograms. If the ∆z-histograms are approached by a Gaussian fit, each point on
the curve corresponds to a retention time for the given z-value. Thus, summing up all
points on the curve yield the total measurement time. Consequently, the normalized
area below the peaks matches the NRT of the corresponding state, which then allows
the comparison between different measurements. Besides the information on the
preferred state, it is now possible to get the deviation due to the time resolution of
the scanner. For a perfectly resolved time trace the sum of the normalized areas below
the peaks will be 100%. Otherwise, the sum will be below 100% with the difference
being a measure for the events which cannot be detected by the analysis routine.
Thus, for fast switching processes, the detected switching rate rn is underestimated
with a larger real switching rate rreal, giving the reason for the error bars only
displayed in the positive direction. The just described dependence of the two error
purchases on the switching rate rn is shown in Figure 4.10b for a broad range
of switching rates obtained from the r(I) measurement presented in Figure 4.18d
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Figure 4.11 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - limited time resolution of the elec-
tronics. a Time dependencies of the relative height ∆z recorded at a position 1 and
b position 2 (marked in Figure 4.7) for a bias voltage of Uset=85mV (Iset=500 pA).
The retention times, which are shorter than the time resolution of the scanner
(0.5ms) cannot be resolved completely (marked by black arrows) and are there-
fore not detected by the analysis routine. These retention times are displayed in
the corresponding histograms as the missing decay to zero between the peaks of the
states.

recorded at a bias voltage of Uset=60mV.
If the MZ-state is shifted towards LZ as it is the case for point 2 (Figure 4.6 and
4.9c, d), only the slow transitions LZ/MZ↔HZ are considered and the two states
LZ and MZ are assumed to be only one state (LZ).

4.3.2 Analysis of the switching dynamics

The total measurement time for the presented statistics of the switching behavior
was chosen in a way to prevent lateral tip drift due to small temperature varia-
tions but to still enable a reasonable number of transitions. This is certainly much
easier for fast switching processes, leading for example to an evaluation of 100-600
events per parameter set for the range of 50-65mV and an evaluation of 600 to 7500
events for high switching rates above 65mV. The voltage range of very low switch-
ing rates (0-45mV) requires total measurement times of several hours, resulting in
at least 35 events for each parameter set. The given voltage ranges are exemplary
for Iset=500 pA and may vary depending on the chosen tunneling current Iset. A
further restriction is given by the limited time resolution of the scanner. At a given
tunneling current of Iset=500 pA no data could be recorded for bias voltages going
beyond |U |=100mV. This limiting bias voltage Ulimit may vary depending on the
tunneling current Iset and vice versa, the lateral tip position and the specific binding
configuration (chapter 5). The absolute values of the switching rate for positive and
negative bias voltages vary slightly (Figure 4.13), with the switching rates for U >0
being slightly above those for U <0. This trend can be obvserved independently
of the adsorption type and for different currents without having any effect on the
qualitative behavior.
The bias voltage dependent switching rate r(U) (|U |=5-100mV, Iset=500 pA) recorded
at position 1 of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule is presented in Figure 4.12a. Absolute
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Figure 4.12 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - switching dynamics at position
1. a Bias dependence of the switching rate r(U) recorded at position 1 marked in Fig-
ure 4.7. The behavior is similar for both polarities, characterized by a steep increase
of the switching rate starting at about U=±40mV (Iset=500 pA). The switching
shows the same qualitative behavior for both polarities. b Dependence of the switch-
ing rate r(I) on the tunneling current measured at position 1 for U=50 (squares), 60
(diamaonds), 70 (circles), 80 (triangle up), 90mV (triangle down). The data points
are fitted by a power law fit f(x) = axn, with the values for the exponent displayed
in c.

bias voltage values exceeding a threshold of 40mV lead to a rapid increase of the
switching rate by about five orders of magnitude, indicating an energy barrier for
the tip-induced excitation of the system. This is corroborated by low voltage STS
measurements (±100mV) recorded at point 1 of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule (Figure
4.15a). Within a bias voltage range confined by the dashed gray lines the I(U)-curve
is rather flat whereas for larger absolute bias voltage values the switching is repre-
sented by the clearly visible current fluctuations. Analysing the bias voltage values
for the onset of the fast switching processes (dashed gray lines) yield the correspond-
ing activation energy: Ea(U<0)=-49(3)meV and Ea(U>0)=48(3)meV.
However, a very low constant switching rate is still observed within a bias voltage
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Figure 4.13 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - switching rates for positive
and negative bias voltages. Zoom-in (|U |=55-100mV) of the bias dependence of
the switching rate r(U) presented in Figure 4.12. The absolute values vary slightly
with the switching rates for the positive bias voltage values being somewhat above
the ones for negative bias voltages.

range of |U | ≤ 40mV. Thus, either thermal activation [65, 171, 184] or quantum
tunneling is proposed to trigger the molecular switching for small voltages around
EF. So far, quantum tunneling has been reported as the reason for lateral motion
of atoms [18, 185] and small molecules [27, 186], for the rotational movement of a
molecular motor [85] and for tautomerization reactions [70,187]. The totally param-
eter independent switching is indicative for the quantum tunneling. Furthermore,
the mass affects the switching rate in the quantum tunneling regime, which is usu-
ally tested by measuring isotopes [27, 70, 85, 186]. In contrast, thermally activated
switching should show a temperature dependence of the switching rate, whereas the
tunneling current does not influence the rate below the threshold voltage of 40mV.
The influence of three different temperatures (3.1K, 5.4K and 7.5K) on the bias
voltage dependent switching rate is displayed in Figure 4.14. The switching rates for
different temperatures are rather similar and apparently do not confirm the ther-
mal activation of the molecular switching for low bias voltages. In section 5.1 minor
changes of the specific adsorption geometry of TAT type 1 molecules will be dis-
cussed to be the reason for observable changes of the switching rate, which might
explain the inversed switching rates for T=3.1K and 5.4K (Figure 4.14). Addition-
ally, the pronounced tip position dependency observed for measured ∆z-time traces
(Figure 4.7) might be crucial as well. The estimation of the expected switching rate
at 7.5K in the case of thermally induced switching using the Arrhenius equation

r = A · exp
(−EA
kBT

)
(4.1)

with an assumed prefactor A and an assumed temperature dependent activation
energy EA represents a naive approach. Values below 40meV were tested for the
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Figure 4.14 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - temperature dependent switch-
ing rates. Bias dependence of the switching rate r(U) for different temperatures,
7.5K (diamonds), 5.4K (squares) and 3.1K (circles). There is no trend observable,
which would indicate a thermally activated switching mechanism. The black dia-
mond represents the switching rate approximated by the Arrhenius law based on
the rate at 3.1K (U=30mV) what might be expected at a temperature of 7.5K .

activation energy to determine the prefactor of the switching rate at T=3.1K and
U=30mV. Zhong and coworkers reported about a thermally induced excitation of
their molecular switching system with an activation energy of around 5meV yielding
a prefactor in the range of 8 ·103 [83]. This prefactor is quite similar to the prefactor
of an assumed activation energy of 3meV for a switching rate measured at 3.1K
for the TAT type 1 molecule of 0.091 s−1 which yields ATAT ∼ 7 · 10−3. Using those
values a switching rate of 66 s−1 is expected if the temperature is increased to 7.5K
(black diamond in Figure 4.14) which is far beyond the measured values and what
can be explained by adsorption state hopping. Furthermore, the thermal energy of
0.27meV for the lowest measured temperature of 3.1K seems to be rather low to
overcome the potential barrier, although there are no informations about the shape
or the height of the barrier. Potential barrier height calculations for the quantum
tunneling of the C-atom of a CH2O on Cu(110) yield around 20meV [186] and of the
tautomerization reaction around 60-90meV [70] and are thus even two magnitudes
larger than the thermal energy at 3.1K. Thus, the quantum mechanical tunneling of
the TAT molecule is proposed to be the excitation mechanism for bias voltages below
40mV. However, further experiments on TAT molecules embedded in 2-dimensional
networks or on TAT derivatives are suggested to prevent a potential adsorption
state. The slight increase of the switching rate for small bias voltages towards EF is
proposed to be attributed to the close proximity of the tip and the molecule [70].

The tunneling current dependent switching rate r(I) recorded at position 1 of a TAT
2R type 1 molecule is shown in Figure 4.12b for several bias voltage settings (Uset=50,
60, 70, 80, 90mV). The data points follow the power law fit r(I) ∝ In, which implies
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Figure 4.15 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - bias spectroscopy. a Characteristic
scanning tunneling spectrum recorded at position 1 (marked in Figure 4.7) of a
TAT 2R type 1 molecule around EF. The current fluctuations are clearly visible
with a symmetric behavior for positive and negative bias voltages. The barrier bias
voltage is indicated by the gray dotted lines. b Characteristic scanning tunneling
spectrum recorded over the center of a TAT 1S type 1 molecule (blue, tip-position
marked in the inset) within a voltage range of ±2.5V. A peak corresponding to
the LUMO is visible at a bias voltage of around 2V whereas it is flat around EF. A
spectrum recorded on the bare Ag(111) surface shows a step-like feature close to EF,
which represents its surface state, is displayed for comparison. Tunneling parameters:
a Uset=100mV, Iset=500 pA, T = 5.4K, b Uset=2.5V, Iset=100 pA, Umod=50mV,
T=6.4K.

that inelastic electron scattering triggers the switching process [19, 39, 65, 188]. The
exponent n is related to the number of involved electrons. For bias voltages of U=60
and 70mV n is around 1, indicating a single electron process. An increase of the bias
voltage yields decreasing values of n, whereas a decrease of the bias voltage yields
increasing values of n. Thus, the provided energy requires either less (<1) or more
involved electrons (>1) to trigger the molecular switching [65].
The steep increase of the switching rate for |U | > 40mV can be assigned to the ex-
citation of a vibrational jiggling mode of the molecule on the surface by the tunnel-
ing electrons, which promotes the switching. Any contribution of molecular-orbital
supported switching can be excluded. The scanning tunneling spectrum, which is
displayed in Figure 4.15 for a bias voltage range of ±2.5V shows the onset of the
LUMO at U ≈2V and apart from that a rather featureless curve shape, indicating a
large HOMO-LUMO gap. STM imaging at tunneling parameters used to induce the
molecular switching yield similar images due to tunneling directly into the substrate
confirming the absence of molecular orbitals around EF. DFT calculations of the
ionization potential and the electron affinity of a TAT molecule in the gas phase
yield an electronic quasiparticle gap of around 6 eV matching the exclusion of the
molecular-orbital supported electron transfer process. Thus, the switching is sup-
posed to involve vibrational excitations at the molecule-metal interface for higher
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Figure 4.16 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - switching dynamics at posi-
tion 2. a Bias dependence of the switching rate r(U) recorded at position 2 marked
in Figure 4.7. The behavior is similar for both polarities, characterized by a steep
increase of the switching rate starting at about U=±40mV (Iset=500 pA). b Depen-
dence of r(I) on the tunneling current measured at position 2 for U=50 (squares), 60
(diamaonds), 70 (circles), 80 (triangle up), 90mV (triangle down). The data points
are fitted by a power law fit f(x) = axn, with the values for the exponent displayed
in c.

bias voltages.
The detailed analysis of the switching rate behavior in dependence of the bias volt-
age (Iset=500 pA) and of the tunneling current (Uset=50, 60, 70, 80, 90mV) recorded
at position 2 for a TAT 2R type 1 molecule is displayed in Figure 4.16. Point 2 is
located above the Ag(111) surface at the position of the depletion areas (Figure
4.6) and thus lead to an effective two-state switching observed in the ∆z-/∆I-time
traces (Figure 4.9c, d). The tunneling parameter dependent characteristics are sim-
ilar as for the measurements with the tip positioned above point 1. The bias voltage
dependent switching rates are symmetric around the Fermi energy with a constant
low switching rate below the threshold of U=±40mV. The tunneling current depen-
dent rates accord the linear power law fit r(I) ∝ In, pointing to a current-induced
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Figure 4.17 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - normalized retention times
at position 1. a Normalized retention time of the bias dependent time traces for
Iset=500 pA presented in Figure 4.12a and of the tunneling current dependent time
traces for b U=60mV, c U = 70mV and d U=80mV presented in Figure 4.12b.
The normalized retention times of the three states come closer for increasing bias
voltages and decreasing tunneling currents, both meaning an increase of the tip-
sample distance.

switching process, which is triggered by inelastic scattering of tunneling electrons.
However, the scattering of n is smaller and there is no bias voltage correlated trend.
Due to n ≈1, the switching seems to be triggered by a single electron process. The
required number of electrons to excite the molecular switching above the Ag(111)
surface apparently seems to be independent of the provided energy. Strikingly, the
current dependent switching rates for the bias voltage settings of 60 and 70mV show
an unexpected trend r(Uset=60mV) > r(Uset=70mV). A detailed discussion to ex-
plain quantitative changes of the switching rate without any apparent qualitative
changes of the switching behavior will be given in section 5.1.
Besides the switching rate, the before introduced NRT of the molecular states yields
the preferred state. Its trend depending on the chosen tunneling parameters will
allow suggestions about changes of the adsorption potential. Figure 4.17a displays
the bias voltage dependent NRT for the three states LZ, MZ and HZ for a given
tunneling current of Iset=500 pA and Figure 4.17b-d show the tunneling current
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dependency for the bias voltage settings Uset = 60, 70, 80mV, respectively. The
presented data points are extracted from the time traces used as well for the switch-
ing rate analysis of Figure 4.12. The system prefers to stay in the LZ-state, whose
NRT lies considerably above those of the MZ- and LZ-states, especially for large
tunneling currents Iset=500 pA and in the range of small bias voltages Uset<80mV.
The LZ-state represents the largest possible tip-sample distance and is attributed to
have the deepest potential well, followed by the potentiall wells of the MZ-/HZ-state,
which are similar in depth. Changing the tunneling parameters and therefore the
tip-sample interaction will influence the molecule’s adsorption potential and thus
the distribution of the NRT for the three states. Increasing the bias voltage at a
fixed tunneling current (Figure 4.17a) reduces the difference between the NRT of
LZ and MZ/HZ, with the latter ones lying still close together. The same effect can
be observed even more pronounced if the bias voltage stays constant and the tunnel-
ing current is altered. At Uset=70mV (Figure 4.17c), decreasing tunneling currents
suggest a trend towards an intersection point of the three NRTs, with the NRTs of
LZ still lying considerably above those of MZ/HZ. A further reinforcement occurs
at Uset=80mV (Figure 4.17d), where the NRTs for larger currents are equally apart
of each other. Decreasing the tunneling current to Iset=100 pA leads to an increase
of the MZ corresponding NRTs and a decrease of the LZ corresponding ones result-
ing in an almost intersection point of both of them. Here, the tip-sample distance
is increased, meaning less disturbance of the adsorption potential and therefore the
depth of the potential well approaches, leading to a uniform distribution of the three
states. Obviously, the tip has great influence on the shape of the molecule’s adsorp-
tion potential, enabling a certain degree of control for the molecule substrate system
by choosing appropriate tunneling parameters.
The previous discussion and the complementary results for the adsorption configura-
tions 1R and 1S presented in Figure 4.18 show that the switching characteristics are
similar for all four adsorption geometries (1S, 2S, 1R, 2R). One might have expected
differences either for the different adsorption positions 1R (1S) and 2R (2S) and/or
between the R- and S-enantiomers. So far, this seems not to be the case concerning
the discussed switching characteristics. Thus, most of the presented analysis, which
will be presented in the course of this chapter is focused on the TAT 2R type 1
molecule unless there are deviations observed in the switching characteristics of one
of the other three adsorption configurations.

4.4 Chiral adsorption potential of type 1 TAT/Ag(111)

The adsorption of the type 1 molecules was introduced in the last section. Four dif-
ferent adsoption types including two chiral forms and the possibility of an atop-fcc or
atop-hcp adsorption site occur on a Ag(111) surface. The three different N-Ag bond
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Figure 4.18 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - switching dynamics at position 1 of
the adsorption configurations 1R and 2S. Bias dependence of the switching
rate r(U) recorded at position 1 marked in Figure 4.6 for a a TAT 1R and b a 2S
type 1 molecule. Dependence of r(I) on tunneling current measured at position 1
for c a TAT 1R and d a 2S type 1 molecule for U=60 (diamonds), 70 (circles) and
80mV (triangle up). The data points are fitted by a power law fit f(x) = axn, with
the values for the exponent displayed in the insert, respectively.

distances of the molecule substrate system lead to a switching between three possi-
ble current-/z-states. The switching process is triggered by the inelastic tunneling
of single electrons and is promoted by the excitation of a vibrational jiggling mode
of the molecule on the surface at about 40meV. The switching characteristics can
be controlled via the tunneling parameters. The tip’s presence affects the adsorption
potential including potential well depths depending on the tip-sample distance, thus
having an influence on the preferred state and the switching characteristics. Within
the switching process there is no change of the adsorption configuration and all four
adsorption types show similar behavior.
During the detailed analysis of the switching processes, the systematic repetition of
the same sequence of states is striking. Thus, the switching process is not random but
seems to exhibit a high switching directionality. The three states of a TAT 2R type
1 molecule imaged by STM in detail, which contribute to the switching process are
presented in Figure 4.19a. The tip position for the measured time traces is marked
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Figure 4.19 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - chiral switching. a STM images of
the three states of the TAT 2R type 1 molecule involved in the switching (3×3 nm2,
U=10mV, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 105 pm. A clockwise switch-
ing is observed from the position of the depletion areas and the boomerang shaped
feature (white dashed line). b Time dependence of the relative height ∆z of the tip
recorded at 60mV (Iset=100 pA). The tip position is marked by the dark red points in
a and is similar to point 1, which was introduced in the former section. c Histogram
of the two-step switching sequences distribution for the parameters presented in b
showing a pronounced switching directionality with the two-step switching sequences
{HZ,MZ,LZ}, {MZ,LZ,HZ} and {LZ,HZ,MZ} reaching together up to 93.6% of all
possible two-step sequential switching events.

by the dark red circle and is similar to point 1 introduced within the last section.
By reference to this tip position, the states LZ, MZ and HZ can be assigned. A com-
parison of the STM image of type 1 TAT/Ag(111) with the DFT-relaxed structure
(Figure 4.3) yield that the boomerang-shaped feature of the molecular backbone sur-
rounds the ethyl, which is connected to the N-atom N3, which represents the lowest
N-Ag distance. However, the MZ-state is assigned to the tip position 1, which is
surrounded by the boomerang-shaped feature of the molecular backbone (dark red,
Figure 4.19a). The STM images with the marked tip positions and the overlayed
molecular structure reveal that position 1 is located at a pyrrole unit on the oppos-
ing site with respect to this pyrrole unit’s N-atom (Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7), what
therefore defines the state at position 1. Thus, the ∆z- (∆I-) state at position 1 is
determined by the pyrrole unit and therefore the N-atom to the left (right) for a TAT
S (R) type 1 molecule. The ∆z-time trace recorded at Iset=100 pA and U=60mV
is displayed in Figure 4.19b, indicating that the switching between the three states
shows a preferred directionality. Starting from HZ the system transitions via MZ
to LZ and back to HZ again. The observed sequence of states {HZ,MZ,LZ} is then
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Figure 4.20 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - analysis of the directionality. a
Schematic illustration of the 12 possible two-step switching sequences for a three-
level system. b Permutations of the three states, which represent the same switching
directionality are summarized for a quantitative analysis. The switching is direc-
tional, if three different levels are involved within a two-step switching sequence.
For a further differentiation into clockwise (red) and anti-clockwise (blue) switching
direction, the combination of the preferred kind of two-step switching sequences and
the molecule’s chirality is required. In reverse, the switching is non-directional (gray)
if only two levels contribute to a two-step switching sequence.

repeated several times. The position change of the characteristic features of the type
1 molecule like the depletion areas and the boomerang shaped feature enables the
definition of a switching directionality. Thus, the switching of a TAT 2R type 1
molecule proceeds clockwise. One has to be careful here, the label clockwise switch-
ing directionality means the direction of the change of the N-Ag bond distances
within the molecule and must not be confused with a rotation of the molecule. The
characteristic features of the STM topographies seem to rotate but their change of
position is due to the changes of the N-Ag bond distances in terms of a jiggling
motion of the molecule within its adsorption potential as explained in the previous
section.
In order to exclude the impression of directionality by accident, comparable statis-
tics like for the switching rate analysis were established and quantitatively analyzed.
For this purpose, an entity of three successive states related by two transition steps
inbetween are defined as a two-step switching sequence. The presented probabil-
ity histogram of the switching directionality (Figure 4.19c) is thus obtained by the
evaluation of all two-step switching sequences within a measured time trace. In
a three-level system a maximum of 12 nominally different two-step switching se-
quences may occur (Figure 4.20a) and therefore allow to completely characterize
the switching preference of the system. Let’s assume LZ to be the initial state,
leaving the system two possibilities as a first transition, either going to MZ or HZ,
followed by two subsequent transition possibilities each. Consequently the system
can go from LZ to MZ followed by the transition to HZ or back to LZ again. Al-
ternatively, the system goes from LZ to HZ followed by the transition to MZ or
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Figure 4.21 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2S) - chiral switching. a STM images of
the three states involved in the switching for the TAT 2S type 1 molecule (3×3 nm2,
U=10mV, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 105 pm. An anti-clockwise
switching is observed from the position of the depletion areas and the boomerang
shaped feature (white dashed line). b Time dependence of the relative height ∆z of
the tip recorded at 60mV (Iset=100 pA). The tip position is marked by the dark red
points in a and is similar to point 1, which was introduced in the former section.
c Histogram of the two-step switching sequences for the parameters presented in b
showing a pronounced switching directionality with the two-step switching sequences
{HZ,MZ,LZ}, {MZ,LZ,HZ} and {LZ,HZ,MZ} reaching together up to 84.9% of all
possible two-step sequential switching events.

back to LZ. The six two-step switching sequences with the initial state being on
par with the final state like {LZ,MZ,LZ} or {LZ,HZ,LZ} are non-directional since
the system jumps back and forth between two states. If all three states are included
within a two-step switching sequence like {HZ,MZ,LZ}, the switching process is
directional. Inside the residual six two-step switching sequences containing three
states always three of them are permutations describing the same switching direc-
tionality, for example {HZ,MZ,LZ}, {MZ,LZ,HZ} and {LZ,HZ,MZ}(Figure 4.20b).
Therefore, a measure for the switching directionality is given by the sum of the per-
mutations divided by the total number of evaluated two-step switching sequences
NΣ: P = (N{HZ,MZ,LZ}+N{MZ,LZ,HZ}+N{LZ,HZ,MZ}/NΣ), resulting in an exceptional
high switching directionality of 93.6% (TAT 2R type 1, Figure 4.19, Iset=100 pA,
U=60mV). The combination of the molecule’s chirality and the preferred two-step
switching sequences for a fixed tip position defines the directionality of the bond
distance alternation within the molecule’s adsorption configuration.

Figure 4.21 presents the same measurements for a TAT 2S type 1 molecule. The
particularly resolved states displayed in the STM images of Figure 4.21a are assigned
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by reference to the marked tip position (blue) to HZ, MZ and LZ. One can deduce
the switching directionality by the position change of the molecule’s characteristic
features, like explained before. Thus, for a TAT 2S type 1 molecule, the switching
evolves anti-clockwise. The ∆z time trace with the tip located above the molecule
on a point similar to point 1 introduced in the last section shows highly directed
switching with {HZ,MZ,LZ} being the preferred two-step switching sequences as well
(Figure 4.21b). The quantitative analysis of the switching directionality in terms of
the displayed probability histogram for the two-step switching sequences yields a
switching directionality of 84.9% (Figure 4.21c, Iset=100 pA, U=60mV). Although
the preferred two-step switching sequences for the presented parameters are similar
for both enantiomers, the directionality of the bond distance alternation within the
molecule’s adsorption configuration is inversed. Thus, emphasizing the importance
of both, the chirality of the molecule and the preferred two-step switching sequences
at a defined tip position to get the switching directionality.
The very same map of the TAT 2R type 1 molecule of ∆z time traces already
discussed based on Figure 4.7 is analyzed in terms of the switching directionality in
Figure 4.22b and c. In addition to the already known tip positions point 1 and 2
a third position is labeled point 3 and marked be a magenta-colored cross (Figure
4.22a, b). However, point 2 is nonrelevant for the case of directionality, it is still
marked for the sake of completeness. The ∆z time traces recorded at point 1 and the
corresponding preferred two-step switching sequences have been already discussed
in the beginning of the section. Permutations of {HZ,MZ,LZ} are the dominating
sequences (Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.22). The switching directionality is clockwise.
The switching behavior of point 3 concerning the directionality is discussed on the
basis of Figure 4.23 for a TAT 2R type 1 molecule. Thus, the STM images of the
involved states are the same like the ones presented in Figure 4.19a. By reference to
the tip position (marked in magenta, Figure 4.23a), the state HZ imaged by STM
can be assigned to be the same as the state HZ for the tip located above point 1 due
to their proximity to HE. The assignment of the STM images for the states LZ and
MZ is impeded due to point 3 being located above the depletion area. Obviously,
the ∆z-time trace (Figure 4.23b, c) reveal that the preferred two-step switching
sequences are permutations of {LZ,MZ,HZ} (58.4%) but the switching direction of
the N-Ag bond distances is still defined to be clockwise for the presented parameters
as can be seen from the analysis of point 1 (Figure 4.19). Thus, the states LZ/MZ
of point 3 have to be interchanged in comparison to point 1. Consequently, the
assignment of the ∆z-states coincides with the N-Ag distance of the N-atom, which
is connected to the ethyl close to the tip position 3. Thus, the states HZ, MZ and
LZ measured at point 3 correspond to N1, N2 and N3, respectively. The molecular
switching at position 3 is less pronounced with roughly half the amplitude recorded
at position 1 and is spatially more confined (Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - laterally resolved chiral switch-
ing. a STM image and d simultaneously recorded tunneling-current image of a
TAT 2R type 1 molecule with the measurement grid superimposed above one of
the noise clouds. The single tip positions are located at each intersection point,
yielding a map of 9 × 11 points (1×1.2 nm). Point 1, 2 and 3, which are discussed
in detail, are marked by red, orange and magenta crosses, respectively. b, c The
same STM images with the overlayed map showing the position dependent amount
of two-step switching sequences {HZ,MZ,LZ} (b) and {LZ,MZ,HZ} (c). The mea-
surement points are displayed by black points, point 1, 2 and 3 are marked by
black crosses. The analysis of the gray-colored areas was not possible due to insuf-
ficient statistics/no transitions within ttotal. e, f Corresponding tunneling-current
images. The color scale ranges from a 0 to 90 pm and d -50 to 50 pA. Imaging pa-
rameters: I=500 pA, U=200mV, 3×3 nm2. Parameters of the analyzed time traces:
Iset=100 pA, Uset=60mV, ttotal=60 s.

The observed directionality of the switching process can be explained by an asym-
metric energy landscape, which may be illustrated by a symmetric sawtooth po-
tential (Figure 4.24 middle) being superimposed by the chirality of the molecule’s
adsorption potential inducing an asymmetry with one side of the potential being
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Figure 4.23 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) position 3 - chiral switching.
a STM images of the three states involved in the switching for the TAT 2R type
1 molecule presented in the same ordering as in Figure 4.19 (3×3 nm2, U=10mV,
I=100 pA). The assignment of the states is different due to the varied tip position.
The HZ-configuration is similar for point 1 and point 3, however the MZ- and LZ-
configurations are inversed. The color scale ranges from 0 to 105 Å. A clockwise
switching is observed from the position of the depletion areas and the boomerang
shaped feature. b Time dependence of the relative height ∆z of the tip recorded at
65mV (Iset=100 pA). The tip position is marked by the magenta colored points in
a and is similar to point 3 introduced in Figure 4.22. c Histogram of the two-step
switching sequences distribution for the parameters presented in b showing a pre-
ferred switching directionality with the two-step switching sequences {HZ,LZ,MZ},
{LZ,MZ,HZ} and {MZ,HZ,LZ} reaching together up to 58.4% of all possible two-
step sequential switching events. The preferred two-step switching sequences are
inverted for point 3 compared to point 1 with the switching directionality still being
clockwise for the TAT 2R type 1 molecule for the presented parameters.

steeper than the other (Figure 4.24 left, right). The proposed mechanism for di-
rectionality is based on a tilting ratchet [34, 51, 57, 74, 189–191]. Inelastic electron
tunneling transfers the energy ∆E to the molecule substrate system, which is as-
sumed to be in the MZ-state initially. The energy transfer leads to an excitation of
a molecular vibration mode, which is in accordance with the temperature rise in the
ratchet theory [57], resulting in the population of energy levels well above the switch-
ing barrier. If the potential is symmetric, the molecule’s probability to relax either
into the LZ- or HZ-state is equally distributed. However, the asymmetric potential
leads to a favored relaxation either into the LZ- or the HZ-state revealing an effective
{HZ,MZ,LZ} or {LZ,MZ,HZ} directional switching, respectively. The preference for
directional switching described by a ratchet potential depends furthermore on the
supplied energy. Higher supplied energies lead to the excitation of higher located
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Figure 4.24 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - potential energy landscape. Sketch of
the potential energy landscape of the type 1’s adsorption configuration on Ag(111)
based on a tilting ratchet. Left/Right: The potential is asymmetric with a steep
right/left side. Inelastic electron tunneling excites the molecule (red/blue) by sup-
plying energy ∆E, which exceeds the potential barrier height. The increase of energy
allows the diffusion across the potential landscape indicated by the black arrows
pointing to the left/right. The asymmetric potential leads to a favored trapping of
the molecule to the right/left of their initial position (light red/light blue) during
relaxation, which yields a net directionality in the switching process. Middle: The
potential is symmetric, thus the probability to be trapped to the left or right of its
initial position is equally distributed leading to non-directional switching.

energy levels from which the probability for the relaxation to the LZ- or HZ-state
approaches.

The detailed analysis of the ∆z time traces in dependence of the tunneling pa-
rameters with respect to the switching directionality for all four adsorption sites
yield no differences in the qualitative behavior apart from the inversed switching
directionality for the two enantiomers, which was already mentioned. Thus, the fol-
lowing discussion is focussed on the R-enantiomer, i.e. the TAT 2R type 1 molecule.
The tip position is fixed above point 1 due to the very pronounced three-state
switching characteristics. Figure 4.25a shows the bias voltage dependence of the
switching directionality. Therefore the percentage contribution of the summarized
two-step switching sequence permutations are shown (black diamonds: {HZ,MZ,LZ};
dark gray circles: {LZ,MZ,HZ}; light gray squares: non-directional). Starting at a
bias voltage of U=60mV, which was identified to show almost 100% directional-
ity (clockwise, Pacw=0%) the bias voltage is increased, leading to a change of the
preferred two-step switching sequences, which finally corresponds to an inversion of
the preferred switching directionality. These characteristic bias voltages are high-
lighted in red (clockwise), gray (U=80mV, non-directional) and blue (U=105mV,
anti-clockwise), with the percentage contribution of the anti-clockwise switching di-
rection reaching almost 50% (Pcw=8%). Cutouts of the corresponding ∆z-time traces
are exemplarily shown in Figure 4.25d-f. The bias-voltage dependent switching di-
rectionality is independent on the polarity and shows symmetric behavior around
EF, according to the before discussed switching characteristics. Thus, the switching
directionality will be discussed in the following for positive bias voltages only.
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Figure 4.25 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - bias-voltage dependent switch-
ing directionality at position 1. a Bias-voltage dependence of the switching
directionality of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule recorded at Iset=100 pA with the tip
located abobve point 1 (marked in the legend on the right) for negative and positive
bias voltage values. The percentage contribution of {HZ,MZ,LZ} two-step switching
sequences is represented by black diamonds, that of {LZ,MZ,HZ} two-step switching
sequences by dark gray circles and that of non-directional ones by light gray squares.
The switching directionality changes from clockwise to anti-clockwise for increas-
ing bias voltage. b Characteristic time traces of ∆z of the highlighted switching
directionalities in a: clockwise for U=60mV, non-directional for U=85mV and anti-
clockwise for U=105mV. c Bias-voltage dependence of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule
recorded at Iset=10pA with the tip located above point 1. The legend shown on the
right in a holds here as well. The qualitative behavior is similar as for Iset=100 pA
shown in a, with the absolute values for the anti-clockwise switching direction being
even higher, indicating an additional effect induced by the tunneling current.

Obviously, the bias voltage settings highly influence the switching directionality and
enables to reliably tune it. Since the directionality can be inversed by increasing
the tip sample distance (increasing bias voltages), changing the tunneling current
may even lead to an enhanced effect. Thus, the set tunneling current was reduced
to 10 pA, for which it is still possible to yield reliable experimental conditions. The
resulting bias voltage dependence is presented in Figure 4.25c. The bias voltage val-
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Figure 4.26 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - tunneling-parameter depen-
dent switching directionality at position 1. a Switching directionality as a
funtion of tunneling current and bias voltage for a fixed position of charge injec-
tion (point 1). Independent of the applied tunneling current the switching direc-
tionality changes with increasing bias voltage from preferentially clockwise (red) to
non-directional (gray) and then to anti-clockwise (blue).

ues of the characteristic points for the clockwise (red), non-directional (gray) and
anti-clockwise (blue) switching directions are in the same range as for Iset=100 pA.
The values of the anti-clockwise switching direction are now larger, reaching 63% at
a bias voltage of 105mV. Thus reducing the tunneling current from 100 pA to 10 pA
yields an increase of the anti-clockwise switching direction from 48% to 63% for a
fixed bias voltage of 105mV. However, the increased tip-sample distance reduces the
maximum value of the clockwise switching to 71% (U=65mV). The tunneling param-
eter dependent switching rate is presented in Figure 4.26 over a wide range of bias
voltages (U=55-120mV) and tunneling currents (Iset=10-500 pA). The color-coding
is as known, red for clockwise, gray for non-directional and blue for anti-clockwise
switching. The most interesting parameter range for the switching directionality is
Iset=10-100 pA and U=60-110mV. A further increase of the tunneling current to
500 pA diminishes the contribution of the directional switching, whereas the non-
directional contribution is enhanced. A further increase of the bias voltage does not
change the directionality nominally anymore but the preferred directionality stays
the anti-clockwise one with saturating percentage contributions. The saturation ef-
fect of the directionality for higher bias voltages which is observed independent of
the tunneling current was already mentioned in the discussion of the ratchet poten-
tial (Figure 4.24). Increasing the bias voltage does not just influence the shape of the
potential energy landscape but excites the molecule to higher located energy levels
which makes the two effects competing resulting in a saturation of the switching
directionality.

Summarizing, a decrease of the tip-sample distance induced by rising the tunneling
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current leads to an increase of the amount of non-directional switching for tunneling
currents exceeding 100 pA independent of the bias voltage. The asymmetric potential
landscape is proposed to be stronger distorted due to the increased tip-molecule
interaction, which leads to a smoothing effect and thus a related symmetrization of
the potential. However, increasing the bias voltage for a fixed set tunneling current
in the range of 55-120mV and thus varying the electric field density as well as
the tip-sample distance, leads to a variation of the directionality from clockwise
via non-directional to anti-clockwise switching and thus to an even larger effect on
the potential energy landscape. Lu and coworkers showed that the interaction of
the STM tip and the molecule-substrate system is highly convoluted concerning the
effects coming from changes of the tip-sample distance as well as from changes of the
bias voltage [37]. A change of the electric field induced modulation of the molecular
charge density influences the potential energy landscape of type 1 TAT/Ag(111)
more strongly than variations of the tunneling current.

Last but not least the bias voltage dependence of the switching directionality with
the tip located at the other characteristic charge injection point 3 shall be shortly
discussed (Figure 4.27). There are no qualitative differences to be expected, since
the switching directionality has to be consistent with the behavior analyzed for
point 1. Thus, the bias voltage values for the maxima of the clockwise (light red,
65mV), the non-directional (gray, 85mV) and the anti-clockwise (light blue, 110mV)
direction are comparable. The color coding is chosen in a brighter shade for the
(anti-)clockwise directionality to alerting the inversed preferred permutations of the
two-step switching sequences.

Single type 1 molecules adsorbed on Ag(111) which have been analyzed within
this thesis represent a three state molecular switching unit with high sensitivity
to changes of the tunneling parameters. Due to the surface induced chirality the
adsorption potential is assumed to be highly asymmetric revealing enantiomer de-
pendent directional switching characteristics. Exceptionally high directionality val-
ues close to 100% have been reached. The directionality may be even inversed up
to values of 62% by changing the bias voltage settings enabling a precise control of
the system. Several molecular switching units which can be driven in a preferred
direction have been published in the past decade. However, reaching directionalities
up to 100% is rather challenging [34, 36, 51, 52, 74, 85]. An inversion of the direc-
tionality could have been accomplished for some of them, either by a rotation of a
HPc molecule on Ag(100) [74], by selectively exciting specific molceular orbitals of a
molecular motor [51], by reversing the bias polarity to trigger the dipolar moment of
polar DDNB molecules on Ag(111) [36] or by mechanically manipulating a molecular
propeller [52]. Thus, the high directionality values as well as its inversion without
inducing any changes upon the adsorption configuration are outstanding and unique
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Figure 4.27 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (2R) - bias-voltage dependent switch-
ing directionality at position 3. a Bias-voltage dependence of the switching
directionality of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule recorded at Iset=100 pA with the tip lo-
cated above point 3. The percentage contribution of {HZ,MZ,LZ} two-step switching
sequences is represented by black diamonds, that of {LZ,MZ,HZ} two-step switch-
ing sequences by dark gray circles and that of non-directional ones by light gray
squares. The switching directionality changes from clockwise to anti-clockwise for
increasing bias voltage. b STM-image of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule with the tip
position (point 3) marked in magenta and the corresponding molecular structure
superimposed to scale (I=500 pA, U=200mV, 3×3 nm2). c Simultaneously recorded
tunneling current image. The color scale ranges from b 0 to 90 pm and c -50 to
50 pA. d Characteristic time traces of ∆z of the highlighted switching directional-
ities in a: clockwise for U=65mV, non-directional for U=85mV and anti-clockwise
for U=110mV.

features of the described type 1 TAT/Ag(111) system.
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5 | TAT/Ag(111) - further adsorption
configurations and their effect on the
switching behavior

The molecular switching unit type 1 TAT/Ag(111) presented in the last chapter
enabled to investigate the influence of the tip on the adsorption potential landscape
without having further influences as changes of the molecule-substrate interaction or
nearby molecules. Conformational or chemical modifications of a molecule-substrate
system may influence the electronic and the adsorption configuration and thus the
potential energy landscape, which defines the switching characteristics [24, 39, 40,
65, 70, 72, 76, 83, 169]. The challenge concerning molecular manipulation implies the
precise local adressing and the reversibility by leaving the macroscopic adsorption
configuration as it is.
In the following, changes of the molecule-substrate interaction of the TAT molecules
and the resulting effects on the switching behavior will be discussed. These effects
range from variations of the switching rate and directionality of the TAT type 1
molecule up to tremendous changes upon additional pinning of the molecule resulting
in a stepwise suppression of the molecular switching. The pinning of the molecule in
the case of the types 2 and 3 may be induced by the tip in a controlled fashion. This
appears to be a reversible reaction, thus, representing the chemical programming of
a molecular switching unit.

83
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Figure 5.1 | Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - effects of adsorption state hopping on
the switching dynamics. a STM image of a TAT 2R type 1 molecule recorded at a
bias voltage of 200mV. During scanning the molecule is slightly shifted to the right.
The initial adsorption state A is illustrated by a red triangle whose left down corner
is located above the left down ethyl. The final adsorption state B after the shift of
the molecule is illustrated by a dark red triangle whose upper corners superimposes
the upper ethyls of the molecule. The shift between state A and B is approximately
150 pm. b STM image of the final state B with the position of the ethyls highlighted
by the same dark red triangle, which is as well displayed in a. a, b The color scale
ranges from 0 to 100 pm. c, d Simultaneously recorded tunneling current images. The
color scale ranges from -40 to 40 pA. Imaging parameters: 3×3 nm2, I=500 pA. Bias
voltage dependent e switching rate r(U), f normalized retention times (NRT) and
g switching directionality derived of the ∆z(t) time traces (Iset=100 pA) recorded
at position 1 (Figure 4.6) for the initial adsorption state A (red) and for the final
adsorption state B (dark red). The connecting lines between the data points are
added as a guide to the eye. The switching rates for state A are higher than for state
B. Independent of the type 1 molecule being in state A or B, the characteristics
for the switching directionality stay the same. Only at a bias voltage of 50mV the
absolute values of the directionality obviously differ with higher directionalities for
state B (84%) compared to 69% for state A.
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5.1 Adsorption state hopping of TAT type 1 on Ag(111)

Changes of the molecule-substrate interaction may already occur for minor reasons
like small shifts of the adsorption configuration without breaking or forming addi-
tional molecule-substrate bondings. However, such minor changes may yet be suffi-
cient to influence the characteristics of a molecular switching unit. While measuring
one and the same TAT type 1 molecule, varying switching rates have been observed
for the very same tunneling parameters, which is displayed in Figure 5.1e. The vari-
ation of the switching rate is not completely random but can be differentiated in a
well-separated fast (state A, red) and a slow switching regime (state B, dark red).
If the described change of state occurs during STM imaging, it can be observed as
a lateral shift of the molecule (Figure 5.1a-d). The ethyl moieties of the initial state
A before the shift are highlighted by red circles and the ethyls of the final state B
after the shift are highlighted by dark red circles. The lateral shift between state A
and state B can therefore be deduced to approximately 150 pm which roughly corre-
sponds to half of the lattice parameter of Ag(111) (aAg(111)=0.288 nm [192]). Thus,
the general alignment of the molecule is suggested to stay the same, meaning that
there is no change of the adsorption configuration 2R. In fact, the central benzene
ring is supposed to be slightly displaced around the below lying Ag atom, leading to
a variation of the exact binding configuration within the same adsorption geometry
accompanied by an either facilitated or impeded excitation of the switching. The
irregular hopping events between those states have been mainly observed for bias
voltages exceeding 100mV during STM imaging or during the measurement of ∆z
time traces and are assigned to the tip-induced perturbation of the adsorption po-
tential of the molecule-substrate system [18,19,193,194]. For the latter case, a high
order of alertness is required to notice the changes of the switching rates. Obviously,
this was slipped during the recording of the ∆z time traces for current dependent
switching rates at position 2 presented in Figure 4.16, revealing higher switching
rates for a bias voltage of 60mV than of 70mV. The observed displacement does
only influence the absolute values of the switching rate but not the switching char-
acteristics in general what can be seen for the presented NRT of the three states
HZ, MZ, LZ (Figure 5.1f). Furthermore, the qualitative trend of the bias voltage
dependent switching directionality (Iset=100 pA) is as well independent of the exact
state, although the absolute values may vary (Figure 5.1g). The largest variation is
observed for a bias voltage of 50mV, representing the parameter set for the high-
est percentage of {HZ,MZ,LZ} two-step switching sequences which corresponds to a
clockwise switching direction of the TAT 2R type 1 molecule. State B (slow switching
regime) shows a higher directionality, reaching up to 84%, while the directionality for
state A (fast switching regime) lies below at 69%. With increasing bias voltage and
the associated reduced directionality, the percentage contributions become similar.
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Even though the excitation of the molecular switching is facilitated for state A, state
B provides a more favorable potential to enable a high clockwise switching direction-
ality. A considerable deviation of the percentage contribution might be expected for
the maximum of the anti-clockwise switching direction as well. However, this can-
not be observed, since there are no measurements for comparison at bias voltages
exceeding 100mV for state A (fast switching regime) due to the time limitation of
the electronics. Considering the large number of ∆z time traces recorded and the
observed variation in absolute values of the switching rate and directionality, at least
one more state (state C) of the type 1 molecule is proposed. When thinking of the
switching mechanism as a jiggling motion due to the change of the three different
N-Ag bond distances, the assumption that the difference between these states (A,
B, C) is a shift of the centered benzene ring in three possible directions, namely in
the directions of the N-atoms, seems to be reasonable.

5.2 Adsorption configuration of TAT type 2 & 3 on Ag(111)

The additionally observed molecular shape appearences labeled type 2 and type 3
(Figure 4.1) show obvious differences compared to the TAT type 1 molecules. High-
resolution STM images reveal their adsorption on the Ag(111) surface in detail
(Figure 5.2a, Figure 5.3a-e). On the basis of the type 1 adsorption configuration,
the two protrusions, the first one being symmetric circle-shaped and surrounded
by a depletion area (marked by the red arrow) and the second one with less and
elongated intensity, are proposed to be the upstanding ethyl moieties. This may be
assigned by assuming that the adsorption position is supposed to be the same as
for the adsorption geometry of type 1, meaning that the molecule occupies an fcc-
/hcp-atop adsorption site. A comparison of the ethyls’ position and the resulting
molecular orientation yield an identical alignment. Thus, the type 2 configuration
shown in Figure 5.2a is supposed to be of the 1S configuration.
The striking difference of the molecular shape appearances of TAT type 1 and type
2 molecules on Ag(111) is the third ethyl moiety which is not visible at its ex-
pected position (labeled as FE in Figure 5.2a). The molecular backbone shows an
inhomogenous intensity distribution with least intensity at the benzene rings be-
tween the visible ethyls. The highest intensity in combination with a bulgy shape
is observed for the outer benzene ring being attached to the pyrrole containing the
N-atom to which the FE is supposed to be bound. Thus, the desperate question to
be resolved is the reason for the invisibility of FE by STM imaging. The obvious
suggestion seems to be the fragmentation of the TAT molecule, i.e. the C-N-bond
breaks and the ethyl is detached. However, this can be experimentally disproved
since fragmented molecules look differently as discussed in section 5.4. Furthermore,
reversible tip-induced transitions between the molecular types were performed with
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Figure 5.2 | Type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (1S) - adsorption configuration. a
STM image of a single TAT 1S type 2 molecule on the Ag(111) surface (3×3 nm2,
U=10mV, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 110 pm. The adsorption
configuration is characterized by a "missing" ethyl (marked as FE), at whose site
a bump in the molecule’s shape is visible. The appearance of the remaining ethyls
differs, with the one at the top left being a symmetric round protrusion surrounded
by a depletion area (marked by the red arrow) and the one at the right being slightly
asymmetric with a rather eliptic shape. The benzene between the remaining ethyls
shows less intensity, whereas an augmented bulb is visible at the benzene connected
to the N atom of the FE. b Height profile along the gray line presented in a. c Top-
and d side-view of the DFT relaxed structure of the 1S type 2 TAT/Ag(111). The
ethyl down left (top-view) is flipped-down towards the Ag(111) substrate indicating
an attractive interaction. The N-C1-C2 chain enclose an angle of 120◦ and the CH3
forms a tetraedric configuration. The remaining two ethyls are upstanding showing
a similar trend of the ehtyl heights than the STM imaged configuration. e, f Charge
density difference for geometry c and d, respectively. Positive charge or missing elec-
trons is dedicated to a positive sign with the color scale ranging from -4 e/nm3 (blue)
to 4 e/nm3 (red), where e=|e| is the elementary charge. The cut plane positions are
denoted by blue dotted lines in e and f. The DFT calculations were performed by
Werner Schosser and Prof. Dr. Fabian Pauly (Universität Augsburg).

the results presented in section 5.4 and 6.4.

Regarding the possibility of tip-induced reversible type transitions the invisible ethyl
is proposed to flip towards the Ag(111) surface induced by an attractive interaction
between the ethyl and the substrate leading to an additional pinning point. Thus,
an increased binding energy is expected, what is represented in the molecular type
statistics of Figure 4.2. The type 2 configuration is less favored, indicating the need of
higher energies for its realization. The DFT relaxed optimized adsorption geometry
of the type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 5.2c, d) corroborates the assumption deduced
from the experiment, that the molecule still adsorbs on an fcc-/hcp-atop position.
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Consequently, the labeling of the adsorption configurations 1S, 1R, 2S, 2R holds as
well for the TAT type 2, meaning that the ethyls belonging to one and the same
adsorption configuration, for example the 1S, are equally aligned for the types 1 and
2. This is evident by comparing the STM images of the 1S type 1 TAT/Ag(111)
(Figure 4.4) with the ones of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 5.2a, Figure 5.3a-e).
Furthermore, the DFT relaxation yields a stable configuration, if the FE labeled
ethyl moiety is flipped down towards the Ag(111) surface. The DFT calculated
binding energy reveals EB(type 2)=2.53 eV/molecule, which is more than twice as
strong as for type 1 TAT/Ag(111) due to the additional attractive ethyl-substrate
interaction. The ball and stick model shows the FE down left (top-view, Figure
5.2c) with the C-atoms labeled as C1, which is bound to the N-atom and C2, which
is the outer one. The vertical distance z of the C2-atom to the surface plane is
in line with the one of the N2-atom zC2(type 2)=zN2(type 2)=3.89Å with an enclosed
angle of 120◦ at C1. The N2-atom of type 2 is lifted compared to the N2 of type
1 (zN2(type 1)=3.62Å) due to the down-flip of the ethyl moiety FE. The additional
C2-Ag pinning point induces an up-lift of the N1-atom as well (zN1(type 2)=3.96Å),
finally leading to an almost negligible shift of the centered benzene ring within the
atop-position compared to type 1, which cannot even be resolved by STM imaging
due due to a limited lateral resolution of approximately 0.2Å. However, the vertical
distance of N3 of type 2 (zN3(type 2)=3.62Å) is virtually similar compared to the one
of type 1. The raise of the vertical distances of N1 and N2 results in a tilting of the
whole molecule, which is obvious as the inhomogeneous intensity distribution of the
molecular backbone (Figure 5.2a). The benzene ring between the upstanding ethyl
moieties is closest to the substrate thus revealing least intensity.
The charge density difference of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 5.2e, f) suggests an
increased charge redistribution at N2 due to the C2-Ag pinning. The tilting of the
molecule with the raise of the N1-atom is as well visible in the decreased charge
redistribution at the ethyl moiety of N1 suggesting the largest vertical distance.
The process of the ethyl’s down-flip might be explained as follwos: The N-atom is
negatively charged due to a slight charge redistribution leading to a small positive net
charge of the ethyl. The ethyl is thus attracted by the negatively charged surface
state of the Ag(111), if it gets close enough due to an additional energy supply
(ESD- or tip-induced). The hybridization of the flipped ethyl’s and the molecular
backbone’s electronic orbitals renders it impossible to individually resolve the two
components by STM imaging, thus leading to the bulgy appearance.
The optimal adsorption geometry belonging to the assumption of the down-flipped
ethyl FE was not that trivial to resolve by DFT calculations due to its high sensitivity
concerning the initially given molecule-substrate configuration [62]. In a first step,
the C2-atom of the ethyl moiety was initially forced to a z-position comparable to
the N-atom of the TAT molecule. However, the attractive interaction was too low
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and the ethyl moiety flipped back away from the substrate. In a second trial, the
ethyl moiety was forced to a z-position lying almost in the Ag(111) surface, matching
half the possible bond length. A chemical C2-Ag bond was formed but a H-atom was
detached of C2 due to the electrostatic repulsion of the nuclei. At first glance, this
does not seem to be a problem. Indeed, the possibility to switch between the types
and the corresponding probabilities for the particular type-conversions contradict
the proposed H-detachment. The detailed discussion on type-conversions in section
5.4 will elucidate that the detached H-atom would have to be reattached when the
attractive ethyl substrate interaction is broken loose to reinduce type 1. Based on
the work of many publications on tautomerization [24, 39, 68, 76, 195] and due to
the UHV-ambience of the experiment the reattachment of a H-atom seems to be
highly unprobable. An initial z-position of the ethyl between these both extrema
finally yielded the presented configuration. The down-flipped ethyl is stabilized by
attractive van-der Waals and electrostatic interactions and the H-atoms of C2 are
bent away from the substrate resulting in a tetraedric CH3 configuration.
The specific conformation of alkyl chains, which are attached to molecules adsorbed
on a metal surface was shown to depend on their lengths and thus the number of
C-atoms. DFT calculations performed by Shi and coworkers for different lenghts
of alkyl chains which are attached to quinacridone adsorbed on Ag(110) reveal an
upstanding configuration for alkyl chains containing up to six carbon atoms and
a parallel lying configuration with respect to the substrate surface for alkyl chains
containing six or more C-atoms [196]. They therefore conclude, that the interaction
between the alkyl chains and the metal substrate generally is attractive and thus
is proned to orient the alkyl chains parallel to the surface. The flat lying alkyl
chain conformation has been observed for various molecules on Ag(111) as well as
on Au(111) surfaces [197, 198]. However, Balema and coworkers recently managed
to induce a down-flip of an ethyl moiety attached to a 1-bromo-4-ethylbenzene on
Cu(111) into the parallel configuration [199]. Both states were shown to be stable
with a preference for the upstanding ethyl configuration. Due to the obviously high
sensitivity of alkyl chain conformations on the number of C-atoms and the specific
molecule substrate combination, the possibility of inducing an attractive interaction
between the ethyl moieties of TAT molecules and the Ag(111) surface has to be
emphasized once more.

Regarding the adsorption configuration of type 3 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 5.4a), similar
reasons are supposed to explain its shape appearance characterized by two non-
visible ethyl moieties (FE). Those are proposed to be down-flipped towards the
substrate as well, yielding two C2-Ag pinning points. Thus, the binding energy of
type 3 TAT/Ag(111) is expected to be the highest, what could also explain their
rare occurence in the molecular type statistics (Figure 4.2). Although, no DFT
calculations could have been performed on the optimized adsorption configuration of
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Figure 5.3 | TAT Type 2 and 3 on Ag(111) - possible configurations
of the down-flipped ethyl moieties. a, b STM images of the remaining two
configurations of a TAT 1S type 2 molecule, showing, that each ethyl can be down-
flipped to the Ag(111) surface. STM images of the adsorption configurations c 1R, d
2S, e 2R of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) exemplarily presented for one possible configuration
of FE. f, g STM images of the remaining two configurations of a TAT 1S type 3
molecule, revealing that each ethyl may be in the upstanding configuration. STM
images of the adsorption configurations h 1R, i 2S, j 2R of type 3 TAT/Ag(111)
exemplarily presented for one possible configuration of the upstanding ethyl. The
color scale ranges from 0 to a,b, g 130 pm, c-f, h-j to 115 pm. All images: 3×3 nm2,
I=100 pA, U=10mV.

type 3 TAT/Ag(111), the orientation of the upstanding ethyl moieties as well as the
characteristic features of the molecular backbone and the type transitions (section
5.4) point to the proposed down-flip of ethyl moieties defining the configuration of
TAT type 3. As it could have been observed for the type 2 configuration, a tilting
of the molecule including an up-lift of the N-atom, which is bound to the third still
upstanding ethyl, is suggested due to the two additional C2-Ag pinning points. TAT
configurations having all three ethyl moieties flipped towards the substrate, thus
including three C2-Ag pinning points, were never observed. The molecular tilting
due to the down-flip of all three ethyls and the following up-lift of the N-atoms are
assumed to be too large to yield a stable configuration.
The realization of type 2 and 3 molecules on the Ag(111) surface requires additional
energy compared to the type 1 configuration, which is provided by the ESD-method.
The detailed analysis of the ion energy distribution of the used set-up described in the
doctoral thesis of Philipp Erler [90] revealed that charged droplets instead of single
ions or clusters of ions hit the sample surface due to incomplete desolvation. In the
case of a NaCl solution, the minimum diameter of a single droplet was estimated to
be around 90 nm, which is supposed to contain 2-20 analyte units. Since the kinetic
energy depends on the mass of the particles, the energy required to induce the down-
flip of the TAT’s ethyl moieties is supposed to be provided by the charged droplets
hitting the sample.
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Figure 5.4 | Type 3 TAT/Ag(111) (1S) - adsorption configuration. a STM
image of a single TAT 1S type 3 molecule on a Ag(111) surface (3×3 nm2, U=10mV,
I=100 pA). The adsorption configuration is characterized by two FEs and one up-
standing ethyl moiety (ED), which is surrounded by a depletion area. An augmented
bulb is visible at the benzene units connected to the N-atom of the FEs, respec-
tively. The color scale ranges from 0 to 130 pm. b Height profile along the gray line
presented in a.

The increased binding energy suggested from the molecular type statistics and pre-
dicted from DFT calculations can be supported by STM imaging as well. Figure
5.5 shows all three molecular TAT types recorded at different bias voltages (a:
U=300mV, b: U=500mV, c: U=700mV) and at a fixed tunneling current Iset=600 pA.
For the lowest bias voltage presented (U = 300mV), the shape appearances of all
three types look familiar. When the bias voltage is increased, the type 2 and 3 mole-
cules are fixed to their positions and do not change their appearance. However, the
type 1 moleclues are pulled by the tip already at bias voltages exceeding 500mV due
to their suggested much lower binding energy.

The consequences of a further increase of the bias voltage, exceeding U=700mV
for the type 2 and 3 molecules on the Ag(111) surface are shown in Figure 5.6.
The STM images have to be considered from top to bottom for each column, since
they are chosen from a sequence recorded for gradually increasing bias voltages at
a fixed tunneling current (Iset=100 pA). The sequences start at a bias voltage of
U=10mV to determine the initial molecular type and adsorption configuration. An
increase in bias voltage leads to diffuse contours of the molecular shape still enabling
the assignment of the molecular type. At a certain voltage which depends on the
initial molecular type and the polarity, a reasonable imaging is not possible anymore
(Figure 5.6 middle row). The molecules look similar to the type 1 molecules in Figure
5.5b and c and thus seem to be pulled by the tip. Rescanning the area at U=10mV
(Figure 5.6 bottom row) yield the high voltage induced impacts. The type 2 molecule
switches to type 1 at U=1.1V (Figure 5.6c), no switch but a tip-induced pulling of
the molecule is observed for the negative polarity at a threshold voltage of U=-
2V (Figure 5.6f). Independent of the bias voltage polarity, the type 3 molecule is
transformed to a type 2 molecule at U=1.6V (Figure 5.6i) and U=-2V (Figure 5.6l),
respectively. The adsorption configurations do not change regarding both, the tip-
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Figure 5.5 | TAT/Ag(111) - increased binding energy due to down-flipped
ethyl(s). STM images of TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage of a 300mV, b
500mV and c 700mV for a fixed tunneling current of Iset=600 pA. The color scale
ranges from 0 to 140 pm. d-f Corresponding tunneling current images. The color
scale ranges from -6 to 6 pA. No movement of TAT molecules can be observed for
bias voltages U < 500mV (a) and large current fluctuations are observed for the
TAT type 1 molecules due to the switching within their adsorption position (d).
With increasing bias voltage the type 1 molecules are pulled by the tip along the
Ag(111) surface (scanning direction from right to left, each), whereas the type 2 and
type 3 molecules are pinned to their positions, indicating a higher binding energy due
to the additional molecule-substrate interaction at the position of their down-flipped
ethyls. All images: 7.5×7.5 nm2.

induced type-conversion and the pulling. Inbetween the images recorded at positive
bias polarity, the scan area had to be readjusted once each time. Thus, movements of
the molecules below the presented threshold voltages cannot be completely excluded.
Furthermore, lateral tip drift due to small temperature variations cannot be avoided,
which requires slight corrections of the image frame as well.
Apparently, scanning at high bias voltages seem to be a way to controllably break
up the attractive ethyl substrate interaction and thus enable to switch between the
molecular types type 3→type 2 and type 2→type 1 depending on the bias voltage
polarity when starting from a type 2 molecule. A further detailed discussion on the
possibility to switch between the molecular types will be led in section 5.4.
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Figure 5.6 | TAT type 2 & 3 on Ag(111) - effects of high bias voltages.
High-resolution STM images of TAT type 2 and type 3 single molecules chosen from a
sequence recorded for gradually increasing bias voltages at a fixed tunneling current
I=100 pA (all images). The first (a, d, g, j) and the last (c, f, i, l) images of each
sequence are recorded at a bias voltage of U = 10mV to unambiguously identify
the initial and final molecular types. The images presented in the middle (b, e, h,
k) are the second last of each sequence, representing a lower limit for further bias
voltage increase from which major changes to the molecule substrate system will be
induced. a Starting with a TAT 1S type 2 configuration, the upper limit is reached at
b U=1.1V. Going back to non-invasive parameters yields a switch of the molecular
type to the 1S type 1 configuration. d Outgoing from a 1R type 2 configuration, the
bias voltage is increased with negative polarity to e U=-2V. f The final STM image
shows no change of the molecular type but the type 2 molecule was pulled by the
tip on the Ag(111) surface (not shown here). g STM image of TAT 1S type 3 on
Ag(111) representing the basis of the sequence. h The upper limit for the positive
bias voltage range is U=1.6V, which leads to a switch of the molecular type to i
type 2. j Starting from a TAT 1R type 3 molecule the bias voltage is increased to
k U=-2V representing the upper limit for the negative polarity inducing a type-
conversion to l type 2. All images: 2×2 nm2. The color scale ranges from: a 0 to
70 pm, b 0 to 150 pm, c 0 to 90 pm, d 0 to 100 pm, e 0 to 150 pm, f 0 to 100 pm, g
0 to 80 pm, h 0 to 140 pm, i 0 to 70 pm, j 0 to 105 pm, k 0 to 140 pm, l 0 to 95 pm.

5.3 Reduced switching

The current induced switching behavior of a single TAT type 1 molecule on the
Ag(111) surface was discussed in detail within the previous chapter 4. The ad-
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sorption configuration concerning the alignment of the molecular backbone and the
position of the centered benzene ring is similar for all three types. Consequently
the question arises whether the molecular switching, which is based on the jiggling
motion of the type 1 molecule due to the diverse N-Ag bond distances, does occur
as well for the TAT types 2 and 3 on Ag(111). The fact that the binding energy of
the latter ones is increased due to the additional molecule-substrate interaction of
one (two) down-flipped ethyl(s), which reveals an effective pinning of the molecule,
affects the adsorption potential as well. Thus, it stands to reason that the jiggling
motion will be somehow constrained, presumably regarding both, the energy barrier
of the activation and the switching characteristics, given that a switching process
still can be observed.
The high resolution STM image of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage
of 200mV (I=500 pA, Figure 5.7a) looks rather similar to the STM images recorded
at a bias voltage of 10mV (Figure 5.4b), thus neither confirming nor excluding a
molecular switching process. The simultaneously recorded tunneling current image
of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) presented in Figure 5.7b shows weakly pronounced but still
visible current fluctuations, suggesting some kind of switching process for the type
2 molecule and hence the existence of more than one state. These tunneling param-
eters were as well used to perfectly resolve the noise clouds representing the current
fluctuations of type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 4.6). The observed current fluctuations
of type 2 TAT/Ag(111) are as well localized around the visible ethyls, yielding two
laterally less extended and less intense noise clouds. Unlike the lateral extension for
the type 1 molecule, the noise clouds for type 2 are solely localized on the Ag(111)
surface at the position of the depletion area and does hardly extend on the molecule.

∆z time traces were recorded at position 1 for different tunneling parameters (Fig-
ure 5.7d) at a bias voltage of 10mV and two different set tunneling currents (top:
Iset=10pA, bottom: Iset=500 pA). The presented switching characteristics strongly
vary from those of TAT type 1 on Ag(111). The most striking difference is the ex-
istence of only two states, HZ and LZ, which is due to the one-fold pinning of the
ethyl moiety only enabling a jiggling motion of the remaining two N-atoms. This ef-
fectively constrains the switching amplitude as well with ∆z values of around 20 pm.
However, the switching rates are much higher compared to the single type 1 molecule
even for very low bias voltage values (r(10 pA, 10mV)=1 s−1). Only for low bias volt-
age and tunneling current settings it is possible to completely resolve both states,
i.e. the system shows substantial retention times for the less preferred LZ-state as
well. A schematic illustration of the potential energy landscape of a TAT type 2
molecule on Ag(111) and the corresponding shift of the potential well of the less
preferred LZ-state is displayed in Figure 5.7d. For the higher set tunneling current
of 500 pA the transitions are superfast exceeding the time resolution of the scanner
to some extent. Thus, the transitions are represented by single lines, which may end
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Figure 5.7 | Type 2 TAT/Ag(111) - current-induced switching. a STM
image of a TAT 1S type 2 molecule recorded at a bias voltage of 200 mV. The color
scale ranges from 0 to 105 pm. b Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image
showing weakly pronounced conductance fluctuations, surrounding the visible ethyls.
The color scale ranges from -15 to 15 pA. Imaging parameters: 3×3 nm2, I=500 pA. c
Sketch of the potential energy landscape of the adsorption configuration of TAT type
2 on Ag(111). The potential well of LZ is slightly lifted representing the preference
of the HZ-state. d Time dependencies of the relative height ∆z for tip position 1
marked in a and b with the corresponding distribution histograms (U=10mV). The
TAT type 2 molecule switches between two states, HZ and LZ, due to its one-fold
pinning to the Ag(111) substrate. Top: Iset=10pA, bottom: Iset=500 pA.

at different ∆z levels. As in the case of type 1 TAT/Ag(111) the switching process
of the type 2 molecule is caused by a jiggling motion of the two unpinned N-atoms
inducing a change of the molecular charge density distribution due to slight changes
in the molecule-substrate interaction affecting the charge density of the Ag(111)
electron gas as well.

Finally, the type 3 TAT/Ag(111) system is discussed in the context of the results us-
ing the tunneling parameters which are known to excite a switching process for type
1 and type 2 on the Ag(111) surface. The high resolution STM and simultaneously
recorded tunneling current images (Figure 5.8a, b) do not show any indications con-
cerning switching activity like current fluctuations. Fixing the tip above position 1
∆z time traces were recorded for several parameter settings and time durations. The
one recorded at a bias voltage of 50mV and Iset=500 pA is exemplarily displayed in
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Figure 5.8 | Type 3 TAT/Ag(111) - suppressed switching caused by the
pinning of two ethyl moieties. a STM image of a TAT 1S type 3 molecule
recorded at a bias voltage of 200 mV. The color scale ranges from 0 to 105 pm. b
Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image showing no current fluctuations,
which indicates a suppression of the molecular switching. The color scale ranges
from -15 to 15 pA. Imaging parameters: 3×3 nm2, I=500 pA. d Time dependency
of the relative height ∆z recorded at a bias voltage of 50mV (Iset=500 pA) for the
tip located above position 1 marked in a and b with the corresponding distribu-
tion histogram. The existence of only one state corroborates the assumption of the
molecular switching being suppressed. Thus, the bonding of two ethyls effectively
pins the whole molecule to the Ag(111) surface.

Figure 5.8c. It confirms the assumption resting upon the non-existent current fluc-
tuations in the tunneling current image. Switching events have never been observed,
thus the type 3 TAT/Ag(111) system is pinned to its adsorption configuration. The
two-fold pinning caused by the ethyl substrate bonding effectively suppresses the
switching process, which is observed for type 1 TAT/Ag(111) (three-state switch-
ing) and type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (two-state switching).
In conclusion, a change of the adsorption configuration of the TAT molecule on the
Ag(111) surface highly affects the characteristics of the molecular switch. Minor
changes like a small hopping of the type 1 molecule concerning the exact atop-
position may increase or decrease the switching rate of the molecular three-state
switch by leaving the characteristics as they are. However, a major effect is observed
once the adsorption geometry is changed in a way that one (two) ethyl(s) bind to
the Ag(111) substrate. Thus, the switching may be stepwise deactivated with an
intermediate two-state molecular switch (type 2 TAT/Ag(111)) followed by the full
suppression of the molecular switching (type 3 TAT/Ag(111)). The possibility to
chemically program a molecuar switching unit is therefore realized by changing the
specific molecule substrate interaction. Finding a way to further control the molec-
ular switching by being able to reversibly toggle between the molecular types 1, 2
and 3 would be of great interest. Actually, this was accomplished within the scope
of this thesis and will be discussed in the following section.
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5.4 Chemical programming of the molecular switching unit

It is already known that a conversion between specific molecular types (type 3→type
2, type 2→type 1) can be induced by scanning these molecules at higher bias volt-
ages (Figure 5.5). Further possible methods to induce the conversion between the
molecular types will be introduced in this section. They are more convenient since
they are less time taking and to some extent easier to control. Especially when
thinking of a possible back conversion type 1→type 2 which seems to be unlikely
due to the pulling of the type 1 molecules on the Ag(111) surface at bias voltages
exceeding 400mV during scanning. The STM imaging experiments indicate that the
bias voltage seems to be the crucial factor for the switching between the molec-
ular types. Consequently, instead of imaging the molecule to be switched, the tip
position is fixed above the molecule and the bias voltage is ramped up for a given
tunneling current Iset. This can be either done automatically by recording a scan-
ning tunneling spectrum or manually. In the first case a bias dependent tunneling
current spectrum I(U) is recorded. Starting with the stabilization of the tip at the
set tunneling parameters Uset and Iset, the feedback-loop is switched off and the bias
voltage is ramped until a final value. Here, the time duration of the measurement is
defined by the number of points recorded for the spectrum and the integrated time
tint which is the time constant for each bias voltage point to stay. Changes of the tun-
neling junction configuration are visible as step-like features in the I(U)-spectrum
(Figure 5.10c). If the bias voltage is ramped up manually in steps of 100mV the
feedback-loop is switched on. Thus, features du to changes of the tunneling junction
configuration are observed in the z(U)-trace. A subsequent rescanning of the area
then allows to assign the feature’s bias voltage to the topographic changes.

Figure 5.9 shows a stepwise type-conversion type 3→type 2→type 1. STM images
were recorded for the bias voltages of U=10mV (Figure 5.9a) and U=200mV (Figure
5.9b, c) to get both, the high resolution images and potential current fluctuations
due to molecular switching for each intermediate step. To switch the molecular type
the tip was centrally located above a TAT 1S type 3 molecule at usual tunneling pa-
rameters used for scanning (Umax=200mV, Imax=500 pA). Keeping a set tunneling
current of Iset=500 pA, the bias voltage is ramped up for the positive bias polarity
with the feedback-loop switched on until a step-like feature is observed in the de-
tected z(U) trace (U=2.3V). Right away the bias voltage was reduced again to at
least Umax and Imax in order to rescan the area and image the induced effects on the
molecule substrate system. The initial type 3 molecule was transformed to a type 2
molecule by keeping its adsorption configuration 1S. Furthermore, the molecule did
not move, what can be deduced from the relative distance to the type 2 molecule at
the top right, which is supposed to be a local benchmark due to its pinned position.
In a second step, the described procedure is repeated with the tip centrally positioned
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Figure 5.9 | TAT/Ag(111) - type 3→type 2→type 1. a STM images recorded
at a bias voltage of U=10 mV (I=100 pA). The top image shows a TAT 1S type 3
molecule which is gradually transformed into a type 2 (middle image) and a type
1 molecule (bottom image) on the Ag(111) surface. The conversion is induced by
positioning the tip above the molecule’s center and ramping up the bias voltage at
Iset=500 pA until a step-like feature in the detected tunneling current is observed.
Subsequently, the bias voltage is reduced again and the same area is rescanned
to image the induced changes. Usually, bias voltages in the range of 2-2.4V are
needed to induce the conversions type 3→type 2 (1 attempt) and type 2→type 1(2
attempts), respectively. The TAT 1R type 2 molecule at the upper right edge is
defined as a benchmark due to its fixed position towards scanning, to display that
besides the type-conversion of the 1S molecule nothing else changes in consequence
of the bias voltage ramp. The color scale ranges from 0 to 105 pm. b STM images
recorded at a bias voltage of U=200mV (I=500 pA) showing the same interim stages
of the 1S molecule’s conversion as presented in a. The color scale ranges from 0
to 115 pm. c Simultaneously to b recorded tunneling current images showing the
stepwise reinduced tunneling current fluctuations of the type 1 molecule (bottom
image). They indicate the molecular switching described in the previous chapter
due to the jiggling motion of the molecule which is enabled again. Thus, the pinning
of the type 3 (type 2) molecule is dissolved. The color scale ranges from -15 to 15 pA.
All images: 7×4 nm2. To better visualize the effects of the chemical programming,
the 1S TAT molecule of interest is assigned to the symbols on the right depending
on its switching ability. Type 1 represents an active switching unit (green), the type
2 molecule still shows switching, however restricted to two states with a smaller
amplitude (orange) and type 3 is an inactive unit.

above the type 2 molecule. The step-like feature is observed at U=2.4V inducing a
second type-conversion to a type 1 molecule. Again, neither the molecule’s position
nor the 1S adsorption configuration did change. The possibility to switch between
the types enables to reinduce the molecular switching due to the jiggling motion of
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Figure 5.10 | TAT/Ag(111) - type 1→type 2→type 1. a STM images recorded
at a bias voltage of U=200mV showing the rather unlikely type-conversion type
1→type 2 for a 2R TAT molecule (top and middle image, 1 attempt) and its back-
conversion type 2→type 1 (middle and bottom image, 1 attempt) (I=750 pA). The
conversion is induced by positioning the tip above a pyrrole and ramping up the bias
voltage at Iset=750 pA starting from Uset=1.8V to U=2.4V. A step in the I(U)-
spectrum indicates the type conversion. Subsequently, the same area is rescanned
to image the induced changes. The color scale ranges from 0 to 110 pm. b Simulta-
neously recorded tunneling current images showing the almost suppression and the
reinduced tunneling current fluctuations of the TAT 2R molecule on Ag(111) due
to the first, tip-induced pinning of the ethyl and second, breaking of the attractive
interaction. The color scale ranges from -100 to 100 pA. All images: 5×3 nm2. c I(U)
traces recorded during the bias voltage ramp. The tip was stabilized at particular
distances corresponding to the initial bias voltage 1.8V and set current of 750 pA,
after which the feedback-loop was switched off and the bias voltage was ramped
to 2.4V (tint=100ms). Sudden changes in the I(U)-traces at which the conversion
occurs are marked by crosses. The curves are shifted by 2 nA against each other for
clarity.

the TAT molecule when going from type 3 to type 1, what is clearly visible from the
tunneling current fluctuations displayed in the bottom image of Figure 5.9c. The
molecular switching of the three molecular types differs as discussed in the previous
section and ranges from the active switching unit type 1 via a restricted molecular
switch type 2 to an inactive unit type 3. In Figure 5.9 their switching abilities are
represented by pictographs (right), which may be seen as an additional guide to the
eye to better visualize the effects of chemical programming.
It is as well possible to induce the back reaction, i.e. type 1→type 2 and going back
to type 1 again (Figure 5.10a, b). For both steps, the tip was positioned not centrally
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Figure 5.11 | TAT/Ag(111) - reliability of the chemical programming. a
Probabilities of the various type conversions subdivided in the probability for the
transition type 3→type x with x={1, 2} (95%), type 2→type 1 (75%) and type
1→type 2 (7%). The probability distribution corroborates the distribution of the
molecular types, i.e. breaking of the C2-Ag bonding is much easier than its formation.
The counted attempts are given at the x-axes. b Tip position dependent reliability
of the rather unlikely tip-induced C2-Ag bond formation (type 1→type 2). The tip
was positioned either above an ethyl moiety (3%), above a pyrrole unit (17%) or
above the center (4%) of a TAT type 1 molecule. The lateral tip positions are marked
by red crosses above a molecular model sketch of type 1, which do not consider the
specific adsorption configuration. However, the chirality has to be considered only
for the pyrrole units. The presented tip position "pyrrole" is thus exemplarily shown
for an R type 1 enantiomer. It is the one with the highest probability to induce
the C2-Ag bond formation (type 1→type 2). The counted attempts are given at the
x-axes.

but close to the pyrrole unit of the TAT type 1 and a scanning tunneling spectrum
was recorded (Figure 5.10c). Sudden changes in the I(U)-trace are observed starting
from a bias voltage of around 2.3V. They most probably belong to slight movements
of the TAT type 1 molecule due to the supplied energy before the final conversion
at around 2.4V. The same procedure was adapted to induce the back-reaction type
2→type 1, yielding the induced type-conversion to be at around 2.4V as well (Figure
5.10c). The additional feature at round 2.1V is proposed to be due to a transition
to a metastable state and back.
The probabilities of the various type-conversions differ strongly depending on the
initial molecular type, which is displayed in Figure 5.11a. If a type 3 molecule is the
initial molecular type, a transition may be almost always induced (95%). However,
the final molecular type cannot be generally predicted, since both type-conversions,
type 3→type 2 and type 3→type 1, are observed. Indeed, the probability for ob-
serving the latter one is lower due to the required two-step reaction of breaking two
ethyl-substrate pinning points. Unfortunately, the number of attempts is relatively
low, which is accounted for by the rare occurence of type 3 molecules on the Ag(111)
surface. The type-conversion type 2→type 1 may be induced quite reliably as well
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(75%). A type 2→type 3 type-conversion seems to be totally unfavorable and could
have been observed only once for single type 2 molecules within the scope of this
thesis. The reaction of the discussed type-conversion is a tip-induced breaking of
the attractive C2-Ag interaction, whose presented probability distributions could be
confirmed in many additional experiments. Lateral tip positions close to the center
or slightly shifted towards the down-flipped ethyl moiety during the bias voltage
ramp yielded a high reliability of breaking the attractive ethyl-substrate interaction.
Thus, no specific experiments were performed concerning the dependency on the tip
position. However, the lateral point of injection might still have an influence.

The probability to induce the inversed reaction, i.e. the tip-induced formation of the
C2-Ag bonding is considerably lower (7%). This might already have been expected
due to the strongly differing probabilities of the three molecular types’ occurances
(Figure 4.2a). While the dependency of the lateral point of injection of the for-
ward reaction has not been specifically analysed, the bond formation (type 1→type
2) seems to be sensitive to the lateral tip position (Figure 5.11b). Three of them
have been tested, namely above an ethyl moiety, above a pyrrole unit and above
the molecule’s center (marked by the red crosses in Figure 5.11b). A trend can be
observed to most reliably induce the C2-Ag bond formation with the tip positioned
above a pyrrole unit (17%). Thus, the specific triggering of the N-atom is suggested
to be decisive for inducing the C2-Ag bond formation. The remaining two lateral
points of injection seem to be less favorable showing a reliability of approximately
3% each.
The STM imaging measurements of TAT type 2 and type 3 molecules on Ag(111)
recorded at bias voltages exceeding absolute values of 1V (Figure 5.5) indicated that
the reliability of the particular type-conversion depends on the chosen bias voltage
polarity. Thus, effects of bias voltage ramps at negative polarity are presented in Fig-
ure 5.12. Due to the successful type-conversion of an initial type 3 molecule during
scanning (Figure 5.6), this type seems to be the promising. The tip was located at
scanning parameters centered above the type 3 molecule (Figure 5.12a). Increasing
the bias voltage at Iset=500 pA, a step-like feature occurs in the z trace at U=-2.1V.
An immediate reduction of the bias voltage and a rescan of the same area yield a type
3→type 2 conversion and an additional lateral movement of the triggered molecule,
what can be seen from the relative distance to the TAT type 2 molecule at the
bottom. Figure 5.12b shows several trials to induce a type-conversion starting from
a type 2 molecule. With the known procedure the bias voltage is increased until a
step-like feature can be observed in the z trace at U = −2.4V (Iset=500 pA). The
rescan of the area yields no type-conversion but a lateral movement of the type 2
molecule. The type 2 molecule at the top left may be seen as a benchmark for mon-
itoring lateral movements of the triggered molecule. Inducing the back-reaction, i.e.
the C2-Ag bond-formation related to the type 1→type 2 conversion appeared to be
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Figure 5.12 | TAT/Ag(111) - chemical programming at negative bias volt-
age polarity. a STM images (4×4 nm2) showing the type 3→type 2 conversion of
a TAT 1S molecule by ramping up the negative bias voltage to -2.1V (Iset=500 pA).
The transformed molecule additionally moved on the surface by keeping its adsorp-
tion configuration. b STM images (10×4 nm2) showing the trial of the tip-induced
transition type 2→type 1 at negative bias voltages (Iset=500 pA). There is no type-
conversion observed in the rescan of the area but the type 2 molecule moves away
from the tip. c Trial of the type 1→type 2 conversion for ramping negative bias volt-
ages. The STM images (9×4 nm2) recorded after each bias voltage ramp do not show
any type-conversion but the movement of the perturbed TAT 2S type 1 molecule due
to a repulsive tip-molecule interaction already at bias voltages |U |<1V. Generally,
type 2/type 3 molecules to whom no voltage ramps have been applied can be seen
as a benchmark for the relative movement of the affected molecules (marked by the
white pictrograph). The initial position of the triggered molecule is marked in the
following image by the brown pictograph to illustrate its movement. The lateral tip
positions for the bias voltage ramp are marked by red crosses. The color scale ranges
from 0 to a 125 pm, b 105 pm and c 115 pm. All images: I=100 pA, U=10mV.

challenging for the positive bias voltage range. Performing the bias voltage ramp for
the negative polarity above an initial TAT type 1 molecule a type-conversion towards
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a type 2 molecule was never observed (Figure 5.12c). The features observed in the
z-traces just represent the lateral movement of the type 1 molecule. The observed
lateral movement of triggered type 1 and type 2 molecules for negative applied bias
voltages is assigned to repulsive electrostatic interactions between the tip and the
molecule [22,200].
Apparently, the type-conversion was successively induced as long as bias voltages
of around 2.2-2.6V were applied. Consequently, the excitation by the scattering of
inelastic electrons is supposed to be excluded as the activation mechanism. If the
reaction would be induced due to an electric-field effect, the success rate linearly
depends on the tip sample distance alternating exponentially on the tunneling cur-
rent. Even though no tunneling current dependent statistics of the success rate of the
type-conversion were recorded it seemed to be independent of the tunneling current
in a tested range of 100 pA-1 nA. Furthermore, electric field effect might as well affect
molecules located in the vicinity. However, type-conversion experiments performed
on TAT molecules incorporated in the honeycomb-structure revealed a highly loca-
lized process (section 6.4). A mechanical tip-molecule contact, which might push/pull
the ethyl moiety towards the substrate/tip, seems to be rather unprobable due to
the relatively low set tunneling currents used [14,77]. Last but not least, the reaction
might be induced by an orbital-supported excitation [201]. The onset of the LUMO
of a TAT type 1 molecule is observed at around 2.1V (Figure 4.15) which fits the
required energy range. An electron which is transfered to the LUMO orbital is pro-
posed to excite a transient state whose relaxation induces molecular vibrations and
finally the molecular type-conversion. However, measuring dI/dU -traces on a TAT
type 2 molecule is quite complicated since the molecule will immediately react by a
type-conversion when reaching the critical bias voltages.

So far, all the discussed type-conversions have been induced with the tip positioned
above the molecule. Thus, the point of injection is now located above the Ag(111)
surface with TAT molecules surrounding it. By applying the same procedure of bias
voltage ramping, several things may happen to the surrounding molecules, like the
lateral movement of molecules, each of the up to now discussed conversion reactions
or a fragmentation of the TAT molecules. The latter will be discussed in detail in
section 5.4. Concerning the specific attempts to induce a type 1→type 2 conversion,
an area with merely type 1 molecules being located in the close vicinity to the point
of injection was chosen. Such surroundings can be as well enforced by transforming
residual type 2 (type 3) molecules into type 1 molecules. However, the tunneling
current seems to influence the outcome if the point of injection is above the Ag(111)
substrate. Ramping up the bias voltage with the tip position located above the
Ag(111) surface with a set tunneling current of Iset=500 pA, which has been mainly
used so far, many reactions which simultaneously proceed even in large distances to
the point of injection (up to 10 nm), especially the fragmentation of molecules were
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Figure 5.13 | TAT/Ag(111) - chemical programming with the lateral
point of injection above Ag(111). STM image showing single TAT molecules on
Ag(111). The so far unknown shape appearance down right represents a fragmented
TAT type 1 molecule and is thus a benchmark due to its fixed position (marked
by the white dashed pictograph). With the tip located above the Ag(111) substrate
inbetween four type 1 molecules (marked by the red cross), the bias voltage was
ramped up to 3V (Iset = 50 pA), until a step-like feature was observed in the z
trace. Subsequently, the bias voltage was reduced and the same area was rescanned.
The TAT 1S type 1 molecule (top right) was transformed into a type 2 molecule.
Although, the molecule moved, the type 2 molecule is still in the 1S adsorption
configuration. The initial molecular types and their lateral positions (marked by the
brown pictographs) are superimposed to the image on the right to illustrate the
changes. The color scale ranges from 0 to 110 pm. All images: 8×8 nm2, U=10mV
I=100 pA.

observed. Thus, the application of lower set tunneling currents (Iset=50pA) during
the bias voltage ramp were approved to limit the reaction to single molecules within
a confined area (Figure 5.13). The fragmented molecule on the bottom right can be
seen as a benchmark for noticing possible movements of the intact molecules due to
its strong pinning to the surface (see section 5.4). The point of injection is marked
by the red cross and is roughly located in the center of the four surrounding type 1
molecules. The bias voltage was ramped with the feedback-loop switched on until a
step-like feature was observed in the z trace at U=3V. After immediately reducing
the bias voltage to the usual tunneling parameters, rescanning the area yields that
the top right type 1 molecule was transformed to a type 2 molecule. Additionally
it moved towards the point of injection. There are no further changes observed in
the displayed area of the rescanned image. Further experiments showed that either
reaction pathway, inducing and breaking of the C2-Ag bonding may be induced, if
the point of injection is located above the Ag(111) surface.
Summarizing, the particularly discussed type-conversion can be induced with the
point of injection being either located above the molecule or above the Ag(111)
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surface. In the first case, the reaction may be very well controlled and is a highly
localized effect not affecting further molecules in the environment. The corresponding
bias voltage threshold is around 2.2 to 2.6V perfectly matching the DFT calculated
binding energy of the TAT type 2 molecule. If the point of injection is located
above the bare Ag(111) surface, a larger bias voltage threshold (≈3V) has been
observed. Furthermore, the reaction cannot be as precisely controlled, regarding
whether there will be a type-conversion at all or alternatively just the movement or
the fragmentation of a TAT molecule. Even if a specific molecular type-conversion
may be induced, the specific molecule which will be affected cannot be predicted.
Whether the energy transport across the Ag(111) surface might solely be supported
by surface eletrons could not have been claryfied within the scope of this thesis
[24, 63, 66, 162]. The energy onset for the Ag(111) surface state is found to be at
-65mV [155], preventing any excitations below this value. Therefore, bias voltage
ramps performed at negative polarity with the tip located above the bare Ag(111)
surface could indicate whether surface state electrons are involved in the energy
transfer. Further experiments like I(z)-spectroscopy might be instructive concerning
the mechanism behind the C2-Ag bond breaking/formation.

Fragmentation of TAT molecules

Further ramping up the bias voltage to values exceeding 3V can induce a fragmen-
tation of the TAT molecule, i.e. the C-N bonding is assumed to be broken and the
whole ethyl moiety is dissolved (Figure 5.14). Here, the same procedure is used as
described for the molecular type-conversion (section 5.4). The tip might be either lo-
cated above a chosen molecule indifferent of the molecular type or above the Ag(111)
surface. There is a variety of reaction paths depending on the initial molecular type,
the number of detached ethyl moieties and the number of FEs. Additionally, more
than one reaction may occur at the same time, for example the simultaneous de-
tachment of two ethyls. Generally, fragmented molecules are strongly bound to the
Ag(111) surface compared to the intact TAT molecules, thus they can still be imaged
after the reaction. The detached ethyl moieties, however, are usually pushed away
and can be found just rarely in the close vicinity of the fragmented TAT molecule
(TAT 1R type 1(2F) molecule presented in Figure 5.14e). The fragmented TAT mole-
cules are named on the basis of the molecular type (type 1, type 2, type 3) and the
order of fragmentation (one-/two-fold fragmented: 1/2F). Figure 5.14a to c shows
a possible reaction path starting from a TAT 1S type 2 molecule (down left). As a
consequence of a bias voltage ramp up to U=4V (Iset=100 pA) with the tip located
above the Ag(111) surface approximately 7.5 nm away from the type 2 molecule (not
shown here), one ethyl was detached leaving the FE unaffected what can be sug-
gested from the characteristic inhomogenous intensity distribution of the molecular
backbone (type 2(1F), Figure 5.14b). At the position of the detached ethyl moiety, a
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Figure 5.14 | TAT/Ag(111) - fragmented molecules. a STM image of a
TAT 1S type 2 molecule (bottom left) on Ag(111). The bias voltage was ramped
up to U=4V (Iset=100 pA) at a fixed tip-position above the Ag(111) substrate
approximately 7.5 nm downward of the TAT 1S type 2 molecule (not shown here)
until sudden changes were observed in the z trace. b A rescan of the area shows no
change of the FE but the ethyl moiety on the right is not visible anymore. Ramping
up the bias voltage to 2.1V (Iset=500 pA) with the tip located above the type 2(1F)
molecule following the same procedure like before, a rescan of the area (c) yields a
breaking of the C2-Ag bond. Thus two upstanding ethyls are visible, each surrounded
by a depletion area. The final molecule (type 1(1F)) looks different to the known
type 2 molecule and is suggested to be a fragmented molecule. Due to the higher
activation energy during the first bias voltage ramp, one ethyl moiety is detached
by breaking of the C-N bond leaving a circle-shaped depletion area (marked by red
arrows). The designation of the fragmented molecules is based on the molecular type
(type 1, type 2, type 3) and the number of detached ethyl moieties (one-/two-fold
fragmented: 1/2F). d STM image of a fragmented TAT 1S type 1 molecule, named as
type 1(2F) due to its two detached ethyls leaving two circle-shaped depletion areas
marked by red arrows, respectively. e STM image of a TAT 1R type 1(2F) molecule
with one of the detached ethyl moieties being still in close vicinity. Generally, the
remaining attached ethyls of fragmented TAT molecules are surrounded by depletion
areas. All images: I=100 pA, U=10mV. Size: a-c 6×4 nm2, d and e 3×3 nm2 The
color scale ranges from 0 to a, b, c, d 130 pm, b 110 pm. f Height profiles along the
gray and blue lines displayed in c and d. The height profile of the intact TAT 1S
type 1 molecule presented in Figure 4.3b is shown for comparison with the highest
ethyl group marked as HE. The alignment of the presented height profiles is similar
and the lowest z-value corresponding to a depletion area was set to zero-height,
respectively.

circle-shaped depletion area of the Ag(111) is visible instead (marked by the red ar-
row). A second bias voltage ramp to the typical activation energy of type-conversion
(U=2.1V, Iset=500 pA) yields again a change of the molecular shape (Figure 5.14c).
Two upstanding ethyl moieties are visible now (type 1(1F)), indicating the breaking
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of the C2-Ag bond, which is generic for a tip-induced type-conversion. However, both
of them are surrounded by a depletion area, and the molecular backbone shows a
homogenous intensity distribution. Thus, the shape of a type 1(1F) molecule differs
strongly from the shape of an intact TAT type 2 molecule on Ag(111). The circle-
shaped depletion area due to the detached ethyl moiety is still visible. A two-fold
fragmentation of a type 1 molecule (type 1(2F)) is presented in Figure 5.14d. The
depletion areas surrounding each of the still attached ethyl moieties and the rather
homogenous intensity distribution of the molecular backbone of the fragmented TAT
molecules indicate a pinning to the Ag(111) surface and a lower height. Therefore,
height profiles along the gray (Figure 5.14c) and blue (Figure 5.14d) lines are shown
in Figure 5.14f for the type 1(1F) and type 1(2F) molecule, respectively. Addition-
ally, the height profile of an intact type 1 molecule (see Figure 4.3a) is shown for
comparison. The height profiles are equally aligned and the lowest z value corre-
sponding to a depletion area is set to zero-height each, enabling a comparison. The
remaining ethyl moieties of the fragmented molecules type 1(1F) and type 1(2F)
are still similar in height compared to the two ethyls surrounded by depletion areas
of the intact TAT type 1 molecule. Thus, the fragmentation mainly changes the in-
tensity distribution and the shape of the molecular backbone rendering the mix-up
of fragmented TAT and intact type 2 molecules impossible. Fragmented molecules
having detached all the ethyl moieties could have been observed as well. The molec-
ular backbone remains on the surface and is almost completely surrounded by a
depletion area due to the detached ethyl moieties and its strong interaction with the
below lying Ag(111) surface.

Recapitulating, the molecular types 2 and 3 are assigned to intact TAT molecules,
whose one or even two ethyl moieties are down-flipped towards the Ag(111) surface
due to the formation of a C-Ag bond. The additional molecule-substrate pinning
points lead to an increased binding energy, whereas the remaining ethyls are still in
the upstanding configuration. Due to the ESD-method used for preparation, suffi-
cient energy is provided to stabilize the ethyl pinning and to observe the types 2 and
3 on as-prepared samples. The particular configuration of alkyl chains connected to
molecules which are adsorbed on metal surfaces depend on their length and thus
on the number of containing C-atoms. Short chains like ethyl moieties are usually
predicted to adsorb in an upstanding configuration [196–198,202,203] and only few
systems are known being able to stabilize the down-flipped configuration [32, 199].
However, stabilizing the down-flipped configuration of the ethyl rotor presented by
Balema and coworkers seems to be challenging due to the low switching barrier.
Bias voltages of 50mV (Iset=5pA) already induce considerable switching rates of
the ethyl [199]. The presented type 2 and type 3 molecules are stable under the tun-
neling parameters used for imaging within this thesis (I=50-500 pA, U=10-200mV).
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The additional pinning points confine the jiggling motion of the TAT molecule that
causes the molecular switching. Thus, the three-state switching process of the type 1
molecule is confined to a two-state switching of the type 2 molecule. A two-fold ethyl
pinning, which is observed for the type 3 TAT/Ag(111) completely suppresses the
molecular switching. The chemical modification of the molecule-substrate system
strongly influences the potential energy landscape defining the switching character-
istics.
The influence of chemical modifications on the potential energy landscape of molec-
ular switching units and their defining character have been intensively studied for
various systems. Substituting single functional units [72] or atoms, i.e. the substitu-
tion of H by deuterium [65, 70, 73] within tautomers changes the switching charac-
teristics as well as single atoms located nearby [40]. A tip-induced deprotonation of
H2Pc [24] and 2H-TPP molecules [39] increase the number of states to four. How-
ever, the deprotonation is an irreversible process which also holds true for further
chemical reactions as the desulfurization of tiophene units [80] and the defluorination
of F16CuPc molecules [162]. Indeed, they do not represent molecular switching units
not even before chemical manipulation. Mohn and coworkers presented a reversible
bond formation between a Au adatom and a PTCDA molecule on NaCl/Cu(111),
which changes the charge state of the complex [79]. DATP molecules have been ob-
served to adsorb on Cu(111) with two molecular types, an inactive and an active
molecule representing a molecular switch [83]. They are caused by different adsorp-
tion configurations as well. The fully reversible switching between them however
is accompanied by a rotation of the molecule, preventing the application in dense
layers. With the tip-induced type-conversions presented in this thesis, the reversible
chemical programming of a molecular switch has been realized without changing
the adsorption configuration of the molecule. The TAT/Ag(111) molecular switch-
ing unit thus represents a perfect candidate to succeed in dealing with the challenges
of the incorporation of molecular switches in dense layers.



6 | TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption and
molecular switching in the honeycomb
structure

Keeping in sight the goal of incorporating single molecular switching units into func-
tional devices, the environmental influence on the potential energy landscape needs
to be analyzed precisely. In the previous chapters the tip-molecule and the molecule-
substrate interaction have been discussed in detail, thus the molecule-molecule inter-
action is missing yet. Depending on the particular kind of interaction, close-by mole-
cules may induce lateral movements [27] or conformational changes as switching the
chirality, enabling the molecule to accommodate to homochiral domains [171]. Fur-
thermore, the incorporation into a molecular lattice may cause differences between
chemically identical molecules in terms of their switching ability. Dri and coworkers
reported on the lattice position dependent isomerization of M-TBA molecules lead-
ing to a periodic arrangement of switching molecules [61]. An important perequisite
to controllably handle molecular switching units in 2D arrays are carefully targeted
effects on the local scale. This may be either realized by inducing the molecular
switching highly localized leaving the neighboring network unaffected [29, 64] or by
inducing a correlated switching process [30, 32, 204]. Thus, various effects on the
adsorption as well as on the switching characteristics of molecules may be observed
due to intermolecular interactions emerging in 2D arrays.
In the following, the adsorption of TAT molecules assembling in a honeycomb-
structure will be discussed. If the pronounced molecular switching of the type 1
molecule due to the jiggling motion persists in the honeycomb-structure changes of
the switching characteristics due to the neighboring molecules are expected, actu-
ally depending on the molecular type 1, 2 or 3. The possibility to deactivate the
molecular switching by inducing a type-conversion (section 5.4) makes the 2D array
of TAT molecules a promising candidate for eventually realizing signal transfer or
molecular logical devices [27,31].
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6.1 On the way from single TAT molecules to the
honeycomb-structure

The formation of dense molecular layers is determined by a sophisticated interplay
of molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interactions [161, 175, 203, 205–212].
The surface state enhanced dipolar repulsion between the TAT molecules due to a
charge transfer at the interface was proposed to be responsible for the appearance
of individual TAT molecules for coverages below ∼ 50% (section 4.1). Thus, the re-
pulsive interaction forces them to maximize their intermolecular distances at every
coverage to minimize the potential energy and prevents the formation of islands as
long as possible. Starting from very diluted layers with coverages of approximately
13% (Figure 4.1a), the molecules are separated by large distances. The fast Fourier
transformation (FFT) of the corresponding STM image shows a diffuse disk (Fig-
ure 6.1d), which is characteristic for a dispersed system. Single TAT molecules of
the widespread molecular distribution are supposed to represent the molecular gas-
phase [161,175]. The corresponding distribution of the nearest neighbor distances is
displayed in Figure 6.1g and is rather broad starting from around 2 nm and rang-
ing to 3.5 nm. However, the nearest neighbor distances are supposed to be slightly
underestimated due to their analysis by SPIP. Single TAT molecules are identified
by the particle and pore analysis by defining a threshold z-value of the particles to
be detected, yielding a laterally expanded mark of each molecule. Thus, the inter-
molecular distance distribution shown in Figure 6.1g and h does not represent the
center to center distance but the distance measured from the boarder of the mark,
respectively. An increased coverage of approximately 27%, which is displayed in Fig-
ure 6.1b reveals a ringlike structure in the FFT (Figure 6.1e). The ring arises from
the diffuse disk with a blurry appearance and sharpens with increasing coverage.
Its emergence is based on lower and upper limitations to the molecular distribu-
tion, which are the intermolecular interaction and the coverage, respectively, thus
leading to a narrowing and a left shift of the nearest neighbor distance distribution
(Figure 6.1h). The molecular distribution is now anisotropic and is supposed to be a
liquid-like state [161,175]. The ring decays into single spots, if the coverage is further
increased (∼70%) indicating a periodic molecular structure. Figure 6.1f displays the
FFT of the honeycomb-structure presented in Figure 6.1c, which clearly shows the
spots emerging due to the periodic arrangement of the unit cell. The unit cell param-
eters may be deduced to a=2.12(0.25) nm enclosing an angle of 60(2)◦. Within the
honeycomb-structure similar nearest neighbor distances are expected. The center to
center distances revealed from STM topographies are marked by a blue line in Figure
6.1g and h. The TAT molecules act on an increase of the coverage by a lateral and
rotational rearrangement in order to minimize their potential energy. However, the
adaption is still limited by the molecule-substrate interaction, generally restricting
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Figure 6.1 | TAT/Ag(111) - formation of the honeycomb-structure. STM
images for molecular coverages of TAT/Ag(111) of approximately a 13%, b 27% and
c 70%. The color scale ranges from 0 to a, b 125 pm and c 90 pm. Imaging param-
eters: 17×17 nm2; a I=100 pA, U=10mV b I=1000 pA, U=150mV, c I=100 pA,
U=20mV. d-f Corresponding FFT images. The molecular distribution at the lowest
coverage may be seen as a dispersed system, which is represented by a diffuse disk
in the FFT. g Histogram of nearest neighbor distances of the coverage presented
in a showing a broad distribution. Increasing the molecular coverage leads to the
formation of a bright ring in the FFT due to the assimilating nearest neighbor dis-
tances (e). h Thus, their distribution in the histogram corresponding to the coverage
presented in b gets narrower and shifts to the left. The blue line at 1.22 nm marks
the center to center distance of TAT molecules in the honeycomb-structure. The
periodic arrangement of the unit cell of the honeycomb-structure is displayed by
hexagonally ordered bright spots in the FFT (f). The parameters of the unit cell
are a=b=2.12(0.25) nm enclosing an angle of 60(2)◦.

the number of adsorption configurations.
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6.2 Adsorption configurations in the honeycomb-structure

Large-scaled ordered islands of the honeycomb-structure assemble at the Ag(111)
surface with unordered TAT molecules at the edges. Figure 6.2a and b show STM im-
ages of two different kinds of honeycomb-structures. Both structures are composed of
TAT molecules occupying two different adsorption configurations, from which one is
known as configuration 1 related to free-standing TAT molecules. This is configura-
tion 1R (Figure 6.2a, d, color coded: red) and configuration 1S (Figure 6.2b, f, color
coded: blue). However, the adsorption configurations of their nearest neighboring
molecules are different and were never observed for diluted layers like the ones pre-
sented in chapter 4 and 5. With increasing coverage, the intermolecular interaction
increases prevailing the TAT molecules to assemble in a honeycomb-structure on the
Ag(111) surface [213, 214]. Thus, a further adsorption configuration becomes favor-
able, which cannot be stabilized in diluted layers. STM imaging at higher voltages
and the simultanteously recorded tunneling current images allow to identify their
chirality by the orientation of the surrounding noise clouds, which is opposite to the
ones of their nearest neighboring molecules. Thus, both enantiomers are propoposed
to occupy configuration 3, resulting in two different kinds of honeycomb-structures,
labeled as 1R/3S (Figure 6.2a) and 1S/3R’ (Figure 6.2b). The alternation of both
enantiomers within each structure leads to a uniformly distributed ratio, which is in
accordance with the racemic mixture of enantiomers observed for single TAT mole-
cules [34,74,172–174]. Whether TAT enantiomers of configuration 2 are incorporated
in the honeycomb-structure by a rotation into either configuration 1 or configuration
3 is not known.

Zoom-ins of both enantiomers of configuration 3 are shown in Figure 6.2c (3S: cyan)
and e (3R’: dark red). The comparison of the alignment of type 1 molecules adsorbed
in configuration 3 with respect to the position of the ethyl moieties of the type 1
molecules with configuration 1 (imaginary triangle introduced in chapter 4), results
in the need of a clockwise (anticlockwise) rotation of approximately 40(4)◦ to induce
a change of configuration 1R (1S) to configuration 3R’ (3S). However, it has to be
considered that this method involves a rather large error. Additionally, TAT type
1 molecules were shown to be able to hop between adsorption configurations which
are separated by half the lattice parameter (section 5.1). Thus, the position of the
3R’ (3S) configurations by reference to the Ag(111) lattice which is proposed in the
following might be further/less shifted/rotated as it is displayed.
The unit cell of both structures embraces two neighboring TAT enantiomers each
and is marked in white (black) in Figure 6.2. The experimentally deduced mea-
sures of the parallelogram yield a=2.12(0.25) nm (a=2.12(0.09) nm) with an en-
closed angle of 60(2)◦ (60(3)◦) for the 1R/3S (1S/3R’) structure. The relative tilt
between the unit cells of both structures approximately yield 14◦. Independent of the
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Figure 6.2 | TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption configurations in the honeycomb-
structure. Large scale STM image of the a 1R/3S and the b 1S/3R’ honeycomb-
structure (10×10 nm2, I=100 pA, U=20mV). The unit cell of each structure is
marked by the white parallelogram, respectively (1R/3S: a=b=2.12(0.25) nm, en-
closed angle: 60(2)◦; 1S/3R’: a=b=2.12(0.09) nm, enclosed angle: 60(3)◦). Vacan-
cies occur preferentially at the positions of configuration 3. The color scale ranges
from 0 to a 90 pm and to b 110 pm. Zoom-in of c a TAT 3S type 1 molecule and
e a 3R’ type 1 molecule, which are embedded within the 1R/3S and the 1S/3R’
honeycomb-structure, respectively (2×2 nm2). d, f Schematic illustrations of the
molecular structures presented in a and b (color coding: 1R=red, 3S=cyan, 1S=blue,
3R’=dark red). Atomistic model of the unit cells of the g 1R/3S and of the h 1S/3R’
structure on the Ag(111) surface with nearest neighboring molecules. The unit cell
is marked in black and adopted to the model (1R/3S: amodel,1R/3S ∼2 nm, 1S/3R’:
amodel,1S/3R’ ∼2.1 nm). The TAT molecules used in the model are gas-phase relaxed
and positioned on a flat non-relaxed Ag(111) surface.

structure, the intermolecular center to center distances are supposed to be similar
(d1(1R/3S)=1.22(0.05) nm, d1(1S/3R’)=1.23(0.06) nm). Figure 6.2a and d show exem-
plarily, that vavancies within the honeycomb-structure mostly occur at positions of
configuration 3, what can be explained by the higher energy usage for the change of
adsorption configuration.
Models of both honeycomb-structures’ unit cells and the nearest neighboring mole-
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cules were built to assign the potential adsorption configurations 3S and 3R’ with
respect to the Ag(111) lattice (Figure 6.2g, h). Therefore, both enantiomers were
gas-phase relaxed and positioned on a flat non-relaxed Ag(111) surface. The TAT
enantiomers adsorbed in configuration 1 were assumed to be similar like for the free-
standing TAT molecules, i.e. the atop-fcc configuration. By reference to the experi-
mentally deduced unit cell they were located as inavariant points on the Ag(111) lat-
tice. Following, the lattice positions for the configurations 3S and 3R’ were attributed
based on the experimental center to center distance and the opening angle of 120◦.
Thus, the 3S configuration was assigned to adsorb with the centered benzene ring
above an atop position as well revealing a unit cell dimension of amodel,1R/3S ∼2 nm
and an intermolecular distance of 1.15 nm for the TAT 1R/3S honeycomb-structure
matching the experimental values (Figure 6.2g). However, the same procedure forced
the centered benzene ring of the 3R’ configuration to be located above an hcp-hollow
site. With the chosen configuration the unit cell dimension of the 1S/3R’ honeycomb-
structure model is amodel,1S/3R’ ∼2.1 nm with an intermolecular distance of 1.2 nm
which as well matches the experiment. Indeed, the additional configurations 3S and
3R’ are not similar what might lead to different characteristics concerning molecular
switching, molecule-molecule interactions and type-conversions. The switching be-
havior of TAT molecules in the honecomb-structure is presented in section 6.3. The
effects on type-conversions are subsequently discussed in detail in section 6.4. The
new configurations 3S and 3R’ are proposed to be a non-equilibrium configuration
since they apparently cannot be stabilized as free-standing molecules.

Besides the non-existence of molecules occupying configuration 2, type 3 molecules
have hardly ever been observed within the honeycomb-structure, explaining their
absence in the molecular type statistics presented in Figure 6.3, which considers
more than 1000 molecules. They might be as well excluded from the honeycomb-
structure and thus occur more frequently as single molecules surrounding the islands.
However, this has not been observed. Consequently, they are supposed to be type-
transformed into type 2 or type 1 molecules and subsequently integrated in the
honeycomb-structre.
The ratio of TAT type 1 and type 2 molecules in the honeycomb-structure is similar
to that of single molecules if there is no differentiation between adsorption configu-
ration 1 and 3 (Figure 6.3a). However, Figure 6.3b shows that the ratio is different
if the TAT molecules are analysed by reference to their adsorption configuration.
TAT enantiomers of type 1 may preferentially be found in adsorption configuration
1, type 2 enantiomers however prefer to adsorb in configuration 3. With decreasing
intermolecular distances, steric reasons or the spatial arrangement of the ethyl moi-
eties might change the molecular type distribution. The first case is indeed expected
to be independent of the specific adsorption configuration and may thus be excluded
as an influence on the ethyl moiety conformation. The latter case may lead to corre-
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lated effects in the structure [32], which were not observed. Even though, the 3S and
3R’ configuration are not similar, the enhanced number of TAT type 2 enantiomers
adsorbed in those configurations is supposed to indicate a differentiated molecule-
substrate interaction promoting the down-flip of an ethyl moiety [207,215–217]. STM
images of both TAT type 2 enantiomers are displayed in Figure 6.3c, d. The cor-
responding naive model of the TAT 3S type 2 molecule (Figure 6.3e) was built by
simply rotating the DFT calculated TAT 1S type 2 molecule by 40◦ in the anticlock-
wise direction. Compared to configuration 1S the adsorption position of FE changes
with respect to the below lying Ag(111) lattice from a bridge-position of the C2-
atom of the FE to an atop-position. Thus, the resulting specific molecule-substrate
interaction apparently leads to a promotion of the down-flipped conformation of a
single ethyl moiety. DFT-calculations presented by Chen et al. reveal differences in
preferred adsorption positions for adsorbed atoms and small molecules on Ag(111)
including the adsorption of CH3 on atop-positions, thus indicating that there are FE
positions being more favorable than others [218]. The proposed model for the 3R’
configuration was built by shifting the 3S type 2 molecule of the model displayed
in Figure 6.3e to an hcp-hollow position and a subsequent mirroring. It shows the
C2 atom of the FE being located at the edge of an atop-position. An additional
slight shift of the molecule to the bottom is suggested to be sufficient to reveal a
similar molecule-substrate interaction which promotes the down-flip of an ethyl. Al-
though, the molecule-substrate interaction is a crucial feature for the TAT/Ag(111)
system, the dipolar interaction might play a significant role in the molecular type
distribution as well [219–221]. Thus, the relative orientation of adjacent molecules
as well as their ethyl moieties and their chirality might lead to dipolar repulsion
between adjacent/opposite ethyl moieties inducing the favored type 2 at specific
configurations.
In the following, the main molecular features observed for single TAT molecules as
the molecular switching due to the jiggling motion (chpater 4) and the tip-induced
type-conversion (chapter 5) will be discussed in the context of the honeycomb-
structure and the corresponding intermolecular interactions.
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Figure 6.3 | TAT/Ag(111) - type statistics of the honeycomb-structure.
a Molecular type statistics depicted as the probability P to find TAT type 1
and type 2 molecules embedded in the honeycomb-structure. Type 3 molecules
are hardly ever observed (� 1%) and thus lack the statistics. There is no differ-
ence for the two different kind of honeycomb-structures 1R/3S and 1S/3R’. 1R/3S
& 1S/3R’: Ptype 1=65.8(3.2)%, Ptype 2=34.2(1.8)%, 1R/3S: Ptype 1=67.4(4.7)%,
Ptype 2=32.6(2.7)%, 1S/3R’: Ptype 1=61.9(7.7)%, Ptype 2=38.1(4.8)%. b Molecu-
lar type statistics of type 1 and type 2 subdivided into their adsorption config-
urations 1 and 3, yielding a clear preference of type 1 molecules to adsorb in
configuration 1, whereas type 2 molecules are favored for configuration 3. Type
1: P1R=49.2(3.5)%, P1S=44.7(6.9)%, P3R′=17.2(2.6)%, P3S=18.2(1.3)%; type 2:
P1R=6.5(1.2)%, P1S=9.3(1.9)%, P3R′=28.8(3.7)%, P3S=26.1(2.0)%. STM images
of a TAT c 3S and d 3R’ type 2 molecule on Ag(111) in the honeycomb-structure
(2×2 nm2, I=100 pA, U=20mV). d, e Corresponding model depiction. Therefore,
the DFT relaxed structure of the 1S type 2 TAT/Ag(111) (Figure 5.2c) has been
used with the type 2 molecule naively rotated by 40◦ in the anti-clockwise direction
to yield the 3S configuration. The 3S configuration was further shifted to an hcp-
hollow position and mirrored to get configuration 3R’. The FE is now assumed to
be coupled to an atop-position.
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Figure 6.4 | TAT/Ag(111) - molecular switching in the honeycomb-
structure. a Large-scale STM image of a 1S/3R’ honeycomb-structure recorded at a
bias voltage of 10mV to facilitate the assignment of the molecular types (I=100 pA).
b STM image of the same area shown in a recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV
(I=500 pA). c Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image showing extended
conductance fluctuations, thus indicating that molecular switching persists in the
honeycomb-structure. The color scale ranges from a 0 to 90 pm, b 0 to 70 pm and c
-80 to 80 pA. All images: 8×8 nm2. Pictographs of the type 1 and type 2 molecules
are superimposed to indicate the structure.

6.3 Molecular switching

With the formation of molecular 2D-networks like the presented honeycomb-structure
effects of intermolecular interaction on the molecular switching units come into play.
STM images recorded at bias voltages above the threshold voltage and the simulta-
neously recorded tunneling current images have been proven beneficial to examine
the molecular switching and its lateral expansion and intensity. A bias voltage of
200mV is used to succesfully resolve the conductance fluctuations of single TAT
molecules, whereas bias voltages around 10mV help to identify the precise molecu-
lar shape appearance. Figure 6.4 shows both, a large scale STM image of a 1S/3R’
honeycomb-structure recorded at a bias voltage of 10mV (Figure 6.4a) to properly
assign the molecular types and an image of the same area (Figure 6.4b) with the
simultaneously recorded tunneling current image (Figure 6.4c) recorded at a bias
voltage of 200mV. The tunneling current image clearly shows conductance fluc-
tuations at the positions of the TAT type 1 molecules. However, their shape and
intensity is not as symmetric and uniformly distributed as it was observed for sin-
gle type 1 molecules (section 4.3). Furthermore, the smaller distances between the
molecules enhances intramolecular interactions leading to changes in the switching
behavior. Moreover, the overlap of noise clouds of neighboring molecules makes the
interpretation of STM images recorded at high bias voltages difficult (Figure 6.4b).
The fact that molecular switching persists even in dense layers is a strong evidence
that no rotation is involved and highly supports the proposed mechanism, which is
based on the N-Ag bond length variations.
Obviously, the switching characteristics of TATmolecules change due to the molecule-
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Figure 6.5 | TAT/Ag(111) - potential nearest neighboring molecular type
configurations in the honeycomb-structure. a STM images of a TAT 1R type
1 molecule in the center, which is surrounded by three 3S molecules. All possible
nearest neighboring molecular type configurations are displayed ranging from three
3S type 1 to three 3S type 2 molecules. TAT type 3 molecules are not considered
due to their rare occurence in the honeycomb-structure. Additionally, proceeding
from the following discussion, they are assumed to be similar to type 2 concerning
their interaction with neighboring molecules and the resulting effects on molecular
switching. All images: 4×4 nm2, I=100 pA; i, ii, iv: U=20mV, iii: U=10mV. The
color scale ranges from 0 to: 80 pm (i, ii, iv), 120 pm (iii). b Corresponding switch-
ing symbols of the nearest neighboring molecular type configurations presented in
a. The intermolecular interaction is displayed by the yellow arrow. The molecular
types are assigned to active and inactive switching units, which needs to be adapted
to the results of the honeycomb-structure. Here, only the type 1 (green) molecule
represents an active switching unit. Type 2 (orange) and type 3 (red) molecules of
the honeycomb-strucure are refered to as inactive switching units.

molecule interactions if they are embedded in the honeycomb-structure. There is a
large variety of combinations concerning the number and molecular type of nearest
neighboring molecules. Depending on its position in the lattice a TAT molecule may
have one to three nearest neighbors which can either be of type 1 or type 2. TAT
type 3 molecules may be neglected due to their rare occurrence in the honeycomb-
structure. If a type 1 molecule is surrounded by three nearest neighboring molecules,
four potential nearest neighboring molecular type configurations are expected. They
are presented in Figure 6.5a and range from three type 1 to three type 2 molecules
surrounding the centered type 1. The corresponding switching symbols are displayed
in Figure 6.5b with the intermolecular interactions represented by the yellow arrows.
Even though, the single TAT type 2 molecules represent a two-level switch (section
5.3), the experiments discussed in the following only show effects on the switching
rate of an adjacent probed type 1 molecule but no changes of the overall three-
level signal shape. Thus, the TAT type 2 molecules in the honeycomb-structure can
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be considered as inactive switching units. Therefore, solely TAT type 1 molecules
remain as active switching units in the honeycomb-structure.

Configuration A: Coupling of a probed TAT type 1 (active) and a type
2 (inactive) molecule

If a TAT type 1 molecule only has a single nearest neighbor, which is a type 2
molecule, the least impact on the switching behavior is expected due to the almost
supressed and highly localized switching, which has been observed for single type
2 molecules. The STM images of Figure 6.6 show such a configuration recorded at
the edge of a 1S/3R’ honeycomb-structure at a bias voltage of 10mV (Figure 6.6a)
and 200mV (Figure 6.6b), respectively with the corresponding switching symbol
displayed on the right. The simultaneously recorded tunneling current image (Figure
6.6c) shows conductance fluctuations due to molecular switching. Only the shape
of the noise cloud surrounding point β is similar to the free-standing case. The
noise cloud surrounding point γ seems to be suppressed due to the presence of the
neighboring type 2 molecule and the one of point α is extended which is suggested
to be due to the proximity of the TAT type 1 molecule down right. However, the
distance between both type 1 molecules is supposed to exceed the spatial range
of molecule-molecule interactions revealing no impacts on the switching behavior,
which can be concluded from measurements performed at single type 1 molecules at
similar configurations. Furthermore, the spatial expansion of the noise cloud confines
the molecular switching, what has been already discussed by reference to Figure 4.7
and is as well shown by the distance dependent I(U)-traces in Figure 6.7.
The I(U) trace recorded at point ε (light green), which is located on the noise cloud,
shows the well known conductance fluctuations due to molecular switching around
EF. The trace recorded at point % (dark green), which is close to the edge of the noise
cloud, does not show any indications of molecular switching but is completely flat. It
rather looks like the spectrum recorded above the bare Ag(111) surface without any
TAT molecules being located in close proximity (black, position not shown here). The
kink, which is visible around -60mV belongs to the surface state of Ag(111) [222].
The molecular switching characteristics may either be analyzed by time dependent
current measurements, which have been performed at lateral tip positions marked
by the points labeled α (square), β (circle) and γ (diamond, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.8)
or by sequential imaging of the same area at a bias voltage of 10mV to trace the
topographic states. However, the latter does not seem to be a convenient method re-
garding informations on the switching dynamics but is supposed to reveal the favored
state with the least influence of the tip. To do so, the assignment of the current-
/z-states to the topographic features of type 1 needs to be recalled, which has been
discussed in section 4.4. By reference to the lateral tip position 3 (Figure 4.23),
the states HZ, MZ and LZ have been dedicated to the trend of the N-Ag-distances
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Figure 6.6 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: single
nearest neighboring molecule (I). a STM image of a TAT 1S type 1, which is
located at the edge of a 1S/3R’ honeycomb-structure and thus coupled to a single
nearest neighboring 3R’ type 2 molecule (I=100 pA, U=10mV). The points with
brown color gradiation, which are labeled α, β, γ represent the fixed tip positions
for the recording of the ∆I time traces displayed in Figure 6.8. b STM image of
the same area displayed in a recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV (I=500 pA). c
Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image. The three noise clouds of the 1S
type 1 molecule are asymmetric in intensity and spatial expansion indicating an
influence of the neighboring 3S type 2 on its switching behavior. The color scale
ranges from a, b 0 to 100 pm and c -80 to 80 pA. All images: 4×4 nm2.
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Figure 6.7 | TAT/Ag(111) - spatial confinement of molecular switching. a
STM image of a TAT 1S type 1 molecule recorded at 100mV (Iset=500 pA). The color
scale ranges from 0 to 115 pm. b Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image,
which shows three pronounced noise clouds of conductance fluctuations surrounding
the ethyl moieties due to molecular switching. The color scale ranges from -15 to
15 pA. All images: 2×2 nm2. c Characteristic scanning tunneling spectra recorded at
point ε (light green) above the noise cloud and point % (dark green) at the edge of the
noise cloud, which are marked in a and b. Conductance fluctuations due to molecular
switching can only be observed at point ε, indicating no further propagation via the
Ag(111) surface. The I(U) trace (black) recorded above the bare Ag(111) surface
without any TAT molecules in close proximity (position not shown here) is given for
comparison. Tunneling parameters: Iset=500 pA, Uset=150 pA.

zN1(type 1), zN2(type 1) and zN3(type 1), respectively. However, changing the lateral tip
position to point 1, which is supposed to be virtually similar to the positions α, β
and γ, the states HZ, MZ and LZ match the trend of the N-Ag distances zN1(type 1),
zN3(type 1) and zN2(type 1) which is obvious by superimposing the molecular structure
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(Figure 4.22). The boomerang-shaped feature, which faces N3 alternatively the MZ-
state with respect to point 1 and thus defines the molecular topographic state is
used to identify the molecular configuration in the sequential imaging. Furthermore,
the current states deduced from the I(t)-traces are enumerated from now on due to
a potentially increased number of current states induced by intermolecular interac-
tions. Considering the equivalence of z and current states the states LI, MI, HI will
thus be labeled as I1, I2, I3 in the following.
Analysing a TAT 1R type 1 coupled to the FE-site (site of the down-flipped ethyl
(FE)) of a 3S type 2 molecule (79 STM images, not shown here) lead to a preference
for N3 facing the type 2 molecule’s FE (85%), whereas the other configurations
seem to be equiprobable (6% and 9%). Consequently, the coupling of a TAT type 1
molecule to a type 2 molecule facing the FE-site seems to preset the type 1 moelcule’s
configuration. Since all the so far observed features of the molecular system have
been equivalent for both enantiomers, the conclusion seems to be reasonable, that
the preferred configuration of a probed 1S type 1 coupled to a type 2 molecule
(Figure 6.6) is as well the one with N3 facing the FE. An illustration of the three
possible configurations of the type 1 molecule is presented by pictographs in Figure
6.8a (color coding: type 1=green, type 2=orange) with the favored configuration on
the right (bold black box). The defining ingrediants of the states like the boomerang
shaped feature and the depletion areas are highlighted and the zN-related current
states of the marked tip positions are given.
The ∆I-time traces recorded at a bias voltage of 70mV with the tip located at
the points α, β and γ are displayed in Figure 6.8b to d (Iset=500 pA). Regarding
the analysis of the NRT of single type 1 molecules at (Figure 4.17) the LZ-state is
preferred over a bias voltage range of 45 to 100mV at a constant set current of 500 pA
at the point of injection (point 1) representing the tip molecule interaction. Thus,
the preferred state derived from the ∆I-time traces of Figure 6.8 reveals whether
the impact of the tip or the neighboring type 2 molecule on the probed type 1 is
dominating. If it would be the tip, than the system is supposed to behave as the
free-standing type 1 molecule and the LZ-state is expected to be the preferred state
at the point of injection. However, the behavior is suggested to change, if the impact
of the neighboring type 2 is larger.
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Figure 6.8 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: single
nearest neighboring molecule (II). a Pictographs of the molecular configuration
shown in Figure 6.6, probed TAT type 1 (green) and its neighboring type 2 molecule
(light orange). The current states at the positions α, β and γ are given by I1, I2
and I3 for the three possible adsorption configurations of the TAT type 1 molecule.
The analysis of sequential STM imaging reveal a preset molecular configuration
due to the intermolecular interaction. Thus, N3(type 1)/I2 at position γ is favored
to face the FE-site of type 2 (left). Time dependencies of the relative tunneling
current ∆I (feedback-loop switched off, tip drift corrected) for the TAT 1S type 1
molecule with the tip positioned above the positions b α, c β and d γ, with the
corresponding distribution histograms (Iset=500 pA, U=70mV). The probed type
1 molecule still switches between three current states I1, I2, and I3. However, the
switching characteristics differ strongly compared to the single type 1 molecule. The
time traces yield one state with very short retention times, each, which is hardly
represented in the histograms. Furthermore, the switching is separated in a slow
and a fast switching rate regime, indicating a significant change of the adsorption
potential.
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The NRT at position α yields the I1-state as the preferred state (NRT(I1)∼57%,
NRT(I2)∼38%, NRT(I3)∼2%), which corresponds to the configuration presented in
Figure 6.8a left. Consequently, state I2 faces the down-flipped ethyl of the neigh-
boring type 2 which matches the preferred state obtained from the low voltage
sequential STM imaging. The respective ∆I-time trace presented in Figure 6.8b
shows a switching between three states, whose characteristics obviously differ from
the ones of free-standing type 1 molecules. The switching rate is separated in differ-
ent switching rate regimes depending on the particular transitions. Low switching
rates occur for transitions starting from state I1, i.e. I1→I2 and I1→I3 (r ∼3 s−1).
High switching rates are observed for transitions starting from state I3, I3→I1 and
I3→I2 (r ∼400 s−1) and the switching rate of transitions starting from I2 (I2→I1,
I2→I3) represent a middle rate (r ∼40 s−1). Thus, the three switching rate regimes
are graduated by one order of magnitude each. Assuming to be an observer sitting
at position α, the probed type 1 molecule is initially in its preferred state I1. From
there, the state may change either to I2 or I3 with roughly equal probability. Al-
though, once reached state I2/I3 an immediate backfall into the preferred state I1
might have been expected, the type 1 fastly switches forth and back between state I2
and I3 before going back to its preferred state I1, mostly via state I2. The {I3,I2,I1}
two-step switching sequences has been preferred for single type 1 molecules at point
1 yielding a directional switching for similar tunneling parameters. Although, the
non-directional switching clearly dominates for the TAT 1S type 1 coupled to the
FE-site of a type 2 molecule (∼85%) which is mostly due to the I2↔I3 transitions,
there still seems to be a trend for {I3,I2,I1} two-step switching sequences (∼10%).
The retention time in state I3 is extremely short indicating that this state is the
least preferred below the tip and is thus hardly observable in the histogram.
The ∆I-time trace and the corresponding histogram recorded at point β reveal state
I1 as the preferred state as well (NRT(I1)∼69%, NRT(I2)∼1%, NRT(I3)∼30%) and
state I2 is the least preferred one. The switching rate is again separated in three
regimes. Transitions starting from state I3 has the lowest switching rates (I3→I1,
I3→I2, r ∼1 s−1), followed by transitions starting from I1 (I1→I2, I1→I3, r ∼4 s−1)
and transitions starting from I2 show the highest switching rates (I2→I1, I2→I3,
r ∼500 s−1). The distribution of two-step switching sequences is similar to the one
recorded at point α (non-directional ∼87%, {I3,I2,I1}∼9%). By changing the point
of injection from α to β the least preferred state below the tip changes from I3 to
I2. Thus, the same adsorption configuration of the TAT type 1 molecule is preferred
independent of the tip position which is represented by the left box in Figure 6.8a.
Obviously, there is only little effect from the tip and the preferred adsorption con-
figuration of the TAT type 1 molecule due to the presence of the neighboring type
2 is supposed to yield the state I1 to be least preferred for the tip located at po-
sition γ. This is confirmed by the ∆I(t)-trace displayed in Figure 6.8d. The corre-
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Figure 6.9 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: influ-
ence of a single nearest neighbor on the activation energy. a STM image
of a TAT 1R type 1 molecule, which is located at the edge of a 1R/3S honeycomb-
structure and thus coupled to a single 3S type 2 facing the FE. The color scale ranges
from 0 to 120 pm. Imaging parameters: 4×4 nm2, I=100 pA, U=10mV. b Charac-
teristic scanning tunneling spectra of a 1R type 1 molecule recorded at position
α, β and γ marked in a around EF with a time resolution of 100ms (Iset=500 pA,
Uset=200mV). The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. Current fluctuations due
to molecular switching are clearly visible with a strong polarity dependent asymme-
try concerning the intensity of the fluctuations. The absolute values of the activation
energies (meV) of the switching (given in the box) are increased compared to the
ones of a single type 1 molecule due to the coupling to a neighboring type 2 molecule.

sponding histogram reveals I3 as the preferred state (NRT(I1)∼8%, NRT(I2)∼12%,
NRT(I3)∼79%). However, the retention time of state I2 is not as pronounced as the
ones of state I3 at position β or state I2 at position α, which is supposed to be due
to the particular tip position.
Apparently, the coupled type 2 molecule highly affects the switching behavior of the
type 1 molecule and even exceeds the tip’s influence. The presented ∆I-time traces
corroborate the preset configuration, which is the one with N3 (I2 at position γ)
facing the FE-site of the type 2 molecule. The remaining configurations are equally
unfavored regarding the analysis of the low voltage sequential STM imaging. How-
ever, the presented analysis of the ∆I-time traces unambiguously reveals state N2
(I1 at position γ) facing the FE-site of type 2 as the unfavored configuration of the
TAT type 1 molecule. In the case of the FE facing type 1 the presence of type 2
leaves the number of current states as they are, thus confirming the assignment of
type 2 as an inactive switching unit in the honeycomb-structure. If this holds as well
for a type 2 molecule with an upstanding ethyl moiety facing the neighboring type
1 still pends. The separation into three switching rate regimes indicates a symmetry
breaking due to a single nearest neighboring molecule. By increasing the number of
nearest neighbors the symmetry is supposed to be regained.
Besides the change of the switching characteristics, a change of the activation energy
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Figure 6.10 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: ad-
sorption potential. Change of the adsorption potential of a TAT type 1 molecule
due to the coupling to a neighboring type 2 molecule from symmetric to a highly
asymmetric shape for the tip located at position α. The lowering of the potential
well of state I1 and the raise of the potential well of state I3 beyond, lead to the
strong asymmetric switching behavior observed, with the state I1 as the preferred
state and the separation into different switching rate regimes. The states I1, I2, I3 of
the pictographs at the right are assigned by reference to the preferred configurationg
of the type 1 moelcule.

in terms of an increase is expected since the coupling to a neighboring molecule may
be seen as a pinning point generally impeding the switching. Figure 6.9 shows a
similar molecular configuration as presented in Figure 6.6a despite of the chirality.
The scanning tunneling spectra recorded around EF at the fixed lateral tip posi-
tions α, β and γ are displayed in Figure 6.9b. The bias voltages of the onset of
the tunneling current fluctuations at these positions are given in the box. They are
higher by 20-30mV compared to the onsets of the single type 1 molecules. Another
striking difference compared to the spectra of a single type 1 molecule (Figure 4.15)
is the asymmetry of the conductance fluctuations’ amplitudes around EF. Thus,
a less effective excitation of the molecular switching for negative bias voltages is
suggested. The asymmetry might be explained by the molecular dipole, which is
formed due to the charge transfer at the interface (section 4.1). Type-conversion ex-
periments showed that single type 1 and type 2 molecules are repelled, when exposed
to negative bias voltages (section 5.4). Even though, the absolute bias voltages were
higher, the polarity might have an effect on the switching behavior of TAT molecules
embedded in the honeycomb-structure. The repulsion is countered by the molecular
lattice and results in a pushing of the triggered type 1 molecule towards the Ag(111)
surface and its neighboring molecules leading to a pinning effect and thus to a less
pronounced molecular switching. Due to the lack of ∆I(t) traces for the negative
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bias voltage range, a quantitative and more detailed discussion cannot be led here.
The observed changes of the switching characteristics (Figure 6.8) indicate a sig-
nificant change of the adsorption potential of the TAT type 1 molecule due to the
coupling to a neighboring type 2 molecule. The clear preference for a particular state
suggests the lowering of the corresponding potential well, while the least preferred
state involves the raise of its corresponding potential well. This very naive descrip-
tion is schematically displayed in Figure 6.10 with the states attributed to the tip
located at position α.

Configuration B: Coupling of a probed TAT type 1 (active) and two
type 2 (inactive) molecules

The next stage of molecular interaction is the coupling of a type 1 to two nearest
neighboring molecules what is supposed to further increase the activation energy
due to the additional pinning point. STM images and the simultaneously recorded
tunneling current image of a probed TAT 1S type 1 surrounded by two type 2
molecules are presented in Figure 6.11. Differing from the previous case, the type 1
faces an upstanding ethyl moiety of the bottom type 2 (point β), the configuration
at point γ is similar. The noise clouds are less pronounced indicating an impeded
switching due to the pinning of the neighboring molecules. Subsequently recorded
low voltage STM images (79, not shown here) of a similar configuration with reversed
chirality have been as well analysed regarding a preset state. 88.5% of the images
showed the configuration of the TAT type 1 molecule, which is presented in Figure
6.12a on the left. Like in the previous configuration, the N3-atom is located towards
the FE-site of type 2, revealing N2 pointing towards the upstanding ethyl moiety of
the second type 2 and N1 at the free tail. Being aware that increased retention times
between switching events due to the expected raise of the activation energy would
require much larger statistics, this might be seen as a trend for a preset configuration
in the case of vanishing tip influence.
Similarly to the previous configuration, position α is located at the free tail of the
probed TAT type 1 molecule and position γ faces the FE-site of the upper type 2.
Solely position β now faces the upstanding ethyl of the second type 2 molecule. The
corresponding ∆I-time traces are presented in Figure 6.12b-d. They show molecular
switching between three ∆I-states with similar characteristics compared to single
type 1 molecules recorded at a set current of 500 pA. Thus, the general assignment
of type 2 as an inactive switching unit in the honeycomb-structure is confirmed.
Furthermore, the switching rate does not differ between particular states as it was
observed before, indicating a more symmetric situation compared to single neighbor
coupling due to two pinning points. As expected the switching rate seems to be
reduced (r ∼1-3 s−1) by almost two orders of magnitude compared to the rates of
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Figure 6.11 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: two
nearest neighboring molecules (I). a STM image of a 1S type 1 molecule,
which is located between two type 2 molecules in a 1S/3R’ honeycomb-structure
(I=100 pA, U=10mV). The points with brown color gradiation, which are labeled
α, β, γ represent the fixed tip positions for the recording of the ∆I time traces
displayed in Figure6.12. b STM image of the same area displayed in a recorded
at a bias voltage of 200mV (I = 500pA). d Simultaneously recorded tunneling
current image. The three noise clouds of the 1S type 1 molecule are less pronounced
indicating an impeded switching. The color scale ranges from a 0 to 100 pm, b 0 to
120 pm and c -80 to 80 pA. All images: 4×4 nm2.

single type 1 molecules at similar tunneling parameters (r ∼80-100 s−1). The analy-
sis of the directionality yields values up to 40% for the {I3,I2,I1} two-step switching
sequences, what even exceeds those of single 1S type 1 molecules at similar tunneling
parameters (∼25%). Thus far, there seem to be only quantitative differences of the
switching behavior between the type 1 molecule coupled to two type 2 molecules
compared to the switching behavior of the free-standing type 1 molecule. Last but
not least, the NRT is an indicator whether the influence of the tip or the neighboring
molecules on the adsorption potential is dominating. The ∆I-time traces recorded at
positions α and β yield I1 as the preferred state (NRTα(I1) ∼53%, NRTβ(I1) ∼70%)
with the lowest NRT corresponding to state I2 (NRTα(I2) ∼8%, NRTβ(I2) ∼9%).
This preference of the states coincides with the ones observed for single type 1 mole-
cules indicating that the tip’s influence prevails. Consequently, a similar preference
of the NRTs at position γ is expected. Although the NRTs of state I1 and state
I3 are balanced (NRTγ(I1) ∼44%, NRTγ(I3) ∼48%), state I2 is still the unfavored
state, which coincides with the observations for single type 1 molecules. Thus, the
above stated trend for a preset state has to be revised regarding the analysis of the
time dependent current traces. Apparently, the TAT type 1 surrounded by two type
2 molecules roughly behaves like a single type 1 molecule under the influence of the
tip. Although, the tip’s presence during the time dependent current measurements
influences the configuration of the TAT type 1 molecule and might thus yield dif-
ferences compared to the analysis of the sequential imaging, the considered number
of images mentioned above is supposed to be insufficient to detect a trend for a
preferred configuration.
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Figure 6.12 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: two
nearest neighboring molecules (II). a Pictographs of the molecular configura-
tion shown in Figure 6.11, probed type 1 (green) and its neighboring type 2 molecules
(light orange). The current states at the positions α, β and γ are given by I1, I2
and I3 for the three possible adsorption configurations of the TAT type 1 molecule.
Time dependencies of the relative tunneling current ∆I (feedback-loop switched off,
tip drift corrected) for the TAT 1S type 1 molecule with the tip positioned above
the positions b α, c β and d γ, with the corresponding distribution histograms
(Iset=500 pA, U=70mV). The probed type 1 molecule still switches between three
current states I1, I2, and I3. The switching behavior, especially the NRT distribu-
tion, looks similar compared to single type 1 molecules at these tunneling parameters.
However, the switching rate seems to be lowered, th adsorption potential the TAT
type 1 molecule does not seem to be affected too much by the two neighboring type
2 molecules concerning its symmetry.
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Figure 6.13 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: three
nearest neighboring molecules (I). a STM image of a TAT 1R type 1 molecule,
which is coupled to another type 1 and two type 2 molecules in a 1S/3R’ honeycomb-
structure (I=100 pA, U=10mV). The points with brown color gradiation, which are
labeled α, β, γ represent the fixed tip positions for the recording of the ∆I time traces
displayed in Figure 6.14. b STM image of the same area displayed in a recorded at
a bias voltage of 200mV (I=500 pA). c Simultaneously recorded tunneling current
image. The color scale ranges from a 0 to 120 pm, b 0 to 130 pm and c -40 to
40 pA. All images: 4×4 nm2. d Characteristic scanning tunneling spectra recorded
at the positions α, β and γ marked in a around EF (Iset=500 pA, Uset=200mV).
The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity. The absolute values of the current
fluctuations due to molecular switching (Ea (meV) given in the box) are doubled
compared to the ones of single type 1 molecules.

Configuration C: Coupling of a probed TAT type 1 and a further type 1
(active) and two type 2 (inactive) molecules

How strong the coupling of inactive TAT molecules to an active probed type 1
molecule influences its switching behavior obviously depends on the number of near-
est neighbors and thus on the symmetry of the configuration. However, the number
of observed states does not seem to be affected in general. The coupling of a probed
type 1 to another active type 1 is supposed to induce further effects on the switching
behavior. An exemplary configuration of two coupled active switching units is pre-
sented in Figure 6.13a to c. A probed TAT 1R type 1 molecule is coupled to another
type 1 and two type 2 molecules (3S). Based on the increased activation energy for a
type 1 molecule coupled to a single nearest neighbor, a further increase is suggested
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Figure 6.14 | TAT/Ag(111) - switching in the honeycomb-structure: three
nearest neighboring molecules (II). a Pictographs of the molecular configura-
tion shown in Figure 6.13, probed type 1 (green) and its neighboring type 1 (light
green) and type 2 molecules (orange). Time dependencies of the relative tunnel-
ing current ∆I (feedback-loop switched off, tip drift corrected) for the 1R type 1
molecule with the tip positioned above the points b α, c β and d γ, with the cor-
responding distribution histograms (Iset=500 pA, U=95mV). A maximum number
of seven modified current states can be observed at position β. At the positions α
and γ six and five modified current states may be resolved due to the transmission
of the excitation of the adjacent active type 1 molecule.

for additional nearest neighboring molecules. Indeed, the threefold coupling leads to
higher bias voltage values of the conductance fluctuations’ onset in the I(U) traces
presented in Figure 6.13d. Their absolute values are doubled compared to the ones
of free-standing type 1 molecules. The current fluctuations’ amplitudes still show
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an asymmetric behavior, which corroborates the idea of dipolar repulsion and the
associated reduced switching efficiency.
The ∆I-time traces recorded at the fixed tip positions α, β and γ are shown in Fig-
ure 6.14b-d. They reveal between five and seven conductance states depending on
the tip position (α: I1-I6, β: I1-I7, γ: I1-I5) what can be attributed to the presence
of the second active TAT switching unit. Thus, they will be referred to as modified
conductance states in the following. Beyond the increased number of modified con-
ductance states the time-traces show pronounced plateaus enabling an unambiguous
identification of the states which is similar to free-standing type 1 molecules com-
bined with states of very short retention times which are only visible as dashes which
conforms the situation of the first configuration A. It seems to be that the states
which are represented by dashes can be solely reached from particular states. By ref-
erence to position α, the state I2 (I4) only contributes to I1↔I2 (I3↔I4) transitions.
The same considerations with respect to position β reveal that state I4 (I6) can only
be reached from state I5 (I7). The separation into different switching rate regimes
for particular transitions of the configuration A was attributed to its asymmetry.
Concerning the tip positions with respect to the present molecular configuration of
Figure 6.14 an asymmetry exists due to the involved molecular types. Adapting the
present configuration C to the first one A, the second type 1 and the two type 2
molecules correspond to the inactive type 2 and the two free tails of the first config-
uration, respectively. Thus, configurations consisting of two or three adjacent TAT
type 1 molecules are more symmetric and the corresponding switching characteris-
tics are suggested to approach similar switching rates for all transitions like it was
observed for configuration B instead of being seperated into different switching rate
regimes.
Apparently, the coupling of two active TAT switching units lead to an increase of
the observed conductance states caused by molecule-molecule interactions due to
decreased intermolecular distances. It should be emphasized that the fixed tip posi-
tions for recording the time traces are all located above the probed active TAT type
1 molecule which indicates some kind of excitation transmission. The excitation of
the coupled type 1 molecule which is induced by the injection of tunneling electrons
is proposed to be transmitted on the probed type 1 molecule due to intermolecular
interactions and thus can be measured as modified conductance states. If the tip
would be located centered between both type 1 molecules the excitation would not
need to be necessarily transmitted but an increased number of conductance states
might be observed as well due to an addition of the states which would be solely
resolved by the specific tip position. Since both free-standing TAT type 1 molecules
represent a three-level conductance switch, the expected number of modified con-
ductance states which are supposed to exist independent of the specific tip position
is proposed to be nine (Figure 6.15). Generally 3n modified conductance states are
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Figure 6.15 | TAT/Ag(111) - coupling of two active type 1 molecules.
The coupling of two active type 1 switching units lead to the formation of nine
modified conductance states (I11, I12, ..., I33) due to intermolecular interactions.
The excitation of the coupled type 1 molecule which is induced by the injection of
tunneling electrons is proposed to be transmitted on the probed type 1 molecule.
The probed type 1 is displayed in green, the adjacent type 1 in light green.

expected for n involved active TAT type 1 molecular switching units. Consequently,
two questions arise: Why do the measured time-traces do not show the proposed
nine modified conductance states? What mechanism determines the intermolecular
interaction?
There might be several reasons why less than the proposed nine modified conduc-
tance states are resolved. The ability to resolve the individual conductance states
is closely related to the lateral tip position what was already discussed for the free-
standing TAT type 1 molecule (section 4.3). At particular positions multiple states
may be characterized by similar conductance levels thus they cannot be resolved indi-
vidually and the proposed maximum number of states is not observed. Beyond that,
the tunneling parameters determine whether transitions between particular states
are possible if the shape of the potential energy landscape is asymmetric. Assuming
an asymmetric shape of the potential energy landscape is reliable for the discussed
configuration C since the transmission of the excitation of the coupled type 1 is pro-
posed to be distance dependent. The transmission intensity weakens with larger dis-
tances. Consequently, the most symmetric case would be a configuration of a probed
TAT type 1 molecule which is coupled to three adjacent type 1 molecules. Varying
potential well depths and/or a deformation like discussed for the ratchet poten-
tial cause differing transition probabilities and normalized retention times yielding
strongly and weakly preferred states. The injection of low energy tunneling electrons
is supposed to trigger transitions with low potential barriers inbetween but cannot
trigger transitions between states separated by a high potential barrier. Increasing
the supplied energy leads to fast switching rates between the states with low poten-
tial barriers inbetween which cannot be resolved anymore if they exceed the time
resolution of the scanner. However, the transitions between states separated by high
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potential barriers can be resolved. In the case of a ratchet like potential energy
landscape directional switching is induced and particular switching sequences are
preferred. For the presented data of Figure 6.14c (position γ) a trend for a particu-
lar two-step switching sequence I5→I2→I1 is observed. A second two-step switching
sequence is less common but still conspicuous which is I7→I3→I1. Thus, the di-
rectional switching seems to persist in coupled configurations as well. To get more
detailed information about the involved conductance states and the bias voltage de-
pendence which was shown to be crucial for the directional switching (section 4.4)
further experiments are required.
The coupling between two neghboring active TAT type 1 molecules which charac-
terizes the switching behavior of the modified conductance states is determined by
the intermolecular interaction and is further proposed to preset permitted and pro-
hibited transitions between particular states. The mechanism behind is suggested
to be an electrostatic interaction due to the particular N-Ag bonding configurations
of the TAT type 1 molecules and the associated charge transfer at the interface.
Thus, highly (un)favored combinations of bonding configurations are supposed to
exist. The potential barrier heights of the corresponding transitions are therefore
supposed to be (high) low. Furthermore, transitions including both molecules to
change their bonding configuration simultaneously are proposed to be prohibited.
Generally, eight states are possible per initial state with always four of them being
prohibited and permitted. They are exemplarily given for the initial modified con-
ductance state I11. Permitted transitions: I11↔I12, I11↔I13, I11↔I21, I11↔I31.
Prohibited transitions: I11↔I22, I11↔I33, I11↔I23, I11↔I32. Beyond that, the chi-
rality of the adsorption potential might further constrain the observed states and
permitted transitions depending on the used tunneling parameters. However, the re-
duced number of observed modified conductance states of configuration C impedes
their precise assignment. Thus, further experiments for additional tunneling param-
eters and lateral tip positions are required to resolve the nine modified conductance
states and the proposed transitions between them.
Last but not least the different lattice positions of the 3S and 3R’ configurations
are proposed to influence the intermolecular coupling and might therefore lead to
further constraints or differences in the number of resolved modified conductance
states. Thus, they should not be assumed to show similar effects on next neighbor-
ing molecules which has to be considered in future experiments. Furthermore, time
dependent current measurements of the switching characteristics of the TAT 3S and
3R’ type 1 molecules are suggested.

The presented data on the molecular switching of TAT molecules in the honeycomb-
structure illustrate the great potential of the TAT/Ag(111) system concerning the
possibilities of manipulation and control. In an array involving four active type
1 switching units a maximum number of 81 modified current states is proposed.
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Although, their resolution might be technically challenging, the actual number of
resolved modified current states which might be accomplished in further experiments
is promising and is supposed to exceed those of the so far known molecular multi-
state switches [34,51,59,84].
Due to the complexity of the system, including a high position and tunneling param-
eter dependency, there are still some open questions, which might not be answered
satisfactorily within the scope of this thesis. To really get a precise understand-
ing of the observed switching characteristics of active TAT type 1 molecules in the
honeycomb-structure detailed I(t)/z(t)-measurements concerning the variation of
the tunneling parameters (both bias voltage polarities) and the close-meshed map-
ping of the lateral noise expansion for a variety of well prepared array configurations
are required.
The chemical programming of individual switching units (section 5.4) and its appli-
cation in the honeycomb-structure, which will be discussed in the following section
provides the opportunity to controllably realize advanced array configurations.
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Figure 6.16 | TAT/Ag(111) - type 1→type 2→type 3 in the honeycomb-
structure. STM images recorded at a bias voltage of 20mV showing a TAT 3S
molecule at the center, which is surrounded by three 1R type 1 molecules. The
image at the left shows a 3S type 1 molecule, which is gradually transformed into a
type 2 (middle) and a type 3 (right) on the Ag(111) surface. The bias voltage was
ramped up to 2.7V (5 attempts) and 2.4V (1 attempt) to induce the conversion,
each (Iset=500 pA). The fixed tip positions during the bias voltage ramp are marked
by the black crosses. All images: 4×4 nm2, I=100 pA. The color scale ranges from
0 to 115 pm. b Pictographs of the centered 3S TAT molecule and its immediate
environment with the tip position for the bias voltage ramp marked in black. The
configurations of the TAT type 1 molecules are chosen randomly. Color coding:
green=type 1, orange=type 2, red=type 3.

6.4 Chemical programming in the honeycomb-structure

The chemical programming of single molecular switching units, which has been dis-
cussed in detail in section 5.4, attracted considerable attention due to its possibil-
ity to (re-)induce the molecular switching. If type-conversions could be succesfully
induced at TAT molecules, which are embedded in the honeycomb-structure in a
directed fashion and without affecting any close-by molecules, this would open up
the specifical preparation of the neighborhood of type 1 molecules and thus the
realization of a desired number of current states.
Figure 6.16a shows the type 1→type 2→type 3 type-conversion of the 3S TAT
molecule in the center of the STM images. The fixed tip-position for the bias volt-
age ramp is marked by the black cross. The procedure of the bias voltage ramp
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Figure 6.17 | TAT/Ag(111) honeycomb-structure - probabilities of type-
conversions. a Probability of any kind of type-conversion observed, for the tip
positioned above a type 1 molecule during the bias voltage ramp. Although the
fails are dominating, type 1 molecules adsorbed in configuration 3 are much more
reactive concerning type 1→type 2 transitions compared to the ones of configuration
1, especially the 3S type 1 molecules (46.6%). Total number of attempts: 78 (1R),
118 (3S), 84 (1S), 75 (3R’). Legend: x,y={1, 2, 3} and x 6=y; N=neighboring molecule.
b Probability of any kind of type-conversion observed, for the tip positioned above
a type 2 molecule during the bias voltage ramp. Again, the molecules adsorbed in
configuration 3 are more reactive. The type 2 molecules of configuration 3 show an
interesting transition behavior, which seem to be split into thirds, specifically type
2→type 1 (3R’: 34.3%, 3S: 41.9%), type 2→type 2* (3R’: 28.6%, 3S: 32.9%) and
fails (3R’: 32.9%, 3S: 21%). Total number of attempts: 4 (1R), 167 (3S), 15 (1S),
140 (3R’). Legend: x=2, 3; N=neighboring molecule; type 2*=type 2 with changed
down-flipped ethyl position.

and the subsequent STM imaging have been introduced in section 5.4 as well. The
pictographs of the 3S TAT molecule of interest and the surrounding three 1R type
1 molecules are presented for clarity in Figure 6.16b. The bias voltage values, at
which the sudden changes occured in the z-trace representing the type-conversions,
each, are 2.7 and 2.4V (Iset=500 pA). A type 2→type 3 type-conversion could have
been observed only once for single molecules, what has been explained due to the
smaller activation energy required for the type 2→type 1 conversion. Since this
kind of reaction was observed several times for type 2 enantiomers adsorbed in con-
figuration 3 (Figure 6.17b), either the intermolecular interaction or the different
molecule-substrate interaction compared to configuration 1 and 2 are supposed to
promote the down-flip of a second ethyl moiety. For the sake of completeness the
possibility to succesfully induce the back-reaction type 3→type 2→type 1 in the
honeycomb-structure needs to be mentioned (not shown here).

One and the same molecule may be reversibly programmed and even various se-
quential programming steps may be induced. The subsequent programming of a
TAT 3S type 2 molecule is presented in Figure 6.18. Here, eleven type-conversions
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were induced including reversible type 2→type 1 conversions as well as a novel re-
action, which was not observed in the case of single TAT molecules. The position
of FE changes due to the applied voltage pulse, i.e. the initial ethyl-substrate bond
is broken while another ethyl-substrate bond is induced at a different ethyl moiety
representing a two-step chemical process (type 2→type 2*). The bias voltage ramp
was performed by recording a scanning tunneling spectrum in a bias voltage range
of 2-2.6V at a set tunneling current of 500 pA. The observed transitions occured in
a voltage range of 2.4-2.6V. Throughout the displayed sequence, only three fails oc-
curred, which are traces without any features representing the absence of a reaction.
This is an amount of approximately 28%, perfectly matching the fail proportion of
the statistics shown in Figure 6.17b for configuration 3.
Apparently, there seem to be more kinds of tip-induced reactions possible for TAT
molecules in the honeycomb-structure than for single molecules. Figure 6.17 gives a
review of those and their statistical relevance. They are presented by reference to
the initital molecular type before the induced reaction, above which the tip-position
was fixed for the bias voltage ramp. Thus, all kinds of reactions observed during bias
voltage ramps with the tip located above type 1 are displayed in Figure 6.17a and
the ones with the tip located above type 2 in Figure 6.17b.
Several things may happen when inducing a bias voltage ramp above a TAT type
1 molecule which is coupled to three neighboring molecules in the honeycomb-
structure: type-conversions of the triggered molecule type 1→type 2 and type 1→type
3, type-conversions of a neighboring molecule type xN →type yN (x,y={1, 2, 3} and
x 6=y) and the rotation of the triggered type 1 from configuration 3 into 1. Although,
there are still many fails, an increase of succesfully induced type 1→type 2 reactions
per attempt compared to single type 1 molecules is observed. However, the effect
seems to be restricted to type 1 enantiomer adsorbed in configuration 3, once more
indicating a particular preference for the down-flip of an ethyl moiety within this
geometry. The apparently higher reactivity of enantiomers adsorbed in configura-
tion 3 is further confirmed by the proportion of successfully induced reactions at
neighboring molecules of configuration 3, if the bias voltage pulse has been induced
above a type 1 molecule adsorbed in configuration 1. The probability to induce a
type 1→type 2 conversion of a type 1 molecule adsorbed in configuration 1 is roughly
comparable to the one of single molecules.
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Figure 6.18 | TAT/Ag(111) - repeated chemical programming in the
honeycomb-structure. Subsequently recorded STM images (top to bottom at
each side, 4×4 nm2) of a 3S TAT molecule at the center, which is surrounded by
three 1R type 1 molecules. Inbetween, bias voltage ramps within the range of 2-
2.6V were performed (Iset=500 pA). Various reactions including the reversible type
2→type 1 type-conversion and the position change of the down-flipped ethyl (type
2→type 2*, four images at the top right) are observed. Black crosses mark the fixed
tip positions during the bias voltage ramps. All images: I=100 pA, U=20mV. The
color scale ranges from 0 to 75 pm. Pictographs of the centered 3S TAT molecule and
its immediate environment with the tip position for the bias voltage ramp marked
in black are additionally displayed. Color coding: green=type 1, orange=type 2.
Number of attemps per reaction step: 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2.
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The following reactions have been observed when ramping up the bias voltage
above a type 2 molecule which is coupled to three neighboring molecules in the
honeycomb-structure: type-conversions of the triggered molecule type 2→type 1 and
type 2→type 3, type-conversions of the neighboring type 1 molecules adsorbed in
configuration 1, type 1N →type xN (x=2,3) and the position change of the triggered
type 2 molecule’s down-flipped ethyl type 2→type 2*. The results of the reaction
analysis with the tip postioned above an initial type 2 molecule adsorbed in config-
uration 1 need to be carefully interpreted due to an insufficient number of attempts,
which is accounted for by the general low existence of type 2 molecules there. How-
ever, they still shall be shortly discussed in comparison to the results of adsorption
configuration 3 and of single type 2 molecules. The reliability of single type 2 mole-
cules to react to type 1 has been around 75%. Despite the small number of attempts,
there might be a trend for type 2 molecules of configuration 1, at least having a higher
success rate than for type 2 enantiomer adsorbed in configuration 3. Thus, they are
supposed to rather behave like single type 2 molecules. The slightly decreased type
2→type 1 reactivity of configuration 3 (34.3% (3S), 41.9% (3R’)) may be explained
by the additional type 2→type 2* reaction, which could have been solely observed
for type 2 enantiomers of configuration 3. Hence, the molecule-substrate interac-
tion is supposed to highly promote the down-flip of an ethyl moiety leading to an
increased preference for the formation of type 2 in configuration 3, if actually the
system rather performs a two-step chemical reaction than a type 2→type 1 con-
version precluding steric reasons to be accountable for the configuration dependent
molecular type-distribution.
The simultaneous breaking and induction of the attractive ethyl-substrate interac-
tion at two different N-atoms (type 2→type 2*) is an extraordinary kind of reaction,
which will thus be further discussed in the following. Figure 6.19a shows four sub-
sequently induced type 2→type 2* reactions of the centered 3R’ type 2 molecule,
which is surrounded by three 1S type 1 molecules. The fixed tip locations of the bias
voltage ramps are marked by black crosses with the corresponding I(U)-traces being
displayed in Figure 6.19c. The features’ bias voltages, representing the reactions are
in the range of 2.3-2.5V (Iset=500 pA) according to the results presented previously.
Strikingly, a full cycle in anti-clockwise direction is performed by the FE’s position
change until it returns back to its initial position with 100% efficiency. By reference to
the directional switching of single type 1 molecules which depends on the tunneling
parameters and the chirality, an enantiomer dependent behavior might be possible.
Therefore, the directions of the FE’s position changes have been analyzed by only
considering those for which more than two sequential reactions were observed. Bias
voltage ramps without any induced reaction were neglected. The enantiomer depen-
dent results are displayed in Figure 6.19d with the 3R’ type 2 molecules depicted
in dark red and the 3S type 2 molecules depicted in cyan. Actually, a pronounced
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enantiomer dependent directionality can be observed with a probability of 68.2% for
the FE of a 3R’ type 2 to change its position in the anticlockwise direction and of
62.2% for the FE of a 3S type 2 to change its position in the clockwise direction.
The particular geometry of the TAT’s molecular backbone on the Ag(111) surface
is suggested to be responsive for this special behavior. Although, no large statistics
have been performed on the tip-position reliability of the type 2→type 2* reaction,
at least a trend is perceived. A directional position change of the FE seems to be
favored, if the tip position is close to the FE and above or slightly beside the molec-
ular backbone as presented in Figure 6.19a. The pyrrole unit, which is closer to the
tip and thus is assumed to be more effectively triggered to induce the type 2→type
2* reaction is the one in the (anti-) clockwise direction for the (R-) S-enantiomer
(see model in Figure 6.3d).
Two further reactions, which seem to be noteworthy due to their many-body re-
actions are presented in Figure 6.20, a type 1→type 3 and a remarkable kind of
type 2→type 3 conversion. The first reaction is induced above the centered TAT 3R’
molecule and is displayed in Figure 6.20a to c with the corresponding pictographs
and recorded I(U)-traces during the bias voltage ramp (Iset=500 pA). At a bias
voltage of 2.6V the two ethyl moieties facing the tip position flip down towards the
substrate, wehereas the ethyl moiety being closest to the point of injection stays in
the upstanding conformation. This observation does not match the so far impres-
sion of inducing a reaction close to the tip position. Such kind of reactions might
be assumed to correlate with the immediate environment of the molecule and thus
be due to steric reasons. However, this has been already discussed and has been
decided to be an insufficient explanation (section 6.2). Furthermore, no indications
on a neighborhood dependent type-conversion behavior were observed.
The latter reaction is induced at the centered TAT 3S type 2 molecule and is dis-
played in Figure 6.20d to f. The point of injection is marked by the black cross and is
located at the molecular backbone close to FE, pointing to a considerable probabil-
ity to induce the type 2→type 2* reaction as previously discussed. At a bias voltage
of approximately 2.4V (Iset=500 pA) the attractive interaction of the initial FE is
broken while the remaining two ethyl moieties are flipped towards the substrate re-
sulting in type 3, representing a three-step process. In the case of an expected type
2→type 2* reaction the ethyl moiety in the clockwise direction with respect to FE
would have been expected to bind to the substrate. Apparently, the energy here has
been sufficient to induce a second down-flip. Its realization is supposed to be due to
a beneficially induced tilt of the molecule promoting the formation of type 3.
Apparently, the analysis of the chemical programming revealed no differences of the
success rates of the configurations 3S and 3R’. This indicates similar reasons for
the promotion of the down-flipped ethyl configuration even though their centered
benzene rings are proposed to adsorb at different lattice positions.
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Figure 6.19 | TAT/Ag(111) - type 2→type 2* in the honeycomb-structure.
a Sequence of STM images recorded at a bias voltage of 20mV showing the tip in-
duced position change of FE of the TAT 3R’ type 2 molecule in the center, which
is surrounded by three 1S type 1 molecules (4×4 nm2, I=100 pA). The color scale
ranges from 0 to 80 pm. Black crosses mark the fixed tip positions during the bias
voltage ramp which are located close to the FE, each. b Pictographs of the centered
3R’ type 2 and its immediate environment with the tip position for the bias volt-
age ramp marked in black. The configurations of the type 1 molecules are chosen
randomly. Color coding: green=type 1, orange=type 2. Number of attempts per re-
action: 1, 1, 1. c I(U)-traces recorded during the bias voltage ramps to induce the
reactions displayed in a (Iset=500 pA, Uset=2V). The step-like features represent the
position changes of the down-flipped ethyl. d Directions of the FE’s position change
for the TAT 3R’ (dark red) and 3S (cyan) type 2 molecules showing a clear enan-
tiomer dependent directionality of P3R’ = 68.2% anticlockwise and P3S = 62.2%
clockwise. Only sequential position changes with ≥2 events were considered, bias
voltage ramps without an induced reaction were ignored. Total number of events:
22 (3R’), 37 (3S).
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Figure 6.20 | TAT/Ag(111) - further remarkable type conversions in
the honeycomb-structure: many-body processes. a Sequence of STM images
showing the type 1→type 3 conversion of the centered TAT 3R’ type 1 molecule,
which is surrounded by two 1S type 1 and a fragmented molecule. Two ethyls have
to similarly flip down towards the substrate (two-particle process). The point of
injection is marked by the black cross. The color scale ranges from 0 to 115 pm.
b Pictographs of the centered TAT 3R’ molecule and its immediate environment
with the tip position for the bias voltage ramp marked in black. The configura-
tions of the type 1 molecules are chosen randomly. Color coding: green=type 1,
red=type 3, gray dashed=fragmented. c The reaction is performed at a bias voltage
of 2.6V, which is visible as the step-like feature in the corresponding I(U)-trace. d
Sequence of STM images showing the type 2→type 3 conversion of the centered TAT
3S type 2 molecule, which is surrounded by two 1R type 1 and a type 2 molecule
with the point of injection marked by a black cross. The FE breaks loose from the
strong molecule-substrate interaction and the two remaining upstanding ethyls of
the type 2 molecule flip towards the substrate (three-particle process). The color
scale ranges from 0 to 95 pm. e Pictographs of the centered TAT 3S molecule and its
immediate environment with the tip position for the bias voltage ramp marked in
black. The configurations of the type 1 molecules are chosen randomly. Color coding:
green=type 1, orange=type 2, red=type 3. e I(U)-trace of the bias voltage ramp
with the step-like feature at U =2.44V inidcating the reaction. All STM images:
4×4 nm2, I=100 pA, U=20mV. All I(U)-traces: Iset=500 pA, Uset=2V. Number of
attempts per reaction: 3, 2
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Concluding remarks

The tip-induced type conversion, which has been initially observed for single TAT
molecules, was as well performed on molecules adsorbed in the honeycomb-structure.
Further kind of reactions became possible due to adsorption configuration 3 promot-
ing the formation of TAT type 2. Whereas the reliability of molecules adsorbed in
configuration 1 seems to be similar to the one of single molecules, enhanced reaction
rates concerning the C2-Ag bond formation as well as the novel type 2→type 2*
reaction, which is the simultaneous breaking and formation of the attractive ethyl
substrate interaction, have been observed for TAT enantiomers adsorbed in con-
figuration 3. The exclusion of steric reasons and the conformation of the differing
molecule-substrate interaction as the reason might be proven by analysing the relia-
bility of type-conversions induced at TAT enantiomers of configuration 3, which are
adsorbed at the edge of the honeycomb-structure, thus only having one or two near-
est neighboring molecules. However, forestalling the discussion of chapter 7 another
crucial factor influencing the type 2 formation is suggested, which implies the chi-
rality and relative orientation of adjacent molecules and their ethyl moieties. Thus,
different strengths of electrostatic interaction might lead to preferred ethyl confor-
mations. The excitation mechanism and the threshold bias voltage for all observed
reactions independent of the molecular arrangement and the adsorption geometry is
similar (2.3-2.6V) without any observed current dependency within a range of 50 pA
to 1 nA. The excitation of molecular switching units in 2D-networks often reveals in
coordinational effects [30,32,61]. By contrast, the presented type conversions in the
honeycomb structure may be individually addressed without affecting neighboring
molecules enabling high control, which is a perequisite for molecular switching units
to be implemented into molecular logic gates. Furthermore, they are fully reversible
and the FE position change even shows an enantiomer-dependent directionality. Un-
fortunately, the specific role of the tip-position on the type-conversion has not been
finally resolved. Apparently, they are supposed to be successful, if the tip is posi-
tioned close to the molecule’s center. In the case of an initial TAT type 2, a tip
position which is slightly shifted towards the FE seems to be favorable for the type
2→type 2* reaction.

The opportunity to induce type-conversions is a huge playground in particular for
the molecular switching units in the honeycomb-structur, whose specific switching
characteristics depend on the molecular type of the neighboring molecules. With
the presented competence to locally adress the molecular switching units for type-
conversions large scale areas (Figure 6.21a to c) as well as the immediate environ-
ment of a TAT molecule (Figure 6.21d) may be prepared. The STM images of the
large scale area show the result of the manipulation of an as-prepared honeycomb-
structure with the known distribution of molecular types to only active type 1 mole-
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Figure 6.21 | TAT/Ag(111) honeycomb-structure - manipulation of large
arrays and potential applications. a Large-scale STM image recorded at a bias
voltage of 10mV showing a honeycomb-structure, which only consists of TAT type
1 molecules (I=100 pA). The initial structure (not shown here) was manipulated by
tip-induced type conversions (type 2→type 1) to get the presented structure. b STM
image of the same area recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV (I=500 pA), c Simulta-
neously recorded tunneling current image showing the conductance fluctuations for
every type 1 molecule. The color scale ranges from a 0 to 100 pm, b 0 to 75 pm, c
-70 to 70 pA. All images: 8×8 nm2. d Potential input combinations of active (type
1) and inactive (type 2 and type 3) TAT molecules to realize a molecular logic OR
gate. If two inactive TAT molecules form the input signals, no output signal may
be detected (left). At least one active TAT molecule is required to detect an output
signal (middle, right).

cules. By preparing the immediate environment of a TAT molecule, their imple-
mentation into molecular logic gates might become possible [27,28,31,33,223–225].
The combination of three TAT molecules lead to the potential models of molecular
OR gates presented in Figure 6.21d [226]. At least one input molecule needs to be
an active one to generate an output signal. Otherwise, if both input molecules are
inactive, no output signal may be detected.
So far, the TAT/Ag(111) system has been shown to be an extraordinary molecular
switch enabling a multitude of targeted manipulations concerning its specific char-
acteristics in the case of single molecules as well as in the honeycomb-structure.
Still, there is more to come. Sample areas of higher TAT coverages show further
2D-network structures resulting in a change of the significant molecule-molecule
and molecule-substrate interactions offering even more opportunities to tune the
molecular switching characteristics. Although, they have been not investigated in
detail within the scope of this thesis, they will be shortly introduced in the next
section. On a final note, the presented TAT molecule may be modified by three
peripherally appended redox-active substituents, which are attached to the outer
phenyls [149, 227, 228]. They are supposed to affect features pertinent to molecular
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switching as the molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interactions. Some STM
analysis of two of them, namely the tris-triarylamine-triazatruxene (tris-TAA-TAT)
and the tris-ferrocene-triazatruxene (tris-Fc-TAT), which have been deposited on
the Ag(111) surface will be presented in chapter 7.
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7 | Further dense layer structures
and derivatives of TAT on Ag(111)

Further 2D molecular networks aside of the single TATmolecules and the honeycomb-
structure have been observed on the Ag(111) surface. The beam intensity of the ESD
set-up used has a Gaussian-shaped distribution. Due to a slight misalignment of the
sample position the sample shows a surface coverage gradient which leads to areas
with lower and higher coverages on the Ag(111) surface enabling the formation of dif-
ferent structures. Even though, their analysis has not been the focus of the presented
work, a short outlook on those will be given in the following section. Furthermore,
the TAT molecules offer the possibility of attaching functional substituents to their
outer phenyls. Thus, some results of first test experiments on two of them, namely
on tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111) and on tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) will be discussed in section
7.2 and 7.3.

7.1 Further dense layer structures of TAT/Ag(111)

The STM image presented in Figure 7.1 shows three adjacent different domain struc-
tures labeled as 1, 2 and 3. Structure 1 at the right side is assigned to the previously
discussed honeycomb-structure, structure 2 and 3 will be introduced in the follow-
ing.
Figure 7.2a shows a zoom-in of structure 2, revealing the molecular arrangement
of the TAT molecules. Additionally, a schematic illustration using pictographs of
the TAT molecules is displayed in Figure 7.2b. A domain boundary runs across the
area having the shape of an arrow, which points to the right. The domain on the
right involves 3R’ TAT molecules, which are surrounded by six 1S TAT molecules.
The enantiomer distribution of the domain structure on the left is similar but the
molecular orientation is rotated by 180◦. Thus, a 3R’ TAT, which is rotated by 180◦

is surrounded by six 2S TAT molecules representing a close-packed structure. The
unit cell dimensions of the close-packed structure are larger than for the previously
discussed honeycomb-structure, revealing a=b=2.8 nm with an opening angle of 60◦.
Similar to the honeycomb-structure, the molecules arrange in parallel rows enclos-
ing an angle of 60◦. They are tilted by approximately 50◦ with respect to the [11̄0]

147
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Figure 7.1 | TAT/Ag(111) - further dense layer structures. Large-scale STM
image of TAT/Ag(111) showing three domains of different dense layer structures.
Structure 1 is assigned to the honeycomb-structure, which has been discussed in
detail in chapter 6. Further details on structure 2 and 3 will be presented and
discussed by reference to Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. Imaging parameters: 46×21 nm2,
U=1V, I=50pA. The color scale ranges from 0 to 160 pm. The data were acquired
by Florian Singer.

direction.
The molecular type distribution is suggested to be roughly similar to the honeycomb-
structure with mainly type 1 and no type 3 molecules. Even though, the molecules
are close-packed (coverage of approximately 80%), the STM and tunneling current
image recorded at a bias voltage of 500mV reveals conductance fluctuations due to
molecular switching (Figure 7.2c, d). Here, the structure is composed of the reversed
racemic mixture of enantiomers. Thus, a 3S TAT molecule is surrounded by six 1R
TAT molecules. The noise clouds are supposed to be located at the type 1 molecules,
which can be observed for most of them. However, there are pictographs of type 1
molecules superimposed to the current image (Figure 7.2d), which do not seem to
be surrounded by conductance fluctuations. The chosen assignment of the molecular
types 1 and 2 of the structure presented in Figure 7.2c has been ambiguous due to
the used tunneling parameters (U=500mV), which lead to the superposition of noise
and a fuzzy image resolution. The molecular orientation concerning the assignment
of the molecules’ chirality is supposed to be not affected, though. The increased num-
ber of adjacent molecules, in maximum six, compared to the honeycomb-structure
and the therefore induced transmission of the excitation is proposed to even affect
the switching characteristics more strongly and is supposed to further increase the
number of modified current states. In the previous chapter, the trend of the acti-
vation energy of the molecular switching to increase with an increasing number of
adjacent molecules has been discussed. According to that, a further increase of the
activation energy is expected for type 1 molecules embedded in the close-packed
structure.
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Figure 7.2 | TAT/Ag(111) - structure 2. a STM image of structure 2 recorded
at a bias voltage of 80mV, revealing the adsorption geometry of the involved
TAT molecules (15×15 nm2, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 80 pm. b
Schematic illustration of the image presented in a (color coding: 1S=blue, 3R’=dark
red, 2S=light blue, 3R’(180◦)=magenta). Apparently, a domain boundary runs
across the area having the shape of an arrow to the right. The left domain consists
of 3R’ TAT molecules, which are supposed to be rotated by 180◦ (magenta). They
are surrounded by six 2S TAT molecules (light blue) representing a close-packed
structure. The domain on the right contains 3R’ TAT molecules (red), which are
surrounded by six 1S TAT molecules (blue). The unit cell is marked in white (black),
with a=b=2.8 nm and an enclosed angle of 60◦. c STM image of the close-packed
structure recorded at a bias voltage of 500mV (10×10 nm2, I=200 pA). Although,
the molecular structure is not as well resolved as in a, the orientation of the involved
TAT molecules suggests a reverse chirality. A 3S TAT molecule is proposed to be
surrounded by six 1R TAT molecules. The color scale ranges from 0 to 110 pm. d
Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image showing conductance fluctuations
due to molecular switching. The color scale ranges from -20 to 20 pA. The data of c
and d were acquired by Florian Singer.

A zoom-in on structure 3 is presented in Figure 7.3. The corresponding surface
coverage is around 70% and thus similar to the surface coverage of the honeycomb-
structure. However, the structure seems to be more complex concerning the involved
molecular types and adsorption configurations. All four adsorption configurations
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Figure 7.3 | TAT/Ag(111) - structure 3. a STM image of structure 3 recorded
at a bias voltage of 500mV (10×10 nm2, I=200 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to
120 pm. b Schematic illustration of the image presented in a (color coding: 1R=red,
1S=blue, 2R=orange, 2S=light blue). Noticeably, structure 3 mainly consists of type
2 and type 3 molecules. The unit cell is marked in white (black), with a=2.7 nm,
b=5.2 nm and an enclosed angle of 59◦. c Simultaneously recorded tunneling current
image showing conductance fluctuations around the assigned type 1 molecules due
to molecular switching. The color scale ranges from -20 to 20 pA. The data were
acquired by Florian Singer.

observed for single TAT molecules (1R, 1S, 2R, 2S) are involved in structure 3.
Strikingly, the molecular type distribution seems to be different than observed so
far. The number of type 2 and type 3 molecules strongly exceed the number of type
1 molecules independent of the specific adsorption configuration. Consequently, the
molecule substrate interaction may not be the only crucial factor for a possible down-
flip of an ethyl moiety. This indicates a complex interplay of molecule-substrate and
molecule-molecule interactions including the relative orientation and chirality of ad-
jacent molecules as well as the potential dipolar repulsion between ethyl moieties
leading to the observed arrangement of TAT molecules and the corresponding molec-
ular type distribution. The unit cell marked in Figure 7.3a and b is rather large due
to the involved total number of adsorption configurations and the particular assem-
bly, having dimensions of a=2.7 nm, b=5.2 nm and an opening angle of 59◦. The
tunneling current image (Figure 7.3) shows conductance fluctuations surrounding
the type 1 TAT molecules due to molecular switching and conveys conductance fluc-
tuations surrounding few type 2 and type 3 molecules as well. However, the latter
are not proposed to show pronounced switching but the assignment of molecular
types was not quite obvious for some of them instead. Regarding the molecular type
distribution of structure 3 and the resulting coupling of a potentially probed type
1 to mainly type 2 and type 3 of adjacent molecules, the least effect on molecu-
lar switching due to intermolecular interactions is proposed compared to the other
structures (honeycomb-structure, structure 2 and structure 4).

A further 2D-network structure, which is labeled structure 4, is presented in Figure
7.4. It is the densest packed structure observed with a surface coverage of approxi-
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Figure 7.4 | TAT/Ag(111) - structure 4. a STM image of structure 4 recorded
at a bias voltage of 20mV, revealing the adsorption geometry of the involved
TAT molecules (×10 nm2, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 90 pm. b
Schematic illustration of the image presented in a (color coding: 1R=red, 1S=blue,
3R’(180◦)=magenta, 3S=cyan). Equal TAT enantiomers arrange in alternating rows
from top left to down right of the image. The unit cell is marked in white (black),
with a=2.2 nm, b=2.7 nm and an enclosed angle of 90◦.

mately 85% and it consists of TAT molecules adsorbed in four different configura-
tions, namely in the 1S (blue), the 1R (red), the 3S (cyan) and the 3R’ configuration,
which is rotated by 180◦ (magenta). The TAT molecules arrange in molecular rows
with an enclosed angle of 90◦ and a tilting of 38◦ with respect to the [11̄0] di-
rection. The corresponding unit cell is the smallest with dimensions of a=2.2 nm,
b=2.7 nm and an enclosed angle of 90◦. The used tunneling parameters of 20mV
and 100 pA resolve the molecular types and adsorption configuration well. The in-
termolecular center to center distances corresponding to adjacent molecules within
the 1R/3R’(180◦) and the 1S/2S enantiomer rows are supposed to be similar to the
ones of the honeycomb-structure. However, there are only type 1 molecules involved
regarding the strongly limited data set of structure 4. Thus, significant effects on
the molecular switching characteristics are proposed. A potentially probed type 1 is
coupled to six adjacent type 1 TAT molecules, which is similar to the close-packed
structure. Due to the rectangular arrangement of structure 4, the effects on the
switching characteristics are proposed to be asymmetric though. The intermolecular
center to center distances differ in the directions along or across the rows of equal
enantiomers, therefore leading to varying strengths of molecule-molecule interactions
within the structure.
Surprisingly, the additional structures 3 and 4 do not implicitly match the sug-
gested interpretations concerning the observed features of the honeycomb-structure.
According to that, a correlation of the molecular types and their specific adsorption
configurations is expected. Even though large statistics are missing, the distribution
of molecular types and their corresponding adsorption configurations of the structure
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2 seem to support the implications of the discussion on the honeycomb-structure.
The molecular assemblies of structure 3 and 4 strongly differ from those, which ob-
viously lead to a change of the molecular type distribution, indicating that steric
reasons still do not seem to be responsible for the commonness of type 2 and type
3 occurrence. Instead, this points to a quite complex interplay of molecule-molecule
and molecule-substrate interactions within 2D-network structures of TAT molecules
on Ag(111), which holds further potential to analyze the control and manipulation
of the TAT/Ag(111) molecular switching unit.

7.2 Tris-triarylamine-TAT/Ag(111)

Finally, some first results on TAT derivatives will be discussed. The self assembly in
large islands of tris-TAA-TAT on Ag(111) is presented in Figure 7.5a. The islands
cover large scale areas and even embrace small areas of uncovered Ag(111) surface.
The gas-phase relaxed structure of tris-TAA-TAT is displayed in the inset. Three
triarylamine substituents are attached to the outer phenyls of the former discussed
TAT molecule. Each triarylamine substituent contains a N-atom, which might yield
an additional anchoring point of the molecule to the substrate. Depending on the tris-
TAA-TAT’s precise adsorption configuration, the molecular switching characteristics
are proposed to be modified. Furthermore, regarding the significance of the N-Ag
interaction for molecular switching, the N-atoms of the triarylamine substituents
might represent additional switching centres.
The STM image recorded at a bias voltage of 20mV presented in Figure 7.5b re-
veals the specific adsorption configuration of the tris-TAA-TAT molecules within
the islands. Pictographs of the tris-TAA-TAT molecules schematically illustrate the
structure (Figure 7.5c). The TAT core is resolved similarly to the pure TAT molecule
with the protrusions representing the upstanding ethyl moieties. The down-flipped
conformation of an ethyl moiety resulting in the molecular types 2 and 3 was never
observed for tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111). Referring to the orientation of the ethyls, the
molecular orientation may be assigned. Obviously, the adsorption configurations of
the tris-TAA-TAT on the Ag lattice are similar to the configurations 1R and 2R
introduced in section 4.1. Alternating 1R and 2R tris-TAA-TAT molecules form a
honeycomb-structure with unit cell dimensions of a=b=3nm and an enclosed angle
of 60◦. Thus, unlike the racemic mixture obsered for the TAT honeycomb-structures
the tris-TAA-TAT molecules form pure enantiomer islands. Each triarylamine sub-
stituent points towards the center of a honeycomb and its benzene units are resolved
as three protrusions. The corresponding N-atoms are proposed to be bound to the
surface. The rows formed by the tris-TAA-TAT molecules adsorbed in configuration
1R and 2R enclose an angle of 60◦ and are tilted by 38◦ with respect to the [11̄0]
direction. Individual tris-TAA-TAT molecules were never observed on the Ag(111)
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Figure 7.5 | Tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption and molecular assem-
bly. a Large-scale STM image of an island formed by tris-TAA-TAT molecules on
Ag(111). The gas-phase relaxed structure of tris-TAA-TAT is displayed in the inset
(color coding: N=green, C=black, H=light brown). The color scale ranges from 0 to
400 pm. Imaging parameters: 120×80 nm2, I=300 pA, U=2V. b Zoom-in on the is-
land structure recorded at a bias voltage of 20mV, revealing the molecular configura-
tions (15×15 nm2, I=100 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 110 pm. c Schematic
illustration of the image presented in b (color coding: 1R=red, 2R=orange). Ob-
viously, the island assembly is not a racemic mixture of enantiomers anymore, but
composes of just one enantiomer. The tris-TAA-TAT molecules form a honeycomb-
structure with alternating 1R and 2R molecular configurations. The unit cell is
marked in white (black), with a=b=3nm and an enclosed angle of 60◦.

surface which is attributed to a π-π stacking between the benzene units of adjacent
triarylamine substituents. Thus, the benzene units are proposed to adsorb rather
tilted than completely flat on the Ag(111) surface. The dipolar repulsion of the
TAT core is supposed to still persist and competes with the attractive π-π stacking.
Apparently, the attractive interaction prevails what is supposed to be additionally
suported by the rather large distances between the TAT cores within the structure
weakening the dipolar repulsion.
STM and the corresponding tunneling current images of the tris-TAA-TATmolecules
have been recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV to check for the molecular switching
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Figure 7.6 | Tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111) - molecular switching I. a STM image
of the honeycomb-structure (1R/2R) of tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias
voltage of 200mV (10×10 nm2, I=500 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 95 pm. b
Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image showing conductance fluctuations
due to molecular switching. The noise clouds surround the ethyl moieties similar to
what has been observed for TAT/Ag(111) and extend on the Ag(111) surface along
the edges of the triarylamine substituents. The color scale ranges from -50 to 50 pA.

of the substituted TAT derivative (Figure 7.6). The tunneling current image shows
pronounced conductance fluctuations starting close to the ethyl moieties similar to
the pure TAT molecule and extending on the Ag(111) surface running along the
edge of the triarylamine substituent. Thus, the molecular switching of the TAT
core is preserved indicating that the TAT derivative does not seem to be a rigid
entity but the molecular jiggling motion being the basis of the molecular switching
is still enabled. The spatial expansion of the noise cloud towards the triarylamine
substituents may either indicate the continuation of the TAT core’s switching motion
or the possibility of various N-Ag distances of the triarylamine’s N-atom leading to
an additional switching mechanism. In the first case, a time dependent current trace
is supposed to reveal three states, the original states of the TAT core. However,
the switching rate and the directionality are supposed to be different. The last case
suggests a modification of the original states similar to what has been observed for
the transmission of the excitation in the TAT’s honeycomb-structure (see section
6.3).
Figure 7.7a and b show a zoom-in of the STM and simultaneously recorded tunnel-
ing current image at a bias voltage of 200mV of a 2R tris-TAA-TAT on Ag(111).
The gray square mark the fixed lateral tip position χ used for the recording of
the ∆I-time trace presented in Figure 7.7c. The time trace and the corresponding
distribution histogram reveal four current states. The TAT core represents a three
level switch. Thus, the fourth observed current state may either be due to inter-
molecular interactions like it was observed for the modified conductance states of
active TAT switching units in the honeycomb-structure (section 6.3) or the TAA
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Figure 7.7 | Tris-TAA-TAT/Ag(111) - molecular switching II. a STM image
of a 2R tris-TAA-TAT molecule on Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV
(3×3 nm2, I=500 pA). The color scale ranges from 0 to 95 pm. b Simultaneously
recorded tunneling current image showing conductance fluctuations due to molecular
switching. The noise clouds are highly localized, surrounding the ethyl moieties and
extending on the Ag(111) surface along the edge of the TAA substituents. The color
scale ranges from -50 to 50 pA. c ∆I-time trace (feedback-loop switched off, tip
drift corrected) recorded at the fixed tip position χ at a bias voltage of 60mV with
the corresponding distribution histogram (Iset=500 pA). Four current states may
be resolved indicating a modification of the TAT’s molecular switching due to the
triarylamine substituents.

units adding further adsorption configurations to the tris-TAA-TAT molecule. The
first option includes the presence of three adsorption configurations which are solely
attributed to the TAT core of the tris-TAA-TAT molecule. Therefore, the inter-
molecular interaction transmits the excitation of adjacent molecules revealing more
than three modified conductance state above the probed molecule. However, the
spacings between the TAT cores, representing the center of molecular excitation,
are rather large and the transmission of the excitation is supposed to weaken with
increasing distances. The second option assumes weak intermolecular interactions
and thus disregards effects on the molecular switching. The additional fourth state
is then proposed to be due to additional switching centres formed by the TAA units.
The corresponding three N-Ag bondings together with the three configurations of
the TAT core are suggested to lead to nine configurations in total. Indeed, both
of the discussed options may even be combined which is supposed to result in a
complex molecular switching behavior. Thus, further experiments on the switching
dynamics are required to gain additional informations and interpret the presented
results. Therfore, the separation from the island and the subsequent stabilization of
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Figure 7.8 | Tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption and molecular assembly. a
Large-scale STM image recorded at a bias voltage of 500mV (45×45 nm2, I=50pA).
The low surface coverage leads to diluted layers showing single tris-Fc-TAT mole-
cules (1) as well as the self assembly in triangular shaped tris-Fc-TAT clusters (2)
and linear rows (3). Besides mostly intact tris-Fc-TAT, molecules with missing Fc
substituents (4) can be observed on as-prepared samples. b STM image of a single
tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage of 10mV revealing the intramolec-
ular structure (4×4 nm2, I=50pA). The triangular shaped center with three pro-
trusions representing the upstanding ethyl moieties similar to the pure TAT type 1
molecule may be assigned to the TAT core. The ethyl moieties’ positions indicate
the adsorption in the 1S-configuration. Thus, the surrounding large circle shaped
protrusions may be assigned to the Fc substituents attached to the outer phenyls.
c Molecular structure of tris-Fc-TAT (gas-phase relaxed, H atoms are omitted for
clarity). d STM image of the tris-Fc-TAT molecule displayed in b recorded at a
bias voltage of 2V representing the energy of the Fc’s LUMO. e (dI/dU)/(I/U)-
spectrum recorded at the fixed lateral tip position marked by the gray cross in d
(Uset=2V, Iset=100 pA, Umod=30mV). The peaks of the HOMO and LUMO orbital
are visible at -1.5 and 2V, respectively. The color scale ranges from 0 to a 350 pm,
b, d 200 pm. The data were acquired by Fabian Paschke and Vivien Enenkel.

individual tris-TAA-TAT molecules are desirable.

7.3 Tris-ferrocene-TAT/Ag(111)

Finally, some preliminary results on the ferrocene (Fc) substituted TAT (tris-Fc-
TAT) on Ag(111) will be discussed in the following. The related data presented
in the current section have been acquired by Fabian Paschke and Vivien Enenkel.
Low surface coverages lead to diluted layers showing different kinds of molecular
structures (Figure 7.8a). Besides the adsorption of individual tris-Fc-TAT molecules
(box 1), they assemble in triangular shaped clusters (box 2) and linear rows (box 3).
Furthermore, molecules with missing Fc units can be observed on the as-prepared
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Ag(111) surface, both as individual molecules (box 4) and incorporated in self as-
sembled structures (box 3). The characteristic molecular features of an individual
tris-Fc-TAT adsorbed on the Ag(111) surface may be assigned by reference to the
well resolved STM image presented in Figure 7.8b revealing the intramolecular struc-
ture. A gas-phase relaxed model of the tris-Fc-TAT molecule is presented in Figure
7.8c. Three Fc substituents are attached via a short C-chain to the outer phenyls
of the TAT core. The sandwich shaped Fc consists of two cyclopentadienyl rings
(C5H−5 , Cp) connected by a centered Fe2+, with the molecular axis running from
the first Cp ring via the Fe towards the second Cp ring. Regarding their adsorption
configuration upon metallic surfaces, perpendicular and parallel orientations of the
molecular axis with respect to the substrate surface of pure Fc units adsorbed within
ordered islands have been accounted on Cu(111) and Cu(100) [229, 230]. Bachellier
et. al reported on the adsorption configuration of nickelocene (Nc) on Cu(100) [231].
They observed both configurations as well. Besides ordered islands, they reported on
individual Nc molecules solely occupying the perpendicular configuration. The trian-
gular shaped part in the molecule’s center observed in Figure 7.8b may be assigned
to the TAT core due to its similar appearance compared to the type 1 TAT/Ag(111)
with the three protrusions belonging to the upstanding ethyl moieties. Regarding
their orientation, the adsorption configuration is supposed to be 1S. Consequently,
the circle shaped large yellow protrusions are assigned to the Fc substituents, which
are proposed to be aligned perpendicular to the Ag(111) surface [229–231]. Figure
7.8d shows the same tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage of 2V. By
reference to the scanning tunneling spectrum recorded above the bottom Fc sub-
stituent (gray cross in Figure 7.8d) presented in Figure 7.8e, the LUMO orbitals
are imaged. The positions of the ferrocene’s HOMO (-1.5V) and LUMO (2V) are
comparable to the results of STS measurements on a self assembled layer of Fc units
in the perpendicular configurations obtained by Heinrich et. al [229].

The STM and simultaneously recorded tunneling current image of an individual
1S tris-Fc-TAT recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV is presented in Figure 7.9a
and b. They reveal conductance fluctuations indicating that molecular switching
still persists even with the attached Fc substituents. Similarly to the pure TAT
type 1 and the tris-TAA-TAT molecules, the noise clouds are located at the ethyl
moieties of the centered TAT core. Additionally, less pronounced noise clouds sur-
round the circle shaped Fc units. The molecular switching is as well represented
in the I(U)-trace displayed in Figure 7.9c showing two phases of switching ampli-
tudes. Weakly pronounced conductance fluctuations already start from bias voltages
around ±20mV. Strongly pronounced conductance fluctuation join in at bias volt-
ages around ± 60mV. The two phases are suggested to be either due to the excitation
of a first vibrational mode, which is than superimposed by the excitation of a second
vibrational mode reinforcing the molecular switching at bias voltages exceeding the
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Figure 7.9 | Tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) - molecular switching of single tris-Fc-
TAT molecules. a STM image of a 1S tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) recorded at a bias
voltage of 200mV (4×4 nm2, I=100 pA). b Simultaneously recorded tunneling cur-
rent image with superimposed pictograph showing conductance fluctuations due to
molecular switching. c I(U)-trace recorded at the fixed lateral tip position marked
in b by the gray cross (Uset=100mV, Iset=100 pA, Umod=10mV). Strongly pro-
nounced conductance fluctuations may be observed starting from around ±60mV.
Weakly pronounced conductance fluctuations are even visible starting from around
±20mV indicating two phases of excitation of molecular switching. d STM image
of a 1R tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) having only two Fc substituents attached to the TAT
core (3.5×3.5 nm2, I=100 pA, U=200mV). e Simultaneously recorded tunneling cur-
rent image showing pronounced conductance fluctuations still. The remaining two
Fc substituents are suggested to induce an asymmetric behavior, which is indicated
by the noise clouds’ intensity distribution surrounding the ethyl moieties. The color
scale ranges from 0 to a 240 pm, d 210 pm and b -35 to 35 pA, e -15 to 15 pA. The
data were acquired by Fabian Paschke and Vivien Enenkel.

second threshold. Or it might be due to the intramolecular coupling of the Fc sub-
stituents to the TAT core. Therefore, bias voltages below the second threshold are
supposed to soleley excite the TAT core whose molecular switching is damped by
the attached Fc units. Consequently, bias voltages exceeding the second threshold
are supposed to be suffiecient to excite the whole tris-Fc-TAT molecule leading to
a more pronounced intensity of the molecular switching. The two-phase excitation
present in the I(U)-traces is a rather uncommon and exciting observation and should
be analysed in detail by time-dependent conductance measurements.
There are no propositions possible based on measurements regarding the number
of states and the particular switching characteristics of tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) due to
the lack of I(t)-/z(t)-traces. However, the number of current states of individual tris-
Fc-TAT molecules is proposed to remain at three since the Fc substituents are not
supposed to represent additional switching centres. Regarding an intact tris-Fc-TAT
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Figure 7.10 | Tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption and molecular switching
in triangular shaped tris-Fc-TAT clusters. a STM image of a triangular shaped
tris-Fc-TAT cluster on Ag(111) recorded at a bias voltage of 20mV (I=100 pA). b
STM image of the same cluster recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV (I=100 pA). c
Simultaneously recorded tunneling current image showing conductance fluctuations
due to molecular switching. The orientation of the ethyl moieties and of the corre-
sponding noise clouds of the outer tris-Fc-TAT molecules indicate their adsorption
in the 2S configuration. Regarding the position of the Fc substituents, the centered
tris-Fc-TAT is supposed to be adsorbed in the 1S configuration. The respective pic-
tographs are superimposed for clarity. The color scale ranges from 0 to a 210 pm, b
240 pm and c -10 to 10 pA. All images: 6×6 nm2. d Gas phase relaxed Fc displayed in
the perpendicular and parallel configuration (color coding: C=black, H=light brown,
Fe=blue) The data were acquired by Fabian Paschke and Vivien Enenkel.

molecule, the switching characteristics is supposed to be similar to single TAT type
1 molecules. The FC substituents are suggested to only influence the switching rates
and amplitudes. In contrast, the switching characteristics is supposed to be asym-
metric if one or two Fc substituents are missing. The molecular configuration with
one missing Fc substituent is displayed in Figure 7.9d, e and is evocative of different
TAT configurations in the honeycomb-structure. The asymmetric configuration of
Fc substituents reveals an asymmetric noise distribution. Molecules with missing
Fc substituents can be found on as-prepared samples and are not the result of tip
induced manipulations. Apparently, the valence of the C-atom at the actual point
of attachment is satisfied and no dangling bond remains. Otherwise, the molecule
would bind to the surface, what is supposed to suppress the molecular switching.
The coupling of adjacent tris-Fc-TAT molecules is presented in Figure 7.10 which
shows the self-assembly in a triangular-shaped cluster. The adsorption configuration
may be assigned by the orientation of the ethyl moieties as well as of the Fc sub-
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stituents and of the noise clouds surrounding the peripheral tris-Fc-TAT molecules.
Thus, the peripheral tris-Fc-TAT molecules are suggested to adsorb in configuration
2S. Even though the adsorption geometry of the centered molecule is ambiguous,
it is proposed to be of configuration 1S by reference to the assignment of the Fc
substituents. The circle shaped yellow protrusions, which have been asigned to the
Fc’s perpendicular configuration is only observed for Fc units at free tails, which are
not coupled to adjacent molecules. Their shape changes if intermolecular coupling
comes into play. Regarding the molecular assembly, three adjacent Fc substituents
are proposed to couple, two of them in a T-shaped stacking represented by an elon-
gated droplet [230, 231]. The Fc unit at the bulkier edge of the elongated droplet is
proposed to be in the perpendicular configuration, whereas the thinner end is pro-
posed to belong to a tilted Fc unit which is supposed to rather adsorb in the parallel
configuration. The noise cloud distribution of the tunneling current image indicate
a significant intermolecular coupling, which is proposed to lead to modified current
states as discussed for TAT type 1 molecules adsorbed in the honeycomb-structure
(section 6.3).
The assembly in stacked molecular rows is presented in Figure 7.11. The tris-Fc-TAT
molecules assemble in enantiomeric rows which can be assigned to the configuration
1S (top row) and to the configuration 2S (bottom row). Even though individual
ethyl moieties are just weakly resolved, the presence of type 2 shaped core units
is proposed. The 1S molecule at the right edge of the top row lacks a Fc unit and
its TAT core is suggested to show the characteristic features of the type 2 shape
and thus a down-flipped ethyl moiety. The recording of an intermediate image be-
tween Figure 7.11a and b at a bias voltage of -10mV induced the separation of the
tris-Fc-TAT molecule initially adsorbed in configuration 1S at the left edge of the
top row. The separated tris-Fc-TAT moved upwards and to the right by simulta-
neously rotating into the configuration 2S. The observation of elongated droplets is
as well proposed to be due to a T-shaped stacking of opposite Fc units including
the parallel and perpendicular Fc configuration. Apparently, there are only weak
conductance fluctuations visible in the tunneling current image (Figure 7.11d) sur-
rounding the tris-Fc-TAT molecules with upstanding ethyl moieties of the double
row. The intermolecular coupling is suggested to lead to a rather rigid corset forcing
the tris-Fc-TAT to its specific adsorption configuration and thus confines the molec-
ular switching.
Summarizing, the molecular switching which is based on the jiggling motion if all
ethyl moieties are in the upstanding configuration is a characteristic feature of the
TAT/Ag(111) system. It is even preserved in dense layers and within TAT derivatives
introducing a huge playground for molecular manipulation and control.
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Figure 7.11 | Tris-Fc-TAT/Ag(111) - adsorption and molecular switching
in linear tris-Fc-TAT rows. a STM image of a linear tris-Fc-TAT double row
on Ag(111) (U=10mV). b STM image of the tris-Fc-TAT molecular double row
presented in a. During the recording of an intermediate image at a bias voltage
of -10mV the tris-Fc-TAT molecule attached at the upper left edge of the initial
row is detached and rotated. c STM image of the configuration presented in b
recorded at a bias voltage of 200mV and d simultaneously recorded tunneling current
image. Pronounced noise clouds due to molecular switching are only observed at the
detached single tris-Fc-TAT molecule. Based on the intramolecular resolution of the
STM images displayed in a and b, the 1S molecule with a missing Fc substituent is
supposed to have a TAT type 2 center. Further TAT-centers of tris-Fc-TAT molecules
of the row are suggested to show high similarity with the shape of type 2. The
therefore proposed pictographs are superimposed in c and d. The orientation of
the visible ethyl moieties as well as of the Fc substituents indicate the alternating
adsorption in the configurations 1S and 2S. All images: 13.5×10 nm2, I=100 pA.
The color scale ranges from 0 to a 230 pm, b 290 pm, c 280 pm and d from -15 to
15 pA. The data were acquired by Fabian Paschke and Vivien Enenkel.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis the organic TAT molecule has been successfully deposited on Ag(111)
and the system was intensively studied by LT-STM. The TAT core molecule contains
three N-atoms, whose coupling to the Ag(111) substrate emerged to be crucial for
its specific adsorption configuration and the observed molecular switching. DFT cal-
culations revealed a charge redistribution at the molecule substrate interface, which
induce a dipolar repulsion between individual molecules leading to the observed in-
dividual TAT molecules on the Ag(111) surface for coverages below approximately
50%. Two adsorption configurations by reference to the Ag(111) lattice (atop-fcc
and atop-hcp) together with the surface induced chirality yielded four adsorption
configurations for individual TAT molecules (1R, 1S, 2R, 2S). Furthermore, three
molecular types labeled as type 1 (∼60%), type 2 (∼37%) and type 3 (∼3%) occured
upon adsorption with decreasing commonness. They were attributed to three differ-
ent configurations of the ethyl moieties with respect to the Ag(111) surface. Three
upstanding ethyl moieties specify the appearance of type 1. However, the configura-
tion of type 2 (type 3) is characterized by two (one) upstanding and one (two) surface
coupled ethyl moieties. Higher surface coverages led to the formation of four different
structures involving further adsorption configurations. The TAT/Ag(111) molecular
switching unit provides great opportunities of manipulation and control by affecting
the different kind of interactions, namely the tip-molecule, the molecule-substrate
and the molecule-molecule interactions. Last but not least, the TAT molecule was
chemically modified by attaching functional substituents.

Type 1 TAT/Ag(111) - free-standing molecules

STM studies of the most commonly observed TAT type 1 molecule exposed a plane
adsorption configuration with three upstanding ethyl moieties with a binding energy
of EB(type 1)=1.05 eV/molecule on the Ag(111) substrate. DFT calculations of the
optimized adsorption geometry revealed slightly different vertical N-Ag distances
leading to three degenerate bonding configurations which were not just individually
resolved by STM imaging but the switching between them was observed. Thus, the
TAT/Ag(111) system appeared to represent a molecular switching unit based on the
jiggling motion of the type 1 molecule within its adsorption configuration. To ana-
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lyze the switching characteristics and its dependence on the tip-moleculel interaction
in detail time dependent tunneling current-/z-measurements were performed. The
switching amplitude as well as the number of observed conductance states turned
out to be highly tip position dependent. Areas on the molecule, where no molecular
switching was observed do not indicate the absence of switching but have simi-
lar conductances. Thus, the detailed analysis was focussed on point 1, where three
pronounced and equally separated conductance states were observed. Tunneling cur-
rent and bias voltage dependent measurements of the switching rate revealed the
molecular switching to be triggered by the excitation of inelastic tunneling electrons
above an activation energy of around 40meV. For below lying bias voltages molecular
switching still persists with very low constant switching rates which was proposed to
be due to quantum tunneling of the molecule. Furthermore, the switching appeared
to be by no means random but showed a pronounced directionality up to almost
100% (Iset=500 pA, U=60mV) due to the molecule’s chiral adsorption potential.
Thus, the switching direction is enantiomer dependent. The adsorption potential
was successfully manipulated by varying the tunneling parameters actually yielding
an inversion of the directionality reaching up to 63% (Iset=10pA, U=105mV). The
inversed directionality values for high bias voltages saturated instead of increasing
further what is explained by the competitive effects induced by supplying higher
energies. On one side, the shape of the potential energy landscape is asymmetrically
manipulated supporting the directional switching. On the other side however, higher
energies further lift the excited states and therefore enables more transitions towards
the virtually unfavored direction of the ratchet potential.

Type 2 and 3 TAT/Ag(111) - free-standing molecules

Chemically modifying the molecule-substrate interaction by changing the ethyl con-
figuration led to a stepwise suppression of the molecular switching. TAT type 2 and
type 3 molecules were assigned to intact TAT molecules with one alternatively two
down-flipped ethyl configurations. The outer C-atom of the respective ethyl moi-
ety binds to the Ag(111) surface and represents an additional pinning point to the
substrate. Thus, the DFT calculated binding energy yielded 2.53 eV/molecule for
type 2 TAT/Ag(111) and is therefore twice as strong as for type 1 TAT/Ag(111).
The two-fold pinning of type 3 is expected to further raise the binding energy. The
additional pinning reduces the free tails being able to perform molecular switching.
Consequently, molecular switching occured between only two non-degenerate bond-
ing configurations for the type 2 molecule and was completely suppressed for type 3.
The additional energy required for the ethyl substrate coupling was either provided
by the acceleration of charged droplets during the ESD method used for prepara-
tion or puposefully by tip-induced bias voltage ramps. The latter method enabled
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the targeted and reversible transition between the molecular types representing the
possibility of chemically programming the molecular switching unit.

TAT/Ag(111) - the honeycomb-structure

The effects of the intermolecular interactions on the molecular switching behavior
were intensively studied on the basis of the honeycomb-structure. Two different kinds
of honeycomb-structure were observed concerning the molecular adsorption config-
urations. Generelly, they consist of alternating enantiomers representing a racemic
mixture. Due to the molecular ordering a third adsorption configuration (3S, 3R’)
concerning the orientation of each enantiomer with resprect to the Ag(111) lat-
tice occurred. Regarding the orientation of the imaginary triangle connecting the
upstanding ethyl moieties, they are both rotated by approximately 40◦ in the anti-
clockwise (clockwise) direction with respect to configuration 1S (1R). The centererd
benzene ring of configuration 3S is still located above an atop-position. However,
configuration 3R’ is additionally shifted that the centered benzene ring is located
above an hcp-hollow position. For both of them, the outer C-atom of the FE is
proposed to bind to a Ag atop position which seemd to be more favorable than the
bonding to the bridge-position in the case of configuration 1. Summarizing, a par-
ticular interplay of molecule-substrate and intermolecular interactions is proposed
to promote the down-flip of an ethyl moiety and thus the adsorption of type 2 mole-
cules. TAT type 3 molecules were observed already infrequently for diluted layers
but were hardly ever observed within the honeycomb-structure.
For the honeycomb-structure the molecular types were specified by their switch-
ing activity. TAT type 1 molecules still show pronounced molecular switching and
are thus assigned as active switching untis. Even though, the free-standing type 2
molecule showed a reduced two-level switching, no switching activities were measured
in the honeycomb-structure. Thus, the type 2 and type 3 molecules were summarized
as inactive switching units. Independent of the molecular type, the intermolecular
interactions were observed to influence the molecular switching behavior of the ac-
tive switching units. A probed active type 1 molecule in the honeycomb-structure
is surrounded by three nearest neighboring molecules. Depending on their molecu-
lar type four configurations are possible. Besides the molecular type the number of
adjacent molecules led to symmetric or asymmetric configurations and thus affected
the switching characteristics. The activation energy was raised due to intermolecular
interactions and increased further with the number of nearest neighboring molecules.
The coupling of an active to a single inactive switching unit left the number of states
as three but the switching rate between the levels was separated in a slow and a
fast switching rate regime which was ascribed to the asymmetric configuration of a
single nearest neighboring molecule. Adding a second inactive switching unit as a
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second nearest neighbor of the active type 1 molecule regained the symmetry and the
switching characteristics became similar to free-standing type 1 molecules up to a
higher activation energy. The coupling of an active type 1 to another active and two
inactive switching units revealed the formation of modified current states due to a
transmission of the excitation of the adjacent type 1 on the probed type 1 molecule.
The theoretical number of modified current states which are expected on a probed
active switching unit was proposed to be 3n, with n being the number of coupled
active moleuclar switching units. Seven of the nine expected modified conductance
states were identified. The general ability of tip-induced type transitions persisted
in the honeycomb-structure as well and was even enhanced for molecules adsorbed
in adsorption configuration 3. The preferential down-flip of an ethyl moiety for TAT
molecules adsorbed in configuration 3 and the enhanced transition probability in-
cluding two-step processes like the tip-induced position change of FE were explained
by the modified molecular orientation with respect to the Ag(111) lattice. However,
intermolecular interactions and the specific relative orientation of ethyl moieties were
proposed to be an influencing factor as well. Altogether, the honeycomb-structure
of TAT molecular switching units enabled the controlled and targeted preparation
of 2D network configurations.

Further dense layer structures of TAT/Ag(111) and TAT
derivatives on Ag(111)

Preliminary results on further dense layer structures of TAT/Ag(111) and TAT
derivatives adsorbed on Ag(111) were finally presented. Three additional structures
were observed which seemed to require further adsorption configurations. Regard-
ing the molecular type distributions within those structures a complex interplay of
molecule-substrate and intermolecular interactions as well as the relative orientation
of the ethyl moieties were proposed to be causal. Independent of the structure the
molecular switching of the active units persisted.
Finally, the derivatives tris-triarylamine-TAT and tris-ferrocene-TAT were as well
electrospray deposited on a Ag(111) surface and studied by STM regarding their
adsorption configuration and switching behavior. Tris-TAA-TAT assembled in a
honeycomb-structure with adsorption configurations 1 and 2, which were observed
for free-standing TAT molecules as well. The honeycomb-structure is formed unlike
the one of TAT molecules solely of the same enantiomers. Individual tris-TAA-TAT
molecules were never observed which was attributed to the preference of the triary-
lamine’s benzene units for π-π-stacking which competes with the dipolar repulsion
of the TAT cores. The attractive interaction of the benzene units prevails the dipolar
repulsion what is supported by the relatively large distances between the TAT cores.
The three noise clouds due to conductance fluctuations were located similar to the
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TAT core molecule and expanded along the triarylamine units. The analysis of the
molecular switching revealed four conductance states and thus a higher number than
for the individual TAT core. Due to large nearest neighboring distances between the
TAT cores within the structure the observed four conductance states are proposed
to be rather due to additional switching centres at the N-atoms of the triarylamine
units than due to intermolecular interactions.
Tris-Fc-TAT was observed to adsorb as individual molecules as well as in triangular
conformations and molecular rows in configuration 1 and 2 similar to tris-TAA-TAT.
Molecular clusters are solely formed of the same enantiomer. Molecular conductance
fluctuations located similar to the TAT core and less pronounced at the Fc units
indicated molecular switching. If tris-Fc-TAT molecules are assembled in molecular
rows some of them seemed to be inactive. This was explained by the down-flip of an
ethyl moiety like for TAT type 2 suppressing the molecular switching.

Outlook

Summarizing, the TAT/Ag(111) system represents a molecular switching unit of-
fering a vast amount of possibilities concerning its control and manipulation by
the modification of the various interactions, namely the tip-molecule, the molecule-
substrate and the molecule-molecule interactions. They have been studied in detail
within this thesis. Indeed, there are still ideas concerning furture experimental and
theoretical studies which are proposed to further contribute to an even better un-
derstanding of the system and to push forward the progress in the field of molecular
switching units and their implementation in future electronic devices.
Regarding the tip molecule interactions most answers were given by the presented
experimental and theoretical data. However, two aspects might be worth pursu-
ing, getting more informations about the shape of the asymmetric potential energy
landscape due to chirality and the activation mechanism for molecular switching
processes for voltages below the activation energy (∼40meV). Theoretical calcula-
tions might provide additional informations about the shape of the potential energy
landscape and the deformation due to variations of the tip sample distance inducing
the inversion of the switching directionality. For prooving the proposal of quantum
tunneling to be the activation mechanism for molecular switching at low energies,
temperature dependent measurements at active switching units of the honeycomb-
structure are suggested. So far an adsorption state hopping as described in section
5.1 was never observed which seemed to be the factor of uncertainty for the tem-
perature dependent measurement of the switching rate of individual active TAT
molecules. Another option to check for quantum tunneling is to study the isotope
effect. In tautomers this can be simply realized by the substitution of the inner H-
atoms by deuterium with the latter showing considerably lower switching rates [70].
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However, in the case of TAT molecules not only H-atoms are proposed to tunnel
between the states but the whole molecule. Tunneling parameter dependent switch-
ing rate studies of the TAT derivatives might be valuable. Even though, there might
be no quantum tunneling possible due to the large molecular mass, an adsorption
state hopping of the TAT core or the whole molecule is not expected due to the
additional pinning points of the substituents (TAA, Fc). Thus they are suggested to
enable convincing switching rates even if the temperature is modified between the
measurements.
Many ideas and open questions refer to TAT molecules assembled in the honeycomb-
structure. Starting with the additional adsorption configuration 3 which cannot be
stabilized for individual molecules, DFT calculations revealing the optimized ad-
sorption geometry are of high interest. Concequential informations are anticipated
concerning the observed preferential occurence of TAT molecules with down-flipped
ethyl moieties (type 2) adsorbed here which is essentially a matter of being attributed
to sole molecule substrate interactions or additional influences from intermolecular
interactions and relative ethyl orientations of neighboring molecules. Associated, this
is supposed to explain the high type transition probabilities and the occurence of
two-step processes like the position change of down-flipped ethyl moieties. Beyond
that, experiments on the spatial and tunneling parameter dependent success rate
of the type transitions might reveal particular tip positions and parameters which
could even enhance the success rate.
The second important aspect concerning molecular switching units in the honeycomb-
structure is the influence of neighboring active switching units on a probed active
TAT molecule. Based on the presented results some further questions and proposals
arise which have been partly mentioned in chapter 6 and are additionally discussed
in the following by means of three aspects. i) How many of the proposed number
of modified conductance states can be technically resolved? ii) Are there prohibited
or favored transitions? iii) Is it possible to assign the modified conductance states,
i.e. say something about their formation and thus get more informations about the
intermolecular interaction and its effects on molecular switching?
Concerning issue i), further experiments on the spatial and tunneling parameter
dependent switching characteristics are supposed to yield the lateral tip position
and parameters for which the maximum number of modified conductance states are
resolved. The configuration to start with is proposed to consist of two coupled active
TAT molecules aiming to resolve the nine modified conductance states. Gradually,
the second and third adjacent molecule are then activated repeating the current-
/z-mapping of lateral tip positions and tunneling parameters to test the technical
limits since the resolution of the proposed maximum 84 modified conductance states
is technically challenging for sure. While doing so, testing the enantiomer and ad-
sorption configuration dependent switching characteristics is suggested to exclude
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related limitations.
Issue ii) and iii) are closely related and thus will be discussed together. Indeed, there
are transitions between states which are proposed to be prohibited, for instance a
simultaneous switching event of adjacent active molecules. Assuming the coupling of
two active TAT molecules the modified conductance states are denoted as IAB with
A, B being the indeces of the active molecular switching units A and B. Then the
following transitions would be allowed by reference to an initial state I11, I11↔I12,
I11↔I13, I11↔I21, I11↔I31, whereas the remaining would be prohibited I11↔I22,
I11↔I23, I11↔I32, I11↔I33. Beyond that, the chiral adsorption potential might
prefer some transitions while others would be highly unfavorable. Consequently, re-
solving the most transitions and thus obtaining the chirality independent selection
rules is proposed to be realized for tunneling parameters at which the directionality
is suppressed. To avoid any other influences than from the targeted coupled active
switching units the nearest and after next neighboring molecules need to be set to
inactive units. For further informations on the specific kind of intermolecular interac-
tions and the coupling strenghts theoretical calculations concerning the honeycomb
structure are essential.
Regarding the preliminary results of futher dense layer structures of TAT/Ag(111)
and of TAT derivatives presented in chapter 7 further targeted experiments are
suggested. The main issues which should be addressed are proposed to be:

• The proportion of molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule interaction con-
tributing to the observed structures 2-4 of TAT molecules with the observed
adsorption configurations and molecular types.

• The switching characteristics of active TAT units in those structures (number
of modified current states, coupling strength, switching rates and directional-
ity).

• The general possibility and success rate of inducing type transitions, especiall
for structures 3 and 4 consisting mostly of inactive or active TAT switching
units, respectively.

• The reason for the partial segregation of enantiomers in structure 2 which
neither represents a racemic mixture nor an assembly of only one enantiomer.

• The switching characteristics of tris-TAA-TAT molecules, i.e. how many con-
ductance states do exist and are they due to additionally formed switching
centres at the N-atoms of the triarylamine units or are they due to inter-
molecular couplings? Is the molecular switching still directional? What is the
excitation mechanism for energies below the activation energy?
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• Can the molecular switching of tris-TAA-TAT be deactivated although no
indications of down-flipped ethyl moieties of the TAT cores were observed?

• The switching characteristics of tris-Fc-TAT molecules. Do the Fc units con-
tribute to the molecular switching? What is the apparent separation of ex-
citation observed in the I(U)-traces due to? Is the molecular switching still
directional? What is the excitation mechanism for energies below the activa-
tion energy?

• Where do congfigurations with down-flipped ethyl moieties and thus sup-
pressed switching occur? Only in molecular rows or as well in the triangular
clusters and for individual molecules?

• Is it possible to induce type transitions and what is the success rate?

This work was introduced with Feynman’s famous lecture "There’s plenty of room
at the bottom" and its visions for shrinking electronic devices [1]. It finally ends
with the conclusion that TAT based molecules adsorbed on the Ag(111) surface
represent a perfectly well controlled molecular switching unit being capable for the
implementation in future active electronic devices. And their full potential is still
not tapped.
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